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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Dissertation Abstract
SCHOOL LEADERS’ AND EDUCATORS’ PERCEPTIONS OF IGNATIAN
IDENTITY AT JESUIT CRISTO REY SCHOOLS
Catholic schools have long played a critical role in the education and formation of
students in the United States. In the past half-century, however, Catholic education in the
U.S. has experienced a significant decline, both in the number of schools and in the
number of students served (Miller, 2006; Heft, 2011; NCEA, 2014). The Cristo Rey
Network is a growing movement aimed at revitalizing urban Catholic education for lowincome families. This reinvigoration is dependent on the schools’ commitment to
Catholic identity; for Cristo Rey schools, the charism of each school’s sponsoring
religious organization drives its Catholic identity. This study explored Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools, and therefore, focused specifically on their Ignatian identity.
This study utilized a mixed-methods, embedded multiple-case study approach;
school leaders and educators were invited to complete the study’s survey, and three indepth interviews were conducted at each school. The six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in the
study were those, which are solely sponsored by the Society of Jesus, and which have
existed for at least eight years. The study’s survey instrument, the CRIGNIS, is an
adaptation of the Jesuit Schools Network’s IGNatian Identity Survey; each item of the
CRIGNIS was validated for alignment to one of the ten “distinguishing criteria” from
What Makes a Jesuit High School Jesuit? (Jesuit Conference, 2011).
The results from this study showed that, in general, the Ignatian identity across
the schools was perceived to be fairly strong; “Genuine care about each individual
student” and “Being a loving community” were perceived as the schools’ greatest
“strengths.” A number of diverse “challenges” regarding Ignatian identity emerged
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through this study as well. In addition to overarching trends, the case studies showed that
each school presented its own unique “strengths” and “challenges.” Furthermore, this
study showed great opportunities for Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools;
namely, through the CWSP, by connecting with the lived realities and demographics of
their students, and through the continued formation of adults at the schools. There is still
work to be done for schools to realize their full potential and the many gifts of being both
“Jesuit” and “Cristo Rey.”
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
Cristo Rey schools, a network of urban Catholic high schools, have garnered
noticeable traction in the past two decades. Cristo Rey schools aim to provide a quality,
Catholic, college-preparatory education for low-income families in urban areas; high
school graduation, college success, and college graduation are main goals for all of the
schools’ students (Cristo Rey Network [CRN], 2016a). The first Cristo Rey school
opened its doors in Chicago in 1996, and five years thereafter, the unique model was
replicated in Portland, OR (Kearney, 2008; CRN, 2016a). That initial replication process
proved successful; thus, others followed, and the CRN was formed. As of this writing,
there are 32 CRN high schools in 30 cities across the United States (CRN, 2016a).
A distinguishing hallmark of Cristo Rey schools is an innovative Corporate
Work-Study Program (CWSP), through which all students work at a local business or
non-profit organization five days a month. Mandatory participation in the CWSP funds
approximately 50% of each student’s tuition, though the exact figure varies for each
individual school (Kearney, 2008); this is a main reason why some consider Cristo Rey
schools to be a fiscally effective and sustainable solution to urban Catholic education
moving forward. In recent decades, as many urban Catholic high schools serving lowincome families have consolidated or closed because of a lack of funding (United States
Department of Education, 2008; Brinig & Garnett, 2014; National Catholic Education
Association [NCEA], 2014), Cristo Rey schools are opening, expanding, and growing in
great part due to their fiscal model. Bishop Michael Barber of Oakland, CA summed up
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the reality for Catholic schools: “The future belongs to new models of Catholic education
other than the tuition-based model. Tuition keeps going up and we keep pricing out the
students and families who are most in need” (Petrisek, 2016). Cristo Rey schools are a
possible solution to this problem, and many in the field of Catholic education do believe
that Cristo Rey schools offer a means of revitalizing urban Catholic education in the
United States.
The Mission Effectiveness Standards from the CRN outline the criteria for any
Cristo Rey school; the very first standard affirms that a Cristo Rey school must be
“explicitly Catholic” (CRN, 2012). The innovative structure of a Cristo Rey school
presents notable considerations for maintaining the Catholic identity of the school. First,
the CWSP takes students away from the school community and into a corporate, adult
workplace environment five days a week. Each corporate sponsor, its work environment,
and its personnel may support the Catholic mission of the school and the studentworkers’ formation to varying degrees. Secondly, the days spent at work result in five
less academic days each month for students at Cristo Rey schools; therefore the days, on
which students are in class, are longer and more highly structured for academic
instruction. Significant time and energy must be spent preparing students for college
readiness and building a college-going school culture. This could limit opportunities to
incorporate faith life activities into the school day and yearlong calendar. Thirdly, on any
given school day, 25% of the student body is at work; thus, there are few times when the
full school can gather together for community formation. A strong sense of community
is a main trademark of Catholic education (National Conference of Catholic Bishops,
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1972; Miller, 2006; Center for Catholic School Effectiveness, School of Education,
Loyola University of Chicago, 2012; et.).
Furthermore, Cristo Rey schools attract a broad range of personnel. Cristo Rey
schools have become a national leader in urban education (Kearney, 2008; Heft, 2011;
Bateman, 2014; Sweas, 2014). The schools attract teachers and staff, who are advocates
for urban education reform, social justice, and educational equity in our country, but who
may or may not be Catholic or familiar with Catholic education. The CWSP departments
attract adults with professional business expertise and experience, but not necessarily
those coming from faith-based educational environments. The diversity of adults’
backgrounds can certainly enhance any school, yet all school leaders and educators at
Cristo Rey schools must be committed to and capable of animating a strong Catholic
identity, if Cristo Rey schools are going to be “explicitly Catholic” (CRN, 2012). The
CRN has noted its own desire for strong faith formation programs to support adults in
this ministry: “Adult faith formation is the essential way in which Cristo Rey Network
School communities nurture [their] spirituality” (CRN, 2010).
If Cristo Rey schools are going to be a sustainable model for urban Catholic
education into the future, there must be a high level of intentionality in upholding and
assessing their Catholic identity. This study was designed to contribute to this important
conversation by exploring a particular subset of Cristo Rey schools through one distinct
lens of Catholic identity. Specifically, this study explored the Ignatian identity of six
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. All Cristo Rey schools are called to live out their Catholic
identity; however, each Cristo Rey school takes on this responsibility through the len(s)
of its particular (co)sponsoring and / or co(endorsing) religious group(s) (CRN, 2016c).
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For Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and for any Jesuit school, the focus would be in animating
their Ignatian identity.
Background and Need for Study
The make-up of Catholic education in the United States has changed drastically in
the past fifty years. Prior to the Second Vatican Council (Vatican II), which spanned
from 1962 to 1965, Catholic parochial schools across the U.S. were staffed primarily by
religious – sisters, brothers, and priests (Walch, 2003; Miller, 2006; Heft, 2011). In the
late 1960s, following Vatican II, religious vocations began to experience a substantial
decline; as the number of religious sisters, brothers, and priests decreased by the
thousands, the staffing of parochial schools shifted to almost entirely lay teachers and
administrators (Walch, 2003; Miller, 2006; Heft, 2011). According to 2009 statistics,
Gibson reported that: “In 1967 nearly 60 percent of the principals and teachers in urban
schools were priests and religious” (Heft, 2011). Almost thirty years later, Miller (2006)
reported that: “Religious women constitute less than 4 percent of the full-time
professional staff of Catholic schools, while 95 percent of the teachers are laypersons” (p.
3). This major change in staffing affected Catholic education in two main ways:
operational costs increased dramatically and the responsibility of Catholic identity shifted
mainly to lay colleagues.
First, the staffing shift drove up the cost of operating a Catholic school; religious
sisters, brothers, and priests staffed parochial schools on very modest living stipends,
while lay personnel commanded competitive salaries (Walch, 2003). More lay personnel
meant more money being spent on salaries, which led to higher tuitions in order to
compensate for the increased operational costs. Naturally, this rise in tuition presented
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the greatest challenges for schools and families in poorer urban areas. With the rising
operational costs, many parochial schools were forced to close down in the past five
decades. According to both Miller (2006) and Heft (2011), Catholic schools reached
their peak in the United States in 1965, when over 5.5 million students attended 10,931
elementary and 2,465 secondary Catholic schools; by 2005, there were reported only 2.4
million students attending 6,574 elementary and 1,225 secondary Catholic schools. For
this study, it is important to note that the closures have reduced the number of Catholic
high schools by just over 50% in the past half-century. The CRN currently consists of
only 32 Catholic high schools, but it is expanding each year. The model could offer a
notable revival to the number of schools and students in urban Catholic education today.
In addition to the fiscal struggles within Catholic education, the shift to mostly lay
personnel altered the previous reliance on religious personnel for insuring Catholic
identity. “The presence of religious personnel in parochial and secondary schools served
as a built-in guarantee for their Catholic identity” (Miller, 2006). Religious sisters,
brothers, and priests undergo years of faith formation prior to their final vows. Without
their presence, more attention must be given to the adults who lead and teach in Catholic
schools. The shift in personnel called for a more careful process of authentically “hiring
for mission” and a more intentional approach to adult faith formation in Catholic schools.
The first Cristo Rey school was established in inner-city Chicago as a response
from an order of Catholic priests and brothers, the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), to the need
for a Catholic high school for low-income families (CRN, 2016a). Gang involvement,
drug use, violence, and poverty were common realities for youth and adolescents in the
Pilsen neighborhood at the time, and the Jesuits wanted to tackle the social issues at play
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through the realm of education (Kearney, 2008). They decided to start a collegepreparatory school, but the obvious question was: How would such a school for lowincome families be financed? The feasibility team drafted an innovative business model,
through which students would work five days a month at a professional company (or nonprofit corporation), and the company would then pay the school on behalf of the student
toward tuition fees (Kearney, 2008; CRN, 2016b). This CWSP proved to be a fiscal
success within the first few years of Cristo Rey Jesuit High School’s existence, and by
2001, educational leaders in other cities were interested in replicating the model (Sweas,
2014; CRN, 2016a). Two decades later, 32 Cristo Rey schools are operating in urban
areas across the United States. In essence, the model appears to be a fiscally sustainable
solution to the historical problem of being able to fund urban Catholic education after the
shift from religious to lay personnel.
If Cristo Rey schools seem to offer a fiscally viable future for urban Catholic
education, how well prepared are the schools to also be leaders of Catholic identity, given
their unique model and structure? In order to narrow the scope of this study, the
researcher decided to explore a specific subset of Cristo Rey schools through a particular
lens of Catholic identity, namely the Ignatian identity of Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. The
research questions and research design reflect this explicit decision. As a Catholic order,
the charism of the Jesuits is, by definition, Catholic; for this study, the charism of Jesuit
schools is referred to as “Ignatian identity,” coined from the name of the founder of the
Society of Jesus, Saint Ignatius. The researcher isolated Ignatian identity in order to gain
greater clarity on one particular charism for the Catholic identity among some Cristo Rey
schools.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore and compare the perceptions of school
leaders and educators at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools regarding the Ignatian identity of their
respective schools. The relatively young network of Cristo Rey schools presents unique
considerations, opportunities, and challenges to maintaining a strong religious identity.
Specifically, this study focused on Ignatian identity, a subset of Catholic identity. As of
this writing, the Society of Jesus (co)sponsors or (co)endorses 14 Cristo Rey schools;
these schools are specifically focused on building and sustaining their Ignatian identity.
This study aimed to identify those opportunities and challenges regarding Ignatian
identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and to examine what schools have been doing in
order to capitalize on the opportunities and combat the challenges. Furthermore, this
study aimed to explore the intersection of Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity for
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
Clarification of Key Concepts
The terms “explicitly Catholic,” “Catholic identity,” “Ignatian identity,” and
“Jesuit identity” are used throughout this study. Although these concepts allow for
significant overlap, the terms are not identical, nor should they be used interchangeably.
This study did allow for one exception to this; at times, the researcher used the terms
“Ignatian identity” and “Jesuit identity” interchangeably in order to accommodate for
familiarity with interviewees and survey respondents. Some individuals in the study
were more comfortable with the term “Jesuit identity,” as it has been more prevalently
used within the context of their respective schools. In theory, “Ignatian identity” refers to
that which is grounded in the philosophy or spirituality of Saint Ignatius of Loyola, while
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“Jesuit identity” refers to that which is grounded in the philosophy or spirituality of the
Society of Jesus, a Catholic order of priests and brothers. A school or organization could
embrace an Ignatian identity, and independently follow the teachings of Saint Ignatius
without being affiliated with the Society of Jesus; however, a school or organization
claiming a Jesuit identity, would inherently take on an Ignatian identity. The identity of
the Society of Jesus is an Ignatian identity; Saint Ignatius founded the Jesuits, and his
philosophy and spirituality continues to be those of the Society of Jesus. Each of the six
schools in this study is fully sponsored by the Society of Jesus; therefore in the context of
this study, the interchangeability of “Jesuit identity” and “Ignatian identity” has been
deemed appropriate by the researcher.
The CRN uses the term “explicitly Catholic” in the first of its “Mission
Effectiveness Standards” for assessing Cristo Rey schools; in its entirety, “Standard One”
states: “A Cristo Rey school is explicitly Catholic in mission and enjoys Church
approval” (CRN, 2012). The CRN (2012) provides five criteria for meeting this
standard; they are listed here verbatim:
1. The school meets the requirements of its religious sponsoring body in areas such as
religious identity and mission; community atmosphere; faculty, staff, and board
formation; and programs of religious education, worship, retreats, and community
service.
2. The school incorporates the cultural traditions and customs of the student body into
the celebration of faith.
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3. The school has in place personnel, processes, and programs such that the school is
religiously vibrant, marked by its faith-identity in the various aspects of the school’s
life.
4. The school relates collegially with surrounding Catholic high schools, parishes, and
grade schools.
5. The school incorporates the primary elements of the Cristo Rey Network Faith
Formation Document into its religious and faith formation programs.
In the first criterion above, the CRN (2012) affirms each school’s pursuit to animate the
“religious identity and mission” of its respective “religious sponsoring body.” In the
cases of the six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in this study, this would mean the animation of
an Ignatian identity. The second, third, and fourth criteria above speak to the integration
of culture and faith, religious vibrancy, and collaboration with other Catholic schools and
parishes; any Catholic school, and therefore any Jesuit school, would be called to implore
these principles in light of their “Catholic identity.” The fifth criterion above references
the CRN’s document entitled A Cristo Rey Spirituality, which calls schools to animate the
Gospel message, build authentic Christian community, and educate students for the
service of others (CRN, 2010); again, these principles would be part of any Catholic
school’s ethos, including Jesuit schools.
“Catholic identity” refers to that which is grounded in the Catholic faith and
teachings of the Catholic Church. All Catholic schools, including all Cristo Rey schools
and all Jesuit schools, are called to fully live out their Catholic identity. As noted,
“Ignatian identity” refers to that which is grounded in the philosophy and spirituality of
Saint Ignatius; all Jesuit schools, including the ones in this study, are called to fully live
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out their Ignatian identity. Therefore, all Jesuit schools are called to simultaneously live
out both their Catholic identity and their Ignatian identity, and there is significant overlap
between these two concepts. More comprehensive frameworks for understanding the
components of “Catholic identity” for Catholic schools and “Ignatian identity” for Jesuit
schools are included in the following section. The following figure shows the
relationships among Catholic schools, Jesuit schools, and Cristo Rey schools, and among
the terms “Explicitly Catholic,” “Catholic Identity,” “Ignatian Identity,” and “Jesuit
Identity”:
All Catholic Schools: “Catholic Identity”

Jesuit,
Cristo
Rey
Schools:
focus of
this
study.

Figure 1. Venn diagram of the relationships among “Catholic identity,” “Explicitly
Catholic,” “Ignatian identity,” and “Jesuit identity.”
When discussing all Cristo Rey schools, the terms “Catholic identity” and
“explicitly Catholic” are appropriate. When discussing Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, all
four terms, which are discussed in this section are appropriate: “Explicitly Catholic,”
“Catholic Identity,” “Ignatian Identity,” and “Jesuit Identity.” However, this study
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focused its scope on “Ignatian identity” for the six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in the study.
(Please note that some interviewees in this study have used both “Catholic identity” and
“Ignatian identity” seemingly interchangeably; the terms have been kept in their original
form for direct quotations from the interviewees.)
Conceptual Framework
Multiple conceptual frameworks were utilized in order to form a comprehensive
lens for this study. First, although this study ultimately focused on the more specific
concept of Ignatian identity, a framework for understanding Catholic identity, within a
school setting, was helpful in offering greater context. Secondly, a framework for
understanding the components of Ignatian identity, within the context of a school setting,
was essential. Two frameworks for organizational culture were included in order to
understand how those within an organization (the school leaders and educators, in this
study) perceive organizational culture (components of Ignatian identity, in this study).
As the study also explored the intersection of Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity, a
fifth framework was included to help understand any potential competing values for each
school in the study. Finally, as Cristo Rey schools serve predominantly students of color,
frameworks for both culturally relevant pedagogy and culturally responsive curriculum
were critically important; Ignatian formation for students is grounded in a pedagogy
(Ignatian) and a curriculum with varying degrees of explicitness at times.
Miller (2006) collated the main defining characteristics of a Catholic school in the
text entitled Five Essential Marks of Catholic Schools. The “five essential marks” and a
brief synopsis of each are listed here:
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1. Inspired by a Supernatural Vision: Reminds schools that the fundamental, higher
purpose of Catholic education is the formation of the “whole child” to fulfill a
heavenly destiny – to become “good citizens of this world, loving God and neighbor,
and enriching society with the leaven of the gospel, and who will also be citizens of
the world to come, thus fulfilling their destiny to become saints.”
2. Founded on a Christian Anthropology: Emphasizes the Christo-centric aspects of
Catholic education; affirms that Jesus Christ is the “model and means” for Catholic
education, and the “center and fulcrum of the entire enterprise,” including “its
educational philosophy, its curriculum, its community life, its selection of teachers,
and even its physical environment.”
3. Animated by Communion and Community: Emphasizes a Catholic school as a
community of faith with high levels of “teamwork,” among educators and with local
bishops, “cooperation with families,” “a warm, intimate atmosphere,” “strong
teacher-student relationships,” and a “sacramental” environment; affirms a strong
presence of prayer, liturgies, and the Sacraments within the school community.
4. Imbued with a Catholic Worldview throughout its Curriculum: Reminds Catholic
schools that students’ education must be centered on the “love for wisdom and
passion for truth,” encompassing both intellectual and moral development;
emphasizes “religious education” and the integration of “faith, culture, and life.”
5. Sustained by Gospel Witness: Calls educators and all adults in Catholic schools to the
“imitation of Christ” for students, and to “reveal the Christian message not only
through word, but also by every gesture of their behavior”; encourages Catholic
schools in the “hiring of committed Catholics” who are “witnesses” to the faith.
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In 2006 (second printing, 2011), the Jesuit Conference published What Makes a
Jesuit School Jesuit?: The Relationship between Jesuit Schools and the Society of Jesus,
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools. The
document outlines ten “distinguishing criteria” for Jesuit schools, and this framework
formed the basis of Ignatian identity for this study. Each main item of this study’s survey
instrument aligns to at least one of these “distinguishing criteria,” as explicitly explained
in Chapter III. The background of the What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? document is
further explained in Chapter II. The ten criteria and a synopsis of each are listed here:
1. The First Apostolic Principles: Reminds Jesuit schools of their core mission as
apostolates of the Society of Jesus, and therefore of their role in the inseparable
“service of faith,” “the promotion of justice,” and “the realization of the Kingdom of
God”; calls schools to always remain mission-driven – through hiring, the selection of
trustees, the orientation and formation of adults, and the school’s various programs.
2. The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit Education: Calls Jesuit schools to “foster the
development of students as adult members of their faith communities,” facilitating
opportunities for students to “experience Jesus Christ,” while also “respect[ing]
religious difference and promot[ing] interreligious dialogue.”
3. Serving the Mission of the Church: Asserts that every Jesuit school “publically
declares its Catholic identity,” and “acts ‘in the service of the worldwide mission of
the Church’”; also asserts that the school maintains a collaborative relationship with
the bishop and diocese, that “personnel live in conformity with the Gospel,” and that
“students are encouraged to participate actively in the life of their local faith
communities.”
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4. Religious Education and Formation: Reminds Jesuit schools of their responsibility to
provide meaningful and formative religious programs and curriculum, including a
vibrant liturgical life and resourced spiritual retreats; asserts the mission of Jesuit
schools “to preach Jesus Christ and to make Him known,” and to be “a community of
faith that comes together in the Eucharist.”
5. Teaching and Acting Justly: Speaks to the institutional commitment that a Jesuit
school “not only teaches justice but also acts justly”; this includes reaching out to the
“poor and the socially disadvantaged in the neighborhood,” offering “generous
amounts of financial aid based on need,” and transforming the hearts and minds of
students through effective Christian Service programs.
6. The Global Dimension of the Educational Mission: Affirms the global perspective of
Jesuit education; notably, calls for an education through which students “analyze their
own contemporary culture,” “recognize the suffering and pain” and become sensitive
to injustices in different parts of the world, are drawn to “solidarity with the
disadvantaged and dispossessed,” and are “achieving the freedom to work for
justice.”
7. Educational Excellence: Speaks to the distinguished academic and co-curricular
programs of Jesuit schools, all aimed at cultivating a Christian response with
students; places emphases on developing critical thought and knowledge, educating
the “whole person,” preparing students for leadership and collaboration, and
incorporating technology.
8. Cooperation in Mission: Asserts the critical role collaboration plays in a Jesuit school,
including all relationships within the school, the relationship between the school and
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the Province, and the active participation of each school as a member of the Jesuit
Schools Network (JSN); also speaks to the orientation and ongoing formation of those
working in the school with regards to mission, the larger context of Jesuit education,
and Ignatian Spirituality.
9. Spiritual Formation and Outreach: Calls for the spiritual formation of and spiritual
opportunities for all board members, personnel, families, and alumni at Jesuit schools;
affirms the needs for careful hiring and selection processes for personnel and board
members, effective ongoing formational programs, and participation in workshops
and seminars from the JSN.
10.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit Pedagogy: Speaks specifically to the importance of
offering spiritual direction, experiences with The Spiritual Exercises, and formation
with regards to Ignatian discernment to board members and personnel at a Jesuit
school; emphasizes the need for familiarity with and full integration of The
Characteristics of Jesuit Education and Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach.
In order to understand how school leaders and educators perceived these

“distinguishing criteria” of Ignatian identity within the context of their respective schools,
two frameworks of organizational culture were considered. This study assumed that the
Ignatian identity of each school was intertwined with the school’s organizational culture.
Schein (1992, 2010) identified “three levels” of organizational culture: “artifacts,”
“espoused beliefs and values,” and “basic underlying assumptions.” “Artifacts” refers to
“visible structures and processes” and “observed behavior”; “espoused beliefs and
values” refers to the “ideals, goals, values, and aspirations” of the organization and its
culture; and “basic underlying assumptions” refers to individuals’ “unconscious beliefs
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and values, which “determine perception, thought, and feeling” (Schein, 1992, 2010).
This study assumed that school leaders’ and educators’ perceptions of Ignatian identity
have been informed by these three levels of school culture.
Hatch (1993) expanded upon Schein’s work and provided a framework for the
“dynamism of organizational cultures.” Hatch (1993) included “symbols” as a fourth
level of organizational culture, and moreover, articulated the processes of interplay
between the four levels. According to the “Cultural Dynamics Model,” “realization”
refers to the process linking “values” and “artifacts”; “symbolization” refers to the
process linking “artifacts” and “symbols”; “interpretation” refers to the process linking
“symbols” and “assumptions”; and “manifestation” refers to the process linking
“assumptions” and “values” (Hatch, 1993). Hatch (1993) argued that these processes
informed perceptions of organizational culture, just as the four levels themselves; this
study considered its framework in agreement with Hatch’s view.
The “Competing Values Framework” developed by Cameron and Quinn (1999)
was considered for this study. This study explored the intersection of Ignatian identity
and Cristo Rey identity for the six schools in the study; the study assumed that, in some
ways, these identities would be mutually reinforcing, while in other ways, the two
identities may produce tension. The consideration of the “Competing Values
Framework” helped to frame the exploration of this potential tension. Cameron and
Quinn (1999) identified four types of organizational culture based on their internal or
external focus and on the level of their flexibility and individuality or their stability and
control: “Clan,” “Hierarchy,” “Adhocracy,” and “Market.” “Clan” refers to an
organizational culture with an internal focus and high levels of flexibility and
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individuality; “Hierarchy” refers to an organizational culture with an internal focus and
high levels of stability and control; “Adhocracy” refers to an organizational culture with
an external focus and high levels of flexibility and individuality; and “Market” refers to
an organizational culture with an external focus and high levels of stability and control
(Cameron & Quinn, 1999). Considering these four tendencies for organizational cultures
helped to inform this study in its exploration of any reinforcement or tension for the
schools with both Ignatian and Cristo Rey identities.
Student demographics naturally surfaced as a critical component of this study.
Thus, frameworks for culturally relevant pedagogy and culturally responsive curriculum
were included. This study focused on Ignatian identity, and therefore on spiritual (and
not academic) formation and animation; yet the work in this spiritual realm still very
much involves both a pedagogy and a curriculum. In other words, there is a methodology
behind the work of spiritual formation. Ladson-Billings (1995) offered a framework for
culturally relevant pedagogy with “three broad propositions”: “conceptions of self and
others,” “social relations,” and “conceptions of knowledge.” According to the research,
culturally relevant educators possessed a number of attributes within each of these three
propositions; they are listed here:
• Conceptions of Self and Others: belief that all students are capable of success;
view of pedagogy as “art” and teaching as “pulling out knowledge”; view of
oneself as a member of the community being served and of teaching as a
meaningful way to give back to the community.
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• Social Relations: “connectedness with all students”; development of “fluid
student-teacher relationships” and a “community of learners” in which students
learn collaboratively and take responsibility for one another.
• Conceptions of Knowledge: belief that knowledge is “constructed” (not “static”)
and “must be viewed critically”; passion for learning; ability to “scaffold”
learning for students and incorporate “multifaceted” assessment.
Dallavis (2014) drew an important connection between culturally responsive pedagogy
and Catholic identity, particularly surrounding educators’ “conceptions of self and
others” and “social relations.” S. P. Martin (1996) offered recommendations for Catholic
schools to “build on their tradition of Gospel values (and) explore opportunities for
incorporating diversity in their schools.” The research from Dallavis (2014) did suggest
that in a Catholic school setting, teachers’ religious faith drives their beliefs toward high
expectations for student learning and emphases on caring, supportive student-teacher
relationships.
Morey and Kilano (1997) proposed a “framework for infusing attention to
diversity” in curriculum and defined three levels of doing such: “exclusive,” “inclusive,”
and “transformed” (Kea, Campbell-Whatley, & Richards, 2006). The three levels are
described here, based on summaries by Kea, Campbell-Whatley, & Richards (2006):
•

Exclusive: lowest level; diversity is “restricted to one part of the course” and
limited to “food, folklore, fun, and fashion”; content includes “traditional
mainstream experiences and stereotypes; instruction is “teacher-centered” and
lecture-based, with objective assessments.
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•

Inclusive: “diversity is discussed throughout the course and compared to the
dominant norm”; instruction “remains teacher-centered” but includes varied
assessment methods and opportunities for students to “construct their own
knowledge.”

•

Transformed: “curriculum challenges traditional views” through “critical
pedagogy and issue-oriented approaches”; “instruction is student-centered,” and
students’ “personal experiences are analyzed”; students regularly engage in “selfassessment,” “reflection techniques,” “critical problem solving,” and
“examination of values.”

These three levels should be considered when exploring the extent to which Jesuit, Cristo
Rey schools are implementing components of Ignatian identity in light of the student
demographics and lived experiences at their respective schools.
Research Questions
The study addressed five research questions:
1) What are the perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at their
respective Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What are the perceptions of school leaders of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

What are the perceptions of educators of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

How do these perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools compare?

2) What are the opportunities for Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
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•

What about being a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school strengthens Ignatian identity?

3) What are the challenges to Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What, if any, tensions exist for schools, which are both Jesuit and Cristo Rey?

4) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to capitalize on the opportunities for
Ignatian identity?
5) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to combat the challenges to Ignatian
identity?
Limitations
There were several limitations to this study. The first limitation was regarding the
sample size. The researcher explored six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools; this was the total
number of schools, which fit the following three-fold criteria at the time of this study: a.)
each school must be a Cristo Rey school, b.) each school must be solely endorsed or
sponsored by the Society of Jesus (and not co-sponsored or co-endorsed with another
entity), and c.) each school must have been in existence for at least eight years at the time
of the study. Since the researcher was able to explore all six schools, which fit the
description, the sample size was maximized. The six schools were located in five
different urban areas of the U.S., and therefore the sample was geographically diverse.
However, the sample size remained small, as it was still only six schools, and each school
only had approximately 50-90 school leaders and educators.
The newness of the schools in the sample was also a limitation for a study
concerning institutional identity. The first Jesuit, Cristo Rey school (which was also the
first Cristo Rey school of any kind) was founded in 1996; at the time of this study, that
school was just over 20 years old, and had more time to establish its identity than the
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other schools in the sample. The other schools in the study had been in existence for
eight to fourteen years respectively at the time of this study. Whether the schools have
had enough time to build their Ignatian identity in as little as eight and as many as twenty
years was questionable, and therefore was included as a limitation.
Other limitations existed regarding the researcher and the participants. The
researcher has been educated in Jesuit schools, and at the time of the study, had been
working in Jesuit schools his entire career. Therefore, there has been a learned bias in his
interpretation and evaluation of the responses of the participants. Furthermore, Cristo
Rey schools predominantly serve students of color, and student demographics surfaced as
a prominent interconnected theme throughout the study; the researcher identifies as
“white,” and therefore did not possess the lived experience to personally interpret the
intersection between Ignatian identity and being a student of color. The participants in
the study (survey respondents and interviewees) may have been affected by social
desirability; in other words, there may have existed a temptation to respond more
favorably to the questions of the researcher in order to give the perception that the school
of each participant was maintaining a stronger sense of Ignatian identity than was the
reality.
Educational Significance
The results of this study should help to inform the future of urban Catholic
education in the United States. If Cristo Rey schools continue to be a successful means
through which Catholic education remains available for low-income families, then the
schools must also be intentional about how they are cultivating and living their Catholic
identity. Cristo Rey schools have the dual duty of animating both the charisms of their
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sponsoring religious body and that of the CRN as a whole. The CRN and its schools are
still in their infancy; the schools have tremendous power and responsibility in shaping
their cultures and identities from these early years. As Cristo Rey schools continue to be
established, and as the Cristo Rey movement continues to grow, the schools must uphold
the very first standard of the CRN’s Mission Effectiveness Standards: Cristo Rey schools
must be “explicitly Catholic.” In other words, a primary responsibility of each Cristo
Rey school is to live and animate its Catholic identity (CRN, 2012).
The results of this study should help inform existing, emerging, and future Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools, as they work to build and foster a strong Ignatian identity. This study
can be replicated for the charisms of other religious orders, which sponsor and / or
endorse Cristo Rey schools; the survey instrument can be adapted to highlight those
characteristics emphasized by other orders and their charisms. This study can also be
replicated for existing traditional Jesuit schools, or non-traditional Jesuit schools, here in
the United States or within other cultural or geographic contexts. The continuous
evaluation of all Jesuit schools with regards to their Ignatian identity is paramount. There
are opportunities to consider how Ignatian identity manifests itself in other non-tradition
settings, such as NativityMiguel schools, Fe y Alegria schools, Jesuit Refugee Service
educational projects, and vocational training programs run by the Society of Jesus in
various parts of the world.
Definition of Terms
Adult Faith Formation: Program and process for the continuing spiritual formation of
adult members of the faith community (United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops [USCCB], 1999); the CRN makes a clear statement on such programs
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being “the essential way” in which Cristo Rey schools nurture their spirituality
(CRN, 2010).
Catholic Education / Catholic school: Referring to any educational ministry / formal
school of the Catholic Church; the United Stated Conference of Catholic Bishops
synthesizes Catholic schools as communities of faith, knowledge, and service
(National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1972).
Catholic identity: Adherence to and animation of those characteristics, which define a
school or organization as “Catholic.” For this study, Miller’s (2006) Five
Essential Marks of a Catholic School provided the framework for defining these
characteristics of Catholic identity; this framework characterizes Catholic schools
as being: “inspired by a supernatural vision,” “founded on a Christian
anthropology,” “animated by communion and community,” “imbued with a
Catholic worldview throughout its curriculum,” and “sustained by Gospel
witness” (Miller, 2006).
Cristo Rey identity: Adherence to and animation of the characteristics defined by the
CRN for its member schools. The CRN’s (2012) Mission Effectiveness Standards
document provided the framework with ten defining characteristics of a Cristo
Rey school. The standards note each CRN school’s commitment to: living its
Catholic mission; serving only low-income students; playing an active role in the
community; providing a rigorous college-preparatory curriculum and on-going
student support through college; implementing the comprehensive CWSP; and
participating in the CRN (CRN, 2012).
CRN: Network of “Catholic, college preparatory high schools for underrepresented
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urban youth” (CRN, 2016a). As of this writing, there are 32 CRN schools in
urban areas across the United States; the schools are marked by “rigorous
academics, coupled with real world work experience” (CRN, 2016b).
Cristo Rey school: Any school, which is a member of the CRN, and therefore is
responsible for upholding the CRN’s requirements for membership.
Congregation for Catholic Education: Offices for the Catholic Church, which oversee
Catholic schools and universities respectively; although the origins of the office
date back to the late 16th-century, the current name of the office was coined in
1988 (Grocholewski, 2015).
Corporate Work-Study Program (CWSP) for Cristo Rey schools: A core component of
any Cristo Rey school; students work one day a week through the partnerships the
school has with local businesses, helping to significantly subsidize the operational
cost of the school (CRN, 2016b).
Corporation of Roman Catholic Clergymen: Religious organization in Maryland, which
included former Jesuits during the suppression of the Society of Jesus (1773 –
1814), and under which the first Jesuit school in the United States was founded
(Society of Jesus, 2014; Whitehead, 2016).
Culturally Relevant (or Responsive) Pedagogy: Theory of education with foci on student
achievement, affirmation of students’ cultural identity, and development of
students’ critical perspectives, which challenge societal inequities (LadsonBillings, 1995).
Culturally Responsive Curriculum: Course of study (including content, methodology,
materials, and activities), which is attentive to diversity, questions traditional
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concepts, and encourages students’ construction of knowledge (Kea, CampbellWhatley, & Richards, 2006).
“Explicitly Catholic”: Term used by the CRN in its first “Mission Effectiveness
Standard, defined by the five components which follow the standard: meeting the
requirements of the school’s religious sponsor, integrating faith with its students’
cultures, animating school-wide religious vibrancy, cooperating with other
Catholic schools and parishes, and incorporating the elements of A Cristo Rey
Spirituality (Gospel message, community, and service) into faith formation
programs (CRN 2012).
Fe y Alegria schools: Network of Catholic schools and community development
programs throughout Latin America serving primarily marginalized communities
(Fe y Alegria, 2016).
General Congregation of the Society of Jesus (GC): Global meeting of various
representatives of the Society of Jesus; since the founding of the Jesuits, there
have been 36 General Congregations to discuss important matters pertaining to
the Society (Society of Jesus, 2017).
Ignatian: Adjective used to describe, that which pertains to the charism and defining
characteristics of Saint Ignatius and his spirituality.
Ignatian identity: Adherence to and animation of those characteristics, which define a
school or organization as “Ignatian.” For this study, the Jesuit Conference’s
(2011) document entitled What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? provided the
framework for defining Ignatian identity. The document elaborates on ten
“Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary
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Schools,” each of which directly aligns to principles of the Society of Jesus and
Ignatian Spirituality, and each of which offers tangible applications for Jesuit
schools (Jesuit Conference, 2011).
Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm (IPP): Framework for the educational process rooted in
Ignatian Spirituality; the framework consists of the interplay among
understanding context, experience, reflection, and action (Metts, 1991).
Ignatian Pedagogy: Educational philosophy and practice, which stems from Ignatian
Spirituality; the expected pedagogy at Jesuit schools. (International Commission
on the Apostolate of Jesuit Education, 1993).
Ignatian Spirituality: The spirituality based on the lived experience of Saint Ignatius;
most notably, Ignatian Spirituality calls for the discovery of “God in All Things”
as one experiences the world (Society of Jesus, 2016).
International Commission Apostolate of Jesuit Education (ICAJE): Advisory council to
the Secretariat of Education for the Society of Jesus; the group was founded in
1980 (Society of Jesus, 2017).
Jesuit: Term used to name a member of the Society of Jesus, or as an adjective to
describe an official work or ministry of the Society of Jesus.
Jesuit Conference: Organization which serves as the overarching liaison among the
North-American Provinces of the Society of Jesus, and other Jesuit organizations
(Society of Jesus, 2016).
Jesuit education / Jesuit school: Any educational ministry / formal school endorsed or
sponsored by the Society of Jesus, and therefore responsible for upholding the
criteria as set forth by the Society of Jesus.
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Jesuit identity: Adherence to and animation of those characteristics, which define a
school or ministry as belonging to the Society of Jesus, and therefore which are
grounded in Ignatian Spirituality. See also Ignatian Identity.
Jesuit Province / Provincial: Geographic regions and leaders within the Society of Jesus;
“Jesuit communities and apostolic works are organized by ‘provinces,’” and each
Province is led by a Jesuit Provincial (Society of Jesus, 2017).
JSN (Formerly the Jesuit Secondary Education Association [JSEA]): North-American
organization, which “initiates programs and provides services to enable its
member schools to sustain their Ignatian vision and Jesuit mission” (JSN, 2016).
Laypersons / Lay personnel: Persons of a faith or religious group who are not the clergy;
for this study, the terms refers to those who are part of the Catholic Church but
who are not religious sisters, brothers, or priests.
Magis: Latin word used in Ignatian Spirituality referring to the “more” deeply one can
respond to Christ’s invitation in one’s life (IgnatianSpirituality.com, 2017).
NCEA: “Professional membership organization that provides leadership, direction, and
service to fulfill the evangelizing, catechizing, and teaching mission of the
Church” (NCEA, 2017).
National Conference of Catholic Bishops: See USCCB.
NativityMiguel schools: Network of faith-based schools serving “economically-poor”
communities throughout the United States and Canada (NativityMiguel Coalition,
2017).
Parochial school: Term used to describe a Catholic school affiliated with a local Catholic
parish.
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Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education: See Congregation for Catholic Education.
Saint Ignatius of Loyola: “Spanish soldier and aristocrat who discerned his calling after
suffering nearly fatal wounds on the battlefield. He established the Society of
Jesus in 1540” (Society of Jesus, 2016).
Second Vatican Council (Vatican II): Global meeting of leaders within the Catholic
Church; the meeting spanned from 1962 to 1965 (Walch, 2003; Miller, 2006;
Heft, 2011).
Society of Jesus: Roman Catholic religious order of priests and brothers (and those in
official training) founded in 1540 by Saint Ignatius of Loyola (Society of Jesus,
2016).
Sponsorship Review Process for Jesuit schools: Structured process, through which a
team of Ignatian educators from other Jesuit schools and the Province Office
visits a given school, and through observations and feedback, helps to guide the
Ignatian identity of Jesuit schools.
Superior General of the Society of Jesus: Global leader of the Society of Jesus, who is
elected by the General Congregation of the Society of Jesus for life (Society of
Jesus, 2017).
Suppression of the Society of Jesus: Period in history from 1773 to 1814 during which
Jesuits “had to renounce their vows and were driven into exile” as a direct order
from the Pope (IgnatianSpirituality.com, 2017).
USCCB: Assembly of bishops of the United States and the U.S. Virgin Islands, who
“exercise certain pastoral functions on behalf of the Christian faithful of the
United States. The purpose of the Conference is to promote the greater good,
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which the Church offers humankind, especially through forms and programs of
the apostolate fittingly adapted to the circumstances of time and place” (USCCB,
2017). In 2001, the United States Catholic Conference and the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops were combined to form the USCCB (USCCB,
2017).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Restatement of the Problem
Cristo Rey schools comprise a network of Catholic high schools serving lowincome students in urban areas of the United States; each of the current 32 Cristo Rey
schools strives to animate its Catholic identity, as informed by the charism of it
sponsoring or endorsing organization (CRN, 2016c). After decades of decline in the
number of urban Catholic schools in the U.S. (and in the enrollment of those still
operating), Cristo Rey schools are opening and expanding (United States Department of
Education, 2008; Heft, 2011; Brinig & Garnett, 2014; NCEA, 2014; CRN, 2016a). As
this relatively new network of urban Catholic high schools continues to grow, it is
increasingly vital to examine the Catholic identity of these schools within this unique
educational model.
Each Cristo Rey school must be sponsored or endorsed by at least one religious
order or (arch)diocese; many schools are co-sponsored or co-endorsed by more than one
(CRN, 2016c). Of the 32 existing Cristo Rey schools, there are 38 religious orders and
(arch)dioceses which (co)sponsor or (co)endorse the schools (CRN, 2016c). The Society
of Jesus, also know as the Jesuits, (co)sponsor or (co)endorse 14 of the current Cristo Rey
schools; they are by far the most frequently represented sponsor or endorser (CRN,
2016c). The Jesuit Cristo Rey schools are concerned with infusing their Catholic identity
through the lens of Ignatian Spirituality, the charism of the founder of their order, Saint
Ignatius of Loyola. Traditional (non-Cristo Rey) Jesuit high schools have been charged
with animating an Ignatian identity for hundreds of years in the United States and for
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even longer in other parts of the world (Society of Jesus, 2017). The task for Jesuit
Cristo Rey schools is now to discern how best to infuse Ignatian identity into this new
model of Catholic education, which is growing across urban America.
Overview of Catholic Education
The Catholic Church, particularly through its documents from Vatican II and
thereafter, has repeatedly attempted to articulate the identity of Catholic schools.
Catholic schools are called to be communities of Christian faith in which their Catholic
identity is imbued into all areas of the institution (Second Vatican Council, 1965;
National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1972; United States Catholic Conference,
1976; Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977; Congregation for Catholic
Education 1988, 1997). Ultimately, at its core roots, “Catholic education is an expression
of the mission entrusted by Jesus to the Church He founded” as affirmed by the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops in their keystone post-Vatican II document entitled To
Teach as Jesus Did: A Pastoral Message on Catholic Education (1972) (National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1972). This “expression” encompasses many
characteristics, although the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (2005) notes
an underpinning fourfold purpose for Christian education: “to provide an atmosphere in
which the Gospel message is proclaimed, community in Christ is experienced, service to
our brothers and sisters is the norm, and thanksgiving and worship of our God is
cultivated” (USCCB, 2005). Miller (2006) and others support that these core components
form the foundation, life, and climate of any Catholic school around the world.
It is worth examining the history of Catholic education in the United States in
order to understand its current state and the existence of Cristo Rey schools. Catholic
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education began to plant its roots on U.S. soil during colonial times, but Catholic schools
did not formally establish until after 1830 (Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Walch, 2003;
Heft, 2011). The growth of Catholic schools and their enrollments from the mid-1800s to
the mid-1900s was in large part due to the waves of tens of millions of Catholic
immigrants coming to the U.S. during those years (Walch, 2003). Catholic schools
reached their peak in numbers in 1965, when there were over 13,000 schools with 5.5
million students total (Miller, 2006; Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993). However, after the
peak in 1965, this trajectory of growth steadily shifted to one of great decline. By 2005,
the number of students in Catholic schools in the U.S. had fallen to 2.4 million in less
than 8,000 schools (Miller, 2006; Heft, 2011; NCEA, 2014).
One major reason for the decline was that after 1965, the Catholic Church began
to see a sizeable withdrawal of religious sisters, brothers, and priests, and these
individuals played key roles in staffing Catholic schools. In 1967, approximately 94,000
religious personnel worked in Catholic schools, which constituted 58% of the teaching
staff; by 1990 there were approximately 20,000 religious working in Catholic schools,
and by 2006, 95% of the teaching staff in Catholic school were laypersons (i.e. not
religious sisters, brothers, or priests) (NCEA, 2014; Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Miller,
2006). This placed great financial stress on Catholic schools, as competitive salaries for
lay personnel were much more costly than the living stipend, which religious staff
members received; some schools responded to this change in staffing by raising tuition in
order to balance the increase in salary costs. However, this was not typically a
sustainable solution for the many Catholic schools, which were serving low-income and
immigrant families in urban areas. Many researchers (Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993;
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Walch, 2003; Heft, 2011) cite such fiscal problems as the main reason for the decline in
Catholic schools, but they also offer additional reasons, such as the lack of vision among
Church leadership, the Church’s increased involvement in other social ministries after
Vatican II, the catechetical movement (Catholic faith formation for school-aged children
through the parish, not the school), societal trends, changing social values, and changes in
family structure.
Although the explanation is complex, the literature supports that the decrease in
religious membership and vocations, and the subsequent increase in operational costs for
Catholic schools, were a main factors in the decline of Catholic education in the United
States over the past 50 years. Cristo Rey schools have been one attempt to rejuvenate
Catholic education in the U.S. In the 20 years following the founding of the first Cristo
Rey school, the model was replicated in 30 addition urban areas around the country
(CRN, 2016a). The model attempts to address and overcome the increased costs to
operate an urban Catholic high school with its CWSP, which subsidizes a strong portion
of the tuition for each student (Kearney 2008, Sweas 2014, CRN, 2016b). Thus far, the
model has shown some fiscal sustainability and success in its revival of urban Catholic
high schools (Sweas, 2014). However, little research exists on the Cristo Rey model, as
noted in the appropriate section to follow in this chapter.
Saint Ignatius of Loyola and Ignatian Spirituality
Saint Ignatius of Loyola founded the Society of Jesus, a Catholic order of priests
and brothers, also known as the Jesuits, in 1540 (O’Malley, 1993; Hansen, 1994; Gray,
2001; Tylenda, 2001; Martin, J., 2010; Society of Jesus, 2016). Although Saint Ignatius
and his companions initially had no intention of their order working in education, the
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Jesuits soon found themselves entering into the educational ministry with the founding of
their first school in Messina, Sicily in 1548 (ICAJE, 1986; O’Malley, 2000; Padberg,
2000; Society of Jesus, 2016). In the 470 years since then, the Jesuits have been noted as
leaders in Catholic education around the world. This study explores Jesuit Cristo Rey
schools in the U.S. today. Therefore, it is worth examining the life and spirituality of
Saint Ignatius, the early work of the Society of Jesus, and the foundations of Jesuit
education in order to understand Ignatian identity and pedagogy in Jesuit schools today.
The basis for Ignatian identity in schools must be traced back to Ignatian
Spirituality, which in turn is rooted in the lived spiritual experience of Saint Ignatius of
Loyola and his original conception of his Spiritual Exercises. Saint Ignatius was born
Iñigo Lopez de Loyola into a wealthy and highly esteemed family in the Basque region of
Spain in 1491; his upbringing was one of privilege and his young adult years were
focused on worldly success, fame, and vanity (O’Malley, 1993; Hansen, 1994; Tylenda,
2001; Martin, J., 2010). Ignatius desired to become a heroic military soldier; he was
following such a path when a cannonball shattered his leg during a battle when he was 30
years old. During his long and painful recovery, he read spiritual works on Jesus Christ
and saints, and he shifted his desires toward following their examples (O’Malley, 1993;
Hansen, 1994; Tylenda, 2001; Martin, J., 2010). This was the beginning of his
conversion for the “soldier-turned-mystic” (Society of Jesus, 2016).
For the next several years after his recovery, Ignatius focused his life on his
developing spiritual awakening; he denounced his previous lifestyle, left his family
castle, and pursued a pilgrimage to the Holy Land (O’Malley, 1993; Hansen, 1994; Gray,
2001; Tylenda, 2001; Martin, J., 2010). Ignatius made it only to Manresa, Spain when he
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felt drawn into deeper contemplation and spent ten months in a cave outside of town
there; scholars agree that these months were the time when Ignatius gained spiritual
clarity and crafted a series of meditations and practices which later became known as The
Spiritual Exercises -- the bases for all of Ignatian Spirituality (O’Malley, 1993; Hansen,
1994; Gray, 2001; Tylenda, 2001; Martin, J., 2010). Many authors have written on
Ignatian Spirituality over the past 470 years, and each may emphasize different aspects in
varying degrees. However, there is strong consensus on what constitutes the main
concepts of the spirituality, and these components underpin and guide the “way of
proceeding” for the Society of Jesus and its ministries (GC 34, Society of Jesus, 1995).
Most notably, Ignatian Spirituality emphasizes God’s existence and active
presence at work in all things in the world; Jesuits point to the phrase, “God in all
things,” as a guiding principle of their being (Hellwig, 1991; Gray, 2001; Fleming, 2008;
Martin, J., 2010; Society of Jesus, 1995, 2016). In order to recognize God’s love and
presence, Ignatian Spirituality points to a deep attentiveness and alertness to the Divine at
work. In this manner, Ignatian Spirituality calls its disciples to be “contemplatives in
action” -- followers who are in a constant process of experiencing life and consciously
reflecting upon daily experiences (Fleming, 2008; Martin, J., 2010; Society of Jesus,
1995, 2016). Hellwig (1991) focuses on the importance of gratitude in Ignatian
Spirituality, and Gray (2001) reminds readers of the centrality of Jesus Christ in the
spiritual experience of Ignatius; both of these thoughts are affirmed and supported by the
Society of Jesus through various documents and statements (Society of Jesus, 1995,
2016).
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For Saint Ignatius, and for those who connect with Ignatian Spirituality today,
contemplation, prayer, reflection, and personal relationship with God and His Christ,
must lead to response; this response is a desire to serve God more deeply through love
and service of others in our world (O’Malley, 1993; Hansen, 1994; Gray, 2001; Tylenda,
2001; Martin, J., 2010). It is worth noting The First Principle and Foundation from Saint
Ignatius, which sets the basis for Ignatian Spirituality (translation by Fleming, 1978 &
1996):
The goal of our life is to live with God forever. God, who loves us, gave us life.
Our own response of love allows God’s life to flow into us without limit. All the
things in this world are gifts of God, presented to us so that we can know God
more easily and make a return of love more readily.
Fleming (2008) sums up Ignatian Spirituality “as an active attentiveness to God joined
with a prompt responsiveness to God, who is ever active in our lives” (p. 38). This
“return of love” and “prompt responsiveness” manifests itself in loving action and service
toward others. Thus, this forms the basis of Ignatian pedagogy and the formative process
for students in Jesuit schools -- an internal and ongoing spiritual, moral, and intellectual
conversion, which results in a continuous externalization of love in action (Gray, 2000).
Historical Look at Jesuit Education and Ignatian Identity
Ignatius and his early companions did not set out to found schools initially; the
early Jesuits had plans to be involved in pastoral counseling, catechetical work, and
ministering to the poor and sick (ICAJE, 1986; Boston College Jesuit Community, 1994;
Padberg, 2000; et.). However, as noted above, a basis of the founding of the Society of
Jesus and of Ignatian Spirituality is the desire to respond in ways in which one feels God
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is calling. Thus, only several years after their founding in 1540, the early Jesuits found
themselves being called to the educational ministry, and the first official Jesuit school
was opened in 1548 in Messina, Sicily (ICAJE, 1986; O’Malley, 2000; Padberg, 2000;
Society of Jesus, 2016). Prior to his death in 1556, Ignatius approved the founding of 40
Jesuit schools, and the Society of Jesus had established itself as a “teaching order” for
Catholic education (ICAJE, 1986; O’Malley, 2000).
As the founder of the Jesuits, Ignatius was not surprisingly elected to serve as the
first Superior General of the Society of Jesus; as such, he took on the critical task of
writing The Constitutions of the Society of Jesus (The Constitutions) during the latter
years of his life (Society of Jesus, 1996; Padberg, 1996; Gray, 2000). This text draws
from The Spiritual Exercises and Ignatian Spirituality, and encompasses the vision and
objectives of all areas of life for the Society of Jesus (ICAJE, 1986; Padberg, 1996; Gray,
2000). Of particular interest for Jesuit education is Part IV of The Constitutions, which
contains the directives for the continuous formation of Jesuits; although originally written
to guide formation of members within the Society of Jesus, the holistic approach of
intellectual and spiritual formation also became the basis upon which education for all
students in Jesuit schools has been built (ICAJE, 1986, 1987; Jesuit Conference, 2011).
Thus, Part IV has become an important text for studying the history behind what has
become Ignatian identity in schools:
This section of the Constitutions is, therefore, the best source for the explicit and
direct thought of Ignatius on the apostolate of education, even though it was
largely completed before he realized the extensive role education was to play in
the apostolic work of Jesuits. The Preamble to Part IV sets the goal. ‘The aim
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which the Society of Jesus directly seeks is to aid its own members and their
fellowmen to attain the ultimate end for which they were created. To achieve this
purpose, in addition to the example of one’s life, learning and a method of
expounding it are also necessary.’ The priorities in the formation of Jesuits
became priorities of Jesuit education. (ICAJE, 1986)
For Ignatius, and for Jesuits and lay colleagues today, the guiding principles for
formation in the Society of Jesus and the formation of students at Jesuit schools all stem
from The First Principle and Foundation of the Spiritual Exercises.
As the Society of Jesus began to form its first schools, the schools took on an
identity informed and inspired by Ignatian Spirituality. This Ignatian identity for Jesuit
schools was first formally documented by the Society of Jesus in The Jesuit Ratio
Studiorum of 1599 (Ratio Studiorum). (The document was officially entitled Ratio atque
Institutio Studiorum Societatis Iesu; the Latin title is translated as The Official Plan for
Jesuit Education.) Although, this text mainly outlined the systems, structures, programs,
and procedures of a Jesuit school at the time, it also touched upon the expectations for the
Ignatian charism of a Jesuit school (translated by Farrell, 1970): “The aim of our
educational program is to lead men to the knowledge and love of our Creator and
Redeemer” (p. 1). The sentiment of The First Principle and Foundation was formalized
as the basis for the first Jesuit educational programs.
The Ratio Studiorum is also clear on the role of the teacher as a key facilitator of
Ignatian charism and identity:
It should be the set purpose of the teacher, both in his lectures as opportunity
offers and on other occasions, to inspire his students to the love and service of
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God and to the practice of the virtues which He expects of them, for this is the
sole purpose of all their activities. (p. 25)
Finally, the document defines the role of the scholastics of the Society of Jesus -- those
who were studying at Jesuit schools at the time and were on the path to becoming Jesuit
priests or brothers: “It is their chief endeavor to preserve purity of conscience and a right
intention in their studies. They should not seek anything in their studies except the glory
of God and the good of souls” (p. 95). Although many key documents have evolved and
expanded upon Ignatian identity in Jesuit schools since The Ratio Studiorum, this
threefold dynamic of establishing Ignatian identity through the school as an institution,
through the educators in the school, and through the role of the students continues today.
The adapted version of the survey instrument for this study examines Ignatian identity
through this same threefold lens.
In the years following the founding of the first Jesuit school, the Society of Jesus
grew its educational ministry significantly. “Within the first few years [after the
founding of the first school], the Jesuits had opened some thirty more primary /
secondary schools…” (O’Malley, 2000), and “Within forty years [after the death of
Ignatius in 1556], the number of Jesuit schools would reach 245” (ICAJE, 1986). In
1773, the Society of Jesus was suppressed under Papal Order (direct order from the
Pope); at that time, there were approximately 845 Jesuit schools around the world
(ICAJE, 1986; O’Malley, 2000). Jesuit education began in the United States with its first
school at Georgetown, opening in 1789 (Boston College Jesuit Community, 1994;
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, 2016); the Society of Jesus was
suppressed during this time, but former Jesuit priests (continuing their ministry as
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diocesan priests and members of the Corporation of Roman Catholic Clergymen)
founded and maintained the school through the restoration of the Jesuits (Society of
Jesus, 2014; Whitehead, 2016).
The suppression of the Society of Jesus lasted until 1814, at which point, the
Jesuits began the processes of rebirth and revival; the 20th-century, particularly after
World War II, brought increased growth and revival for Jesuit education (ICAJE, 1986).
This growth of Jesuit education aligns with the growth of Catholic education as a whole
in the United States during the waves of European immigration to the U.S.; this
phenomenon has been discussed above in the section on Catholic education. Unlike
parochial schools, though, Jesuit schools have not experienced the same decline in
numbers since Vatican II. As of this writing, there are 63 Jesuit high schools, 18 Jesuit
middle schools, and 28 Jesuit universities in the United States (JSN, 2016; Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities, 2016), while globally there are 2,332 Jesuit secondary
and pre-secondary educational institutions around the world, serving over two million
students (Society of Jesus, 2016).
Jesuit Education and Ignatian Identity after Vatican II
The Second Vatican Council, spanning from 1962 to 1965, resulted in a time of
significant change for the global Catholic Church. One main shift, as mentioned in the
previous section of this chapter, was the departure of a sizeable number of sisters,
brothers, and priests from their religious vocations, as well as a significant decrease in
new vocations to religious life. The Society of Jesus was not immune to this shift, as
approximately 800-1100 Jesuits left the order each year in the several years immediately
following Vatican II (Howell, 2012). As noted, many Catholic schools heavily relied on
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religious personnel to staff their leadership and faculties, and this decrease put much
strain on the fiscal sustainability of schools. Many low-income, urban Catholic schools
eventually closed in the decades following Vatican II, while others were forced to raise
tuition prices in order to compensate for the increased operational costs by now staffing
mostly lay personnel (Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Walch, 2003; Heft, 2011).
Although the Society of Jesus saw decreases in vocations post-Vatican II, Jesuit
schools in the U.S. did not see the same closures as their parochial school counterparts
during this time. In fact, despite the shift to mostly lay personnel, Jesuit schools
continued to experience growth. However, Jesuits did find themselves questioning the
future direction of their schools and of their other various ministries; this discernment
process led to the creation of the JSEA in 1970 (JSN, 2016). (The JSEA changed its
name to the JSN in 2015. For this dissertation, any work of the organization is referenced
under the name of the organization at the time of publication, i.e. as JSEA prior to 2015
and as JSN thereafter.) According to its constitution, the founding of the JSEA “set forth
a challenging vision and sent out a powerful call to action which ultimately would inspire
those working in the secondary education apostolate to a dynamic sense of mission and
purpose, deeply rooted in Ignatian Spirituality and Jesuit tradition” (JSN, 2016).
Ignatian identity for Jesuit high schools became a renewed topic of study and
discourse both globally and in the United States after Vatican II. The string of major
post-Vatican II documents on the topic began with Decree 28 of the 31st General
Congregation (GC 31) of the Society of Jesus in 1967. This document affirmed the
commitment of the Society of Jesus to its educational ministries: “Now, impelled and
inspired by the Second Vatican Council, the Society, through its 31st General
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Congregation, wishes to confirm the high regard it has for this apostolate of education”
(GC 31, Society of Jesus, 1967).
Moreover, and pertinent for this study, the document reaffirmed the inseparable
link between Jesuit education and the underlying theme of Ignatian Spirituality: “For the
transmission of human culture and its integration in Christ significantly contribute to
realization of the goal set by our Lord ‘that God may be all in all things” (GC 31, Society
of Jesus, 1967). The decree declared the critical roles of spiritual, religious, and character
formation, and justice education for students, as well as the need for continued spiritual
formation for personnel -- all key components of the Ignatian identity of Jesuit school
(GC 31, Society of Jesus, 1967). The document affirms relevancy to principles of
Ignatian pedagogy as originally explained in the Ratio Studiorum and The Constitutions
centuries prior to GC 31 (GC 31, Society of Jesus, 1967).
Along with the hallmark of Jesuit schools forming students to “find God in all
things,” educating students to become “men and women for others” has become an
inseparable phrase within Jesuit education. This phrase stems from a 1973 speech (and
its subsequent transcription) delivered by Fr. Pedro Arrupe, the Superior General of the
Society of Jesus from 1965 to 1983. (The speech was delivered to alumni of Jesuit high
schools in Valencia, Spain; the audience was exclusively male at the time, hence the noninclusive language which follows) (Arrupe, 1974).
Today our prime educational objective must be to form men-for-others; men who
will live not for themselves but for God and his Christ — for the God-man who
lived and died for all the world; men who cannot even conceive of love of God
which does not include love for the least of their neighbors; men completely
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convinced that love of God which does not issue in justice for men is a farce.
(Arrupe, 1974)
Arrupe proceeded to articulate a radical commitment to justice education for Jesuit
schools, and a firm resolve to offer a formational student experience, which results in
graduates who are deeply inspired by faith to be agents of change and social justice in our
world (Arrupe, 1974). This charge was reminiscent of the mission originally set by Saint
Ignatius for the early Jesuits; centuries later, Arrupe, as Superior General, was
reaffirming the mission for Jesuit schools, their students, and their alumni the world over.
Arguably, the most notable international document on Ignatian identity for Jesuit
schools published after Vatican II is The Characteristics of Jesuit Education, which was
released by the ICAJE in 1986; (the document was later published in the United States by
the JSEA under the title, Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education, in
1987) (ICAJE, 1986; JSEA, 1987; International Commission on the Apostolate of Jesuit
Education, 1987). Arrupe formed the ICAJE in 1980 in response to the call from
Ignatian educators for a contemporary document on Ignatian identity for schools
(Duminuco, 2000). The Characteristics of Jesuit Education document was the result of
“four years of meetings and consultations” with those deeply involved with Jesuit
education around the world (ICAJE, 1986; JSEA, 1987; International Commission on the
Apostolate of Jesuit Education, 1987). In his introductory letter of Go Forth and Teach:
The Characteristics of Jesuit Education, Fr. Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, Superior General of
the Society of Jesus from 1983 to 2008, offered it as a continuation of, and not
necessarily as a replacement to, the Ratio Studiorum from 400 years earlier:
A document listing the characteristics of Jesuit education is not a new Ratio
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Studiorum. However, like the Ratio produced at the end of the 16th Century and
as a continuation of the tradition begun then, it can give us a common vision and a
common sense of purpose; it can be a standard against which we measure
ourselves. (International Commission on the Apostolate of Jesuit Education,
1987)
The overarching significance of this document is twofold: first, it comprehensively
touches upon every aspect of a Jesuit school from formation, pedagogy, and school
structures, to the roles of parents, alumni, the governing board, and benefactors;
secondly, it connects each characteristic of Jesuit education to a principle of Ignatian
Spirituality and the vision and worldview of Saint Ignatius and the early Jesuits (ICAJE,
1986; JSEA, 1987). A “Schematic Outline” showing this alignment is included in the
appendix of this dissertation. Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit
Education became a critical reference upon which the IGNatian Schools Identity Survey –
the survey instrument adapted for this study -- was based (JSN, 2016).
A second keynote publication from the ICAJE came in 1993 and was entitled
Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach. This document also became a guiding
resource for Jesuit schools, specifically with regards to teaching and learning; its
development aimed to answer the question, which Fr. Vincent Duminuco, former
Secretary of Education for the Society of Jesus and former JSEA President, presented in
his introduction to the document: “How can Ignatian values be incorporated into a
practical pedagogy for use in the daily interaction between teachers and students in the
classroom?” (ICAJE, 1993; JSEA, 2005). In other words, the document seeks to move
Ignatian Spirituality from the relationship between spiritual guide and pilgrim to the
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dynamics of a school, its educators and students, and the teaching and learning process.
Ignatian pedagogy in the classroom becomes a critical component of the Ignatian identity
of a school as a whole.
The Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach document asserts that there are
five main elements in the formational process: context, experience, reflection, action, and
evaluation (ICAJE, 1993; JSEA 2005; Duminuco, 2000; Korth, 2008). These elements,
and this document as a whole, were also a key source on which the survey instrument for
this study was based (JSN, 2016). The document references its bases in The Ratio
Studiorum, The Constitutions, and The Spiritual Exercises (ICAJE, 1993; JSEA, 2005;
Duminuco, 2000), as the key elements of the pedagogy were transcribed in those
documents hundreds of years prior. In his introduction, Fr. Duminuco accredited The
Characteristics of Jesuit Education as the catalyst document, which spurred the desire for
this articulation of a more practical application of Ignatian identity in the classroom
(ICAJE, 1993; International Commission on the Apostolate of Jesuit Education, 1987).
Since the publication of Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach, many Jesuit schools,
colleges, and universities have institutionalized its “Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm”
(IPP) as a tool to drive instruction in the classroom.
In the United States, the JSEA published a number of other documents speaking
to the elements and charism of Jesuit schools after Vatican II. In 1994, the JSEA
published Foundations – a collection of documents on Jesuit secondary education, which
also includes those published by other Jesuits and Jesuit organizations around the world,
during the years spanning from 1970 to 1993 (JSEA, 2005). Of the collection, Go Forth
and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education and Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical
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Approach are the two most widely used and referenced documents in Jesuit high schools
today, but elements of each document in the Foundations has informed or affirmed parts
of this study.
In 2000, the Jesuit Conference Board, which was comprised of the twelve Jesuit
provincials (regional leaders) of Canada and the United States at the time, (Society of
Jesus, 2016) published a document entitled What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit?
(WMJSJ?). In their 2006 reflection on the document, the board noted their examination
of The Constitutions, the documents from the recent General Congregations, and the
documents from the Foundations in the drafting of WMJSJ? (Jesuit Conference, 2011).
The document was later revised and reprinted in 2011; the board articulated:
Our intention in revising and republishing that document is to make it more
inclusive and more responsive to the needs of those serving in Jesuit schools
desiring to stay faithful to the Jesuit mission and Ignatian vision in their
educational apostolates. (Jesuit Conference, 2011)
WMJSJ? is divided into two main sections, both of which are included as subtitles
of the document: The Relationship between Jesuit Schools and the Society of Jesus and
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools.
Therefore, the document attempts to articulate the vision for both subtitles. The
articulation of The Relationship between Jesuit Schools and the Society of Jesus is further
divided into four sections: Call to Mission, Partners for Mission, Accountability for
Mission, and Nourishment and Renewal for Mission (Jesuit Conference, 2011). These
sections speak to the personal relationships, trusting collaboration, responsible
discernment, and deep commitment to Ignatian Spirituality and pedagogy, which all
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define the work of Jesuit schools, their personnel, and the Society of Jesus in “laboring
with Christ and one another for the greater glory of God” (WMJSJ?).
WMJSJ? lists ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of
Contemporary Schools: The First Apostolic Principles, The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education, Serving the Mission of the Church, Religious Education and Formation,
Teaching and Acting Justly, The Global Dimension of the Educational Mission,
Educational Excellence, Cooperation in Mission, Spiritual Formation and Outreach, and
The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit Pedagogy (Jesuit Conference, 2011). The document
connects each criterion to principles of the Society of Jesus and Ignatian Spirituality with
direct alignments to statements from The Spiritual Exercises, The Constitutions, and
General Congregations, while also offering several bullet-pointed tangible applications
for Jesuit schools to steward under each of the ten criterion (Jesuit Conference, 2011).
WMJSJ? has served as the guiding document for the Jesuit schools Sponsorship Review
Process for over a decade; this is the process through which the Society of Jesus reviews,
evaluates, and affirms the Jesuit nature and Ignatian identity of their schools in the United
States (M. Gilson, Provincial Assistant for Secondary and Pre-Secondary Education,
Jesuit West, personal communication, December 18, 2016). WMJSJ? also served as a
key document in the development of the IGNatian Identity Survey (IGNIS), the
instrument which has been adapted for this study, and each item of the instrument for this
study aligns to one of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of
Contemporary Schools (JSN, 2016).
The most recent document to emerge on Ignatian identity for Jesuit secondary
schools in the U.S. was published by the Jesuit Conference in 2015 just prior to the start
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of this study. Entitled Our Way of Proceeding: Standards & Benchmarks for Jesuit High
Schools in the 21st Century (SBJS), the work “was born from a need expressed by the
schools for an instrument better suited to the Sponsorship Review process” (SBJS). The
document was the result of a yearlong process of drafting, editing, vetting and refining by
a group of highly experienced Ignatian educators from across the U.S.; the group based
their work on many of the preceding documents on Ignatian identity, which have been
mentioned in this chapter (JSN, 2015). It is also worth noting, that the group was led by
Dr. Lorraine A. Ozar, who also chaired the development of the National Standards and
Benchmarks for Effective Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools (2012); the SBJS
follows a similar structure and format but with emphasis specifically on Jesuit identity
and infused with Ignatian language.
The first portion of the title, “Our Way of Proceeding,” is a direct reference to the
life and spirituality of Saint Ignatius and the early Jesuits; this “way of proceeding,”
which remains a trademark of the Society of Jesus today, is marked by several
characteristics, which are also contained in the SBJS: a deep personal love for Jesus
Christ, the integration of contemplation and action, an apostolic body in the Church,
solidarity with those most in need, partnership with others, the call to learned ministry,
and an on-going search for the “magis” (JSN, 2015). The document is designed with
fourteen standards spanning five overarching domains: Jesuit and Catholic Mission and
Identity, Governance and Leadership, Spiritual Formation, Educational Excellence, and
Faith That Does Justice. Each domain contains two or three standards, and each standard
contains several bullet points, which attempt to articulate the ways in which Ignatian
identity should be imbued throughout each area of the school (JSN, 2015). The IGNIS
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was developed prior to the publication of the SBJS, and therefore there is no formal
documentation the alignment of the IGNIS survey items to the standards from the SBJS.
However, given how closely items from the SBJS follow from the preceding documents
on Ignatian identity, the connections and mutual reinforcement between the SBJS
standards and the IGNIS items are clearly evident.
The IGNIS
The IGNIS was designed to help understand Ignatian identity at a Jesuit school; it
was originally created as the Ignatian School Identity Survey (ISIS) by the JSEA in 2005
under the leadership of Fr. Ralph Metts, the president of the organization at the time
(JSN, 2016). According to the JSN (2016):
The IGNatian Identity Survey (IGNIS) is an instrument designed by the Jesuit
Schools Network as a reflective tool to help Jesuit high schools assess Ignatian
identity as perceived by their various constituencies. Statements have been
created to elicit responses about the degree to which students and adults have
experienced the principles and beliefs of Jesuit education as identified in the
documents Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education,
Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach, and What Makes a Jesuit High School
Jesuit? through various school programs and activities.
The IGNIS was created in four different versions, each to be used with one of the
following constituent groups in a Jesuit school: students, school personnel, trustees, and
parents. The four versions each contain fifty similar items, and each version contains an
additional twenty items, which are unique to the audience of that particular version.
Thus, each version contains 70 items total, and the options to respond to each item are:
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Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree (JSN, 2016). Based on a factor
analysis process, the items have been categorized by the JSN research team as each
belonging to one of the following themes: Openness to Growth & Educational
Excellence, Religious Education & Formation, Collaboration, Faith & Justice, Active
Reflection (R. Metts, personal communication, September 9, 2015; JSN, 2016). The
adaptations, which were made to the instrument for the purpose of this study, are
explained in Chapter III.
Cristo Rey Schools
Cristo Rey schools form a network of urban Catholic high schools across the
United States, which serve low-income families and which combine a college-prep
academic experience with a CWSP to subsidize student tuition (Kearney, 2008; Sweas,
2014; CRN, 2016a). The first Cristo Rey school was founded in Chicago in 1996; the
second opened in Portland, OR in 2001 (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016a). As
of this writing, there were 32 Cristo Rey schools located in 21 states and the District of
Columbia; the CRN was established in 2001 in order to facilitate the replication of the
initial Chicago school (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016a). Thus, as of 2017,
Cristo Rey schools have only been in existence for slightly over 20 years, and the CRN
has only been in existence for 16 years. It is no surprise, then, that the research on Cristo
Rey schools is limited as of the time of this writing. Furthermore, Aldana (2015) noted
that many writings about Cristo Rey schools are not research-based. “Much of the
literature on the CRN has come in the form of opinion editorials, news, and journalistic
writing,” and therefore it “cannot and should not replace methodologically informed
research grounded in educational theory” (Aldana, 2015).
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The academic research, which does exist on Cristo Rey schools, spans a few
different areas of the educational model, including its CWSP and college-going school
culture. Moreover, almost all of the existing research on Cristo Rey schools, regardless
of specific focus, also speaks to the demographics and cultural dynamics of the student
populations at the given schools. In other words, the existing research affirms the
inherent intersections of student demographics with each focused area of school life in
the research. This insight helped to inform this study as well; as student demographics
began to surface as a theme in this study, the existing research on Cristo Rey schools
prompted the examination into the intersection of student demographics and Ignatian
identity. Other studies on Cristo Rey schools have included their Catholic identity, or to
the more specific Ignatian identity of Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, even though the studies
may have been focused on other areas of schools life; thus, the existing research has
affirmed that the Catholicity of Cristo Rey schools inherently intersects with all other
areas of the schools. This section notes the respective foci and key findings of the
existing research on Cristo Rey schools at the time of this writing.
Coyle-Navarro (2003) conducted one of the earlier studies on a Cristo Rey school,
using a “360-degree-assessment” to explore the perceptions of students’ parents and
corporate sponsors at a single school site. The study found that, in general, corporate
sponsors were satisfied with students’ work performance, and that Latino parents held
mostly favorable views of both the school and the CWSP; both corporate sponsors and
parents did offer some suggestions and recommendations for improvement as well
(Coyle-Navarro, 2003). The author also affirmed that a “second objective of the study”
was to “provide a forum for the parental voice of Latinos to be heard with regard to
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school reform”; the author noted that Latino parents were not typically given voice in
school reform and intentionally included this connection to the demographics of students’
parents (Coyle-Navarro, 2003).
Couture (2007) offered a Freirean critique of the approach to starting Cristo Rey
schools; after evaluating the “Feasibility Study” protocol, the author concluded that the
process could be considered more “invasive” than “transformative.” Couture (2007)
considered founders of Cristo Rey schools to be altruistic, but lacking in their inclusion
of the voice and involvement of the local community; in this regard, the author argued
that founders perpetuate a sense of “oppression” over the local community being served,
instead of discovering a sense of mutual “liberation.” Furthermore, Couture (2007) noted
that in the “Feasibility Study,” which was analyzed in the study, the vast majority of
those involved in founding the given Cristo Rey school were “white” and of “privilege
and power.” Thus, the author cautioned about the role Cristo Rey schools play in
requiring students of color to assimilate to the expectations of a school founded in the
vision of (mostly) wealthy, white men (Couture, 2007). Similarly, Whitman (2008)
conducted a study on “Six Effective Urban Schools,” of which one was a Cristo Rey
school. The author concluded, that although “effective” in terms of producing strong
academic achievement results, the schools in the study also displayed strong signs of
“paternalism” (Whitman, 2008). According to Whitman (2008), “paternalistic” schools
teach students to assimilate to “middle-class virtues,” and therefore, “seek to change the
lifestyles of the poor, immigrants, and minorities”; the study argued that Cristo Rey
schools would fall into this classification.
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Astorga-Velasquez (2012) conducted a comparative study of two Cristo Rey
schools located in the same city (Chicago, IL); this study looked at the implications of the
two schools, which serve “different demographic groups and communities: one Latino
and the other African American.” The author found many similarities between the
perception data from the two schools; “administrative personnel” and students at both
schools affirmed that the schools “prepare students for the future,” create a safe and
secure environment, and have staff who “are committed to the school’s values” (AstorgaVelasquez, 2012). The author did find two notable differences in student perceptions;
students at the predominantly Latino Cristo Rey school produced much higher perception
data under the questions: “How important are Catholic values to you?” and “How much
has the school helped you in your intellectual formation?” (Astorga-Velasquez (2012).
(The Latino Cristo Rey school in this study serves predominantly Catholic students,
while the African-American school in the study serves mostly Christian, non-Catholic
students.) Astorga-Velasquez’s work (2012) prompted the consideration of potential
variances in perception data from members of Cristo Rey schools, which are serving
different demographic groups and communities; this proved particularly important for
this study.
Kabadi (2015) focused specifically on the “Jesuit Social Justice Dialectic” at a
Jesuit, Cristo Rey school. In the case study, the author described the need for balance
between the “preservation of the virtue of the Jesuit mission” and the “selling of the
Jesuit brand” (Kabadi, 2015). The author affirmed that the school’s CWSP “represents
the ideal of using the Jesuit brand to support the Jesuit mission” by serving “a population
that is poor, diverse, and underrepresented in U.S. Jesuit education” (Kabadi, 2015).
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However, according to Kabadi (2015), “The subsequent effect is the growing segregation
of the populations of these two types of Jesuit high schools (“traditional” and Cristo Rey)
counter to the Jesuit mission.” Moreover, the study revealed that, within the Cristo Rey
school, decision-making power rested with the CWSP sites and the school itself, and that
“students and families are required to comply with their demands”; furthermore, the
study found that the CWSP “limits the school community’s ability to voice critiques of
structures of wealth and power in U.S. society,” “teaches [students] to be less prophetic
as economic wealth silences them”, and “exposed [students] to a world of privilege where
they may feel they have to sacrifice their cultural identity to assimilate to the White,
wealthy, male world of economic success.” (Kabadi, 2015).
Kabadi (2015) distinguished two categories of participants in the case study on a
Jesuit, Cristo Rey school: “Insiders and Outliers.” The author described “Insiders” as
those who were responsible for the creation of the school, who “conveyed a strong sense
of ownership of the Jesuit mission / brand,” and who were “primarily White, wealthy
males who were alumni of traditional Jesuit high schools, universities, or both”; the
author described “Outliers” to include “some women, non-Catholics, non-Jesuit educated,
and people of color,” who “were not heavily invest in the Jesuit mission apart from the
call to work with the urban poor” (Kabadi, 2015). The author noted that the “Insiders”
held positions of power and influence, and seemed to “diminish outside influences
perceived as deficits to success,” which at times “included parents and aspects of the
community;” “Outliers,” although possessing less influence in the school, “sought to
negate the deficit perspective driving school culture with a more balanced perspective of
the benefits diverse students bring to the classroom” (Kabadi, 2015). The distinction
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between “Insiders” and “Outliers” was an important insight, as survey respondents and
interviewees in this study did display characteristics consistent with those two categories;
furthermore, the descriptions helped the researcher to think though his own biases as a
white, male, who was educated at a tradition Jesuit high school and Jesuit universities.
Gamble (2015) studied students’ acquisition of grit, socio-emotional intelligence,
and non-cognitive skills through the CWSP at three Cristo Rey schools in California.
The author connected Cristo Rey schools’ service of low-income families to the Catholic
Church’s long-standing “preferential option for the poor,” and drew upon research, which
suggested that students of color at Catholic schools academically outperform their
counterparts in public schools (Gamble, 2015). Gamble (2015) concluded that students at
the Cristo Rey schools perceived themselves to be gritty and possess above average
interpersonal skills, but below average intrapersonal skills; students also indicated their
desire for more training in the workplace, particularly with their communication, social,
and computer skills. The author concluded that the CWSP had the most direct impact of
students’ growth in social responsibility, interpersonal skills, and flexibility (Gamble,
2015). Although the author connected student demographics to previous research, there
was not much new discussion generated on the topic.
Aldana (2014) explored the college-going cultures at two all-male, urban Catholic
high schools, both of which served predominantly students of color, and one of which
was a Cristo Rey school. Graduates at the two schools in the study matriculated into
four-year colleges at 70% and 80% respectively, significantly higher the national
averages for Latino (46%) and African American (45%) males (Aldana, 2014). The
author identified several factors at the two Catholic high schools, which led to higher
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college matriculation and stronger college-going culture, including “college-preparatory
curriculum and a college counseling program that provided a series of college oriented
activities,” “academic support and access to a college counselor,” and a “school-wide,
college-going discourse,” rooted in the belief that all students would go to college
(Aldana, 2014). These findings should be considered as recommendations for creating or
increasing college-going culture for other high schools serving predominantly Latino and
African American students.
Aldana (2015) also explored students’ perceptions of the religious program at a
Cristo Rey school; the author notably examined “how school staff integrates students’
lived experience into religious activities.” The study found that, at the Cristo Rey school,
the religious program “helped students to develop relationships but failed to help students
make religious connections to their lives” (Aldana, 2014). Students developed
relationships with peers and teachers, mainly through religious retreats, where they could
“candidly speak about their own spiritual experiences”; however, students noted that they
“did not take the class (religion) seriously” and “did not see the value in their religion
class” (Aldana, 2014). Aldana (2014) observed an “absence of opportunity for students
to explore the connection between their faith and their lived experience” in religion
classes; the author also observed that, “most (religion) teachers (but not all) lacked
understanding of the lives of young men of color and were therefore unable to integrate
their experiences into the classroom.” Furthermore, the study concluded that the CWSP
created a tension for students between the wealth they were exposed to at their work
placements, the Catholic social teaching they studied at school, and their lived experience
of poverty (Aldana, 2014). Aldana’s (2014) findings helped to inform this study; the
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aforementioned tension due to the CWSP, and the identified need for culturally
responsive teachers and culturally relevant religious programs at Cristo Rey schools,
were all critical insights.
For the sake of this study, it was worth examining the CRN statements on its
Catholic identity. The Mission Effectiveness Standards serve as the formal guidelines for
a Cristo Rey school, according to the CRN; the first standard states that a Cristo Rey
schools “is explicitly Catholic in mission and enjoys Church approval” (CRN, 2012).
Cristo Rey schools must be (co)sponsored and / or (co)endorsed by one or more religious
organizations; in 2017, there are 38 religious groups who (co)sponsor or (co)endorse at
least one school in the network (CRN, 2016c). Each school can find its own identity in
the charism of its endorsing or sponsoring group(s) (CRN, 2016c). This study was
strictly concerned with the Ignatian identity of those schools solely sponsored or
endorsed by the Society of Jesus.
The CRN has published one document, which unites all Cristo Rey schools in
their shared Catholic identity, regardless of the different sponsoring or endorsing groups
and their unique charisms. This document, entitled A Cristo Rey Network Spirituality
(CRNS), was released in 2008 with Fr. Robert Welsh, a Jesuit, as the lead author for the
work (CRN, 2010). Welsh clearly states that the basis of CRNS, and therefore the
common Catholic identity of all the Cristo Rey schools, is rooted in the documents on
Catholic education from Vatican II, most specifically through To Teach as Jesus Did: A
Pastoral Message on Catholic Education (Welsh, 2008; CRN, 2010). In this document
from 1972, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops focused on three main elements
of Catholic education, which Welsh affirms for Cristo Rey schools today: Message,
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Community, and Service (National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1972; Welsh, 2008;
CRN, 2010). “Message” refers to the Gospel message, and the responsibility of Catholic
schools to teach the message of Jesus Christ and inspire a personal relationship with God;
“Community” calls Catholic schools to be places of communal discipleship and authentic
love for one another; “Service” insists on the response to God’s love through the care for
one another, in particular for those least fortunate (National Conference of Catholic
Bishops, 1972; Welsh, 2008; CRN, 2010). Finally, CRNS mentions the importance of
promoting and living these three elements in the context of both the school and local
culture – building upon the cultures represented in the school while being sensitive to
those of all faiths who attend the school (Welsh, 2008; CRN, 2010).
Although this study focuses specifically on the Ignatian identity of Jesuit Cristo
Rey schools, there is significant overlap among Ignatian identity, the general Catholic
identity of all Cristo Rey schools from CRNS, and the overarching identity of all Catholic
schools as noted by the documents from Vatican II. The items in the survey instrument
for this study, although primarily aligning to characteristics of Jesuit education, can all
find some agreement with the general themes of all Catholic schools. Therefore, by
exploring the Ignatian identity of Cristo Rey schools, this study is also exploring the
Catholic identity of the schools. If Cristo Rey schools are to play a significant role in
contemporary Catholic education in the United States, their Catholic identity, and the
identity of their respective charism, must be explored, affirmed, promoted, and upheld.
Cristo Rey Institute
Shortly before the start of this study, the Cristo Rey Institute (CRI), different from
the CRN, was founded. The CRI was established on March 19, 2017 as a “public juridic
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person of pontifical rite” (B. Melton, personal communication, 2017). The following
three different religious orders came together in order to petition for the creation of the
CRI: the (at the time) Chicago-Detroit Province of the Society of Jesus, the Sisters of
Charity of Leavenworth, and U.S. Province of the Clerics of St. Viator; the petition was
accepted and a decree was issued for the creation of the CRI by the Congregations for
Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life (Congregations for
Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, 2017). The CRI was
founded as a preemptive measure; in the future, the entity would be able to “serve as the
religious sponsor of a new Cristo Rey Network school if invited by the local Bishop and
if there are no religious orders in the local community able to sponsor the new school”
(B. Melton, personal communication, 2017). The CRI would then be responsible for
overseeing the school’s Catholicity and the overall implementation of its Catholic
charism (Congregations for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic
Life, 2017; Melton, 2016).
As of the completion of this study, no Cristo Rey school has yet to be sponsored
by the CRI. However, given the context of this study, it is important to note this recent
development for Cristo Rey schools. This study explored the Ignatian identity, and
therefore the Catholic identity, of Cristo Rey schools, which are solely sponsored by the
Society of Jesus. This study could be replicated to explore the Catholic identity for
Cristo Rey schools, which are sponsored by other religious organizations in light of their
respective charisms. It will also be important to study and understand the Catholic
identity and charism of any Cristo Rey school, which may be founded and sponsored by
the CRI in the future. As a new entity, the CRI will likely develop its own Catholic
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charism through its founding and future memberships; it will be worth examining how
that charism is animated in any future CRI schools.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study was to explore and compare the perceptions of school
leaders and educators on how Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools live out their Ignatian
identity. The first Cristo Rey school was establish in inner-city Chicago as a response
from the Society of Jesus to the desire for a Catholic educational opportunity for lowincome families (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016a). Since the founding of the
first Jesuit, Cristo Rey school, the model has been replicated in various urban areas across
the United States; each Cristo Rey school must be sponsored or endorsed by a Catholic
religious body, but not necessarily the Society of Jesus (CRN, 2016c). The CRN formed
in 1996 in order to keep the schools connected and united in mission (CRN, 2016a); as
the network and schools continue to grow and expand, particularly in these relatively
early years, it is imperative to continuously ensure that the founding general Catholic
mission and identity remain strong for all Cristo Rey schools.
In 2012, the CRN released its current Mission Effectiveness Standards; the first
standard states: “a Cristo Rey school is explicitly Catholic in its mission and enjoys
Church approval” (CRN, 2012). The first sub-standard specifically calls each Cristo Rey
school to meet the requirements of its religious sponsoring body (CRN, 2012). This
study explored the Cristo Rey schools whose religious sponsoring body is the Society of
Jesus; therefore, the study aimed to understand how leaders and educators at those
schools perceive they are “meeting the requirements of their religious sponsoring body,”
or in other words, living their Ignatian identity. This study explored the opportunities and
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challenges of Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in living out their Ignatian identity, as well as the
intersection of their Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity.
Research Design
This study explored the perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian
identity at six Jesuit Cristo Rey schools; it was a mixed-methods study, relying on both
quantitative survey research and qualitative interviews. A mixed-methods approach was
chosen in order to provide results with greater breadth and depth, and to combine general
perceptions with potential explanations (Roberts, 2010). In order to generate a
comprehensive breadth of perception, the survey was offered to both those whom each
school defines as members of its leadership team and those whom each school defines as
members of its educational staff. Depth of perception was generated from follow-up
interviews with the principal (or equivalent title) of each school, the person most closely
responsible for mission and identity at each school (as defined by each school), and a
third individual, who works directly with students, and who has a strong pulse on school
and student culture (as selected by the principal or designee at each school). These
individuals were able to engage in deeper follow-up conversations on the same themes
presented in the survey.
This study was also a collection of case studies; more specifically, the design of
this study can be classified as an “embedded multiple-case design” (Yin, 2014). Multiple
components of Ignatian identity were explored through a mixed-methods approach at
each of the six schools; quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed for each of the six
cases in order to better understand each case individually, and to understand both the
similarities and differences when comparing the cases among each other (Yin, 2014).
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Furthermore, although the six schools were intentionally chosen to fit a particular threefold criteria (Cristo Rey schools, solely sponsored by the Jesuits, and at least eight years
old), the selection of these six schools is also in line with “literal and theoretical
replications” based on the demographics of each school’s student population (Yin, 2014).
For two of the schools in the study, students almost entirely self-identified as both
“Hispanic / Latino of any race” (93% and 100% respectively) and “Catholic” (93% and
99% respectively); these two schools were considered “literal replications.” For two
other schools in the study, the majority of students self-identified as both “Black /
African American” (70% and 96% respectively) and “Non-Catholic Christian” (61% and
64% respectively); these two schools were considered “theoretical replications.” For the
remaining two schools in the study, the majority of students self-identified as both
“Hispanic / Latino of any race” (85% and 83% respectively) and “Catholic” (69% and
80% respectively); however, their racial, ethnic, and religious compositions were slightly
more diverse than the first two “literal replications.”
The survey was conducted online through Qualtrics, and the interviews occurred
in person. For each school, the researcher worked with the principal or designee to email
out the survey link to each school’s staff email distribution list. The researcher traveled
to each of the six schools mentioned above, in order to conduct the interviews in person.
The researcher also introduced himself to as many school leaders and educators at each
site, gently encouraging them to complete the survey. Follow-up emails were sent by the
principal or designee of each school after the researcher’s visit on their campus; in two
cases, the principal or designee also scheduled time into a staff meeting for people to
complete the survey. The site visits occurred from October 2017 through February 2018.
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The researcher supplied a breakfast or lunch spread at each school as an incentive for
people to complete the survey, and in gratitude for the school’s participation in the study.
Population
This study explored the school leaders’ and educators’ perceptions of Ignatian
identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey high schools. Therefore, in order to be considered for this
study, each school site had to be both a Jesuit high school and a Cristo Rey school. The
CRN schools only exist in the United States, and thus only American Jesuit high schools,
(which are also Cristo Rey schools), were considered. Of the 32 Cristo Rey high schools
in operation in 2017, fourteen of them were (co)sponsored or (co)endorsed by the Society
of Jesus. However, of these fourteen schools, six were co-sponsored or co-endorsed by
the Society of Jesus and at least one other religious organization. Since this study was
focused solely on Ignatian identity, the schools, which were co-sponsored or co-endorsed
were excluded; in order to isolate and explore Ignatian identity, only schools, which were
sponsored or endorsed solely by the Society of Jesus, were chosen.
Thus, at the time of this study, there were eight Cristo Rey high schools, which
were sponsored or endorsed solely by the Society of Jesus in the United States. Two of
these schools were excluded from this study because they were considered to still be very
new; the rationale here was that the concept of a school’s identity can be better studied
with schools, which have been in existence for at least several years, and have had more
time to develop their identity. Furthermore, one of the newer schools was the workplace
of the researcher at the time of this study; therefore researcher bias would have been
much more prevalent if that school were to have been a part of this study. Ultimately, six
schools were chosen for this study; these schools were Cristo Rey high schools in the
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United States, solely sponsored by the Society of Jesus, and which had been operating for
at least eight years when the study commenced. The following are the locations and
founding years of these six Jesuit Cristo Rey schools: Baltimore (2007), Chicago – Pilsen
(1996), Chicago – West (2008), Denver (2003), Houston (2009), Minneapolis (2007).
The schools were given generic pseudonyms throughout this study in an attempt
to maintain anonymity. However, those familiar with Cristo Rey schools would be able
to decipher the schools and their respective pseudonyms; given that there were only six
schools, which fit the criteria for the study, one would be able to identify the schools
based on student demographic data, general geographic location, enrollment, or other
unique characteristics which surfaced through the qualitative data. Nonetheless, brief
descriptions of each of the six schools follow; all statistical data was based on the CRN
Annual Data Report for 2017. It is worth remembering that each Cristo Rey school
serves only low-income students, and each student is located in a sizeable urban area.
School A, located in the Mountain Time Zone, has been operational for over a
decade at the time of this study. The enrollment at School A was listed as 488 students
(216 students self-identified as “Boys,” and 272 students self-identified as “Girls”), with
an equivalent of 73.5 full-time employee positions. At School A, 85% of students selfidentified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 13% of students self-identified as
“Black / African American”; the remaining 2% of students self-identified as “Two or
more races.” Also among the student population, 69% of all students self-identified as
“Catholic,” while 15% of students self-identified as “Non-Catholic Christian,” and 2% of
students self-identified as “Non-Christian”; the remaining 14% of students self-selected
“Unspecified / Not Asked” for their religious affiliation. Among the adults at the school,
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35% of adults self-identified as “Male,” and 65% self-identified as “Female.” The racial
and ethnic composition was listed with the following self-identifications: 1% “American
Indian / Alaskan Native”; 8% “Black / African American”; 23% “Hispanic / Latino of
any race”; 57% “White”; 9% “Two or more races”; and 1% “Other Race / Ethnic Group.
School B, located on the East Coast, has been operational for over a decade at the
time of this study. The enrollment at School B was listed as 330 students (145 students
self-identified as “Boys,” and 185 students self-identified as “Girls”), with an equivalent
of 55.5 full-time employee positions. At School B, 70% of students self-identified as
“Black / African American,” and 22% of students self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of
any race”; of the remaining students, 7% of students self-identified as “Two or more
races,” and 1% of students each self-identified as “White” and “Other Race / Ethnic
Group.” Also among the student population, 61% of all students self-identified as “NonCatholic Christian,” while 25% of students self-identified as “Catholic,” and the
remaining 14% of students self-selected “Unspecified / Not Asked” for their religious
affiliation. Among the adults at the school, 42% of adults self-identified as “Male,” and
58% self-identified as “Female.” The racial and ethnic composition was listed with the
following self-identifications: 34% “Black / African American”; 5% “Hispanic / Latino
of any race”; 59% “White”; and 2% “Other Race / Ethnic Group.
School C, located in the Mid-West, has been operational for over two decades at
the time of this study. The enrollment at School C was listed as 571 students (223
students self-identified as “Boys,” and 348 students self-identified as “Girls”), with an
equivalent of 79.5 full-time employee positions. At School C, 100% of students selfidentified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 99% of all students self-identified as
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“Catholic.” (The 1% of students self-identified as “Non-Catholic Christian.) Among the
adults at the school, 39% of adults self-identified as “Male,” and 61% self-identified as
“Female.” The racial and ethnic composition was listed with the following selfidentifications: 1% “Asian”; 1% “Black / African American”; 53% “Hispanic / Latino of
any race”; and 45% “White.”
School D, also located in the Mid-West, has been operational for over a decade at
the time of this study. The enrollment at School D was listed as 330 students (119
students self-identified as “Boys,” and 211 students self-identified as “Girls”), with an
equivalent of 53.0 full-time employee positions. At School D, 96% of students selfidentified as “Black / African American,” and 4% of students self-identified as “Hispanic
/ Latino of any race.” Also among the student population, 64% of all students selfidentified as “Non-Catholic Christian,” while 8% of students self-identified as
“Catholic,” and 17% of students self-identified as “Non-Christian”; the remaining 11% of
students self-selected “Unspecified / Not Asked” for their religious affiliation. Among
the adults at the school, 48% of adults self-identified as “Male,” and 52% self-identified
as “Female.” The racial and ethnic composition was listed with the following selfidentifications: 41% “Black / African American”; 6% “Hispanic / Latino of any race”;
and 53% “White.”
School E, located in the Mountain Time Zone, has been operational for almost
fifteen years at the time of this study. The enrollment at School E was listed as 422
students (185 students self-identified as “Boys,” and 237 students self-identified as
“Girls”), with an equivalent of 48.8 full-time employee positions. At School E, 93% of
students self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race.” The racial and ethnic
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composition of the remaining students was listed with the following self-identifications:
1% “Asian”; 1% “Black / African American”; 1% “Two or more races”; and 3%
“White.” Also among the student population, 93% of all students self-identified as
“Catholic,” while 5% of students self-identified as “Non-Catholic Christian,” and 2% of
students self-identified as “Non-Christian.” Among the adults at the school, 37% of
adults self-identified as “Male,” and 63% self-identified as “Female.” The racial and
ethnic composition was listed with the following self-identifications: 2% “Asian”; 2%
“Black / African American”; 28% “Hispanic / Latino of any race”; 66% “White”; and 3%
“Two or more races.”
School F, located in the Central Time Zone, has been operational for almost
decade at the time of this study. The enrollment at School F was listed as 537 students
(229 students self-identified as “Boys,” and 308 students self-identified as “Girls”), with
an equivalent of 91.0 full-time employee positions. At School F, 83% of students selfidentified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 13% of students self-identified as
“Black / African American.” The racial and ethnic composition of the remaining students
was listed with the following self-identifications: 1% “Asian”; 2% “Two or more races”;
and 1% “White.” Also among the student population, 80% of all students self-identified
as “Catholic,” while 15% of students self-identified as “Non-Catholic Christian,” and 5%
of students self-selected “Unspecified / Not Asked” for their religious affiliation. Among
the adults at the school, 47% of adults self-identified as “Male,” and 53% self-identified
as “Female.” The racial and ethnic composition was listed with the following selfidentifications: 2% “Asian”; 18% “Black / African American”; 27% “Hispanic / Latino of
any race”; 52% “White”; and 1% “Two or more races.”
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Once the schools were identified, the researcher was tasked with the question of
whom to survey, and whom to interview at these six schools. As the goal was to obtain
both breath and depth of perceptions on the Ignatian identity at each school, a mixed
methods approach was implored using both survey and interview components. The
researcher used the phrase “school leaders and educators” when describing those who
were invited to complete the survey, and the terms “principal (or equivalent title),” “the
individual most responsible for the Ignatian identity of the school,” and “an individual
who works directly with students, and who has a strong pulse on school and student
culture” when describing those who will be interviewed. The principal (or equivalent
title) was clearly defined by each school, and the researcher worked with the principal (or
equivalent title) to identify the other individuals, who were involved in the survey and
interviews. Each of the six schools in this study had anywhere from 50-90 full-time
employees who fit the “school leaders and educators” criteria, according to each school’s
website and the CRN Annual Data Report 2017. Thus, the total population for the study
was approximately 390-400 individuals.
Instrument
The Ignatian Schools Identity Survey was designed by the JSEA in 2005, and was
later renamed the IGNIS in 2015 (JSN, 2016). The IGNIS was created in four different
versions, each to be used with one of the following constituent groups in a Jesuit school:
students, school personnel, trustees, and parents. The four versions each contain fifty
similar items, and each version contains an additional twenty items, which are unique to
the audience of that particular version. Thus, each version contains 70 items total, and
the options to respond to each item are: Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly
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Disagree (JSN, 2016). In adapting the instrument for this study, the researcher relied on
the version of the IGNIS for school personnel. Each of the 70 items of the IGNIS aligns
to a key component of Ignatian identity for Jesuit schools; however, the subject of item
alternates among, “My school…,” “Teachers (or adults) at my school…,” and
“Students…”; the verb of each item then articulates the component of Ignatian identity
(JSN, 2016).
In an attempt to capture as many components of Ignatian identity across the
various subjects used by the IGNIS, the research made a significant structural change to
the instrument. The key component of Ignatian identity was extracted from each item
and respondents are now asked to offer their perception of that component for each of
four sub-item categories. For each main item’s component of Ignatian identity, the
respondent indicates the extent to which: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults
Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “ Our Students Experience
This.” The response options for each of these four sub-item categories are: “Almost
Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,” and “Almost Always.” As one example, an original main
item from the IGNIS is: “Students are developing a personal prayer life.” In the adapted
instrument, the item becomes: “The development of an active prayer life”; respondents
would indicate to what extent: “Our institution promotes the development of an active
prayer life”; “Our adults model the development of an active prayer life”; “Our school
culture facilitates the development of an active prayer life”; and “ Our students
experience the development of an active prayer life.”
Significant thought was given to keeping a four-point Likert scale or switching to
a five-point scale; ultimately, the researcher opted to remain with the four-point scale:
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“Almost Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,” and “Almost Always.” The rationale behind
this decision was to eliminate a “neutral” frequency option; although, the researcher
hypothesizes that the “sometimes” option will become the default “neutral” choice (Fink,
2013; Fowler, 2014). Other changes to the IGNIS include: separating or removing
“double-barrels,” removing negations or rewriting them in the affirmative, and reducing
the number of total items to 50 (Fink, 2013; Fowler, 2014). Several items were removed
based on their thematic nature; although the researcher recognizes that academic
excellence is a key component of Jesuit education, this study is more concerned with the
distinctive spiritual charism of Jesuit high schools. Therefore, items, which focused on
the teaching and learning process and school structures, were removed. Several items
were added as well, after the researcher conducted a final review of the conceptual
framework for any seemingly missing components of Ignatian identity. All changes are
noted in detail below as parts of the content validity process.
Validity
The IGNIS, the original instrument adapted for this study, underwent a content
validity process and a factor analysis when it was initially designed (R. Metts, personal
communication, 2015; JSN, 2016). The validity of the IGNIS rests in its intentional
alignment to concepts explicitly noted in three main documents on contemporary Jesuit
secondary education: Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education,
Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach, and What Makes a Jesuit High School Jesuit?
(WMJSJ?). These documents have been described further in Chapter II. Each of the 70
original items of the IGNIS align to a concept present in at least one of these three key
documents, and most items have alignment to two or all three documents (JSN, 2016).
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For this study, the researcher chose the WMJSJ? Document as the conceptual framework;
therefore, it was important to ensure the alignment of each item of the adapted instrument
to this document. Of the original 70 items, 43 were already documented with alignment
to one of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary
Schools in WMJSJ?. The 43 items with existing alignment are listed below in the order
in which the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary
Schools are presented in WMJSJ?:
Table 1
Existing 43 IGNIS Items with Documented Alignment to WMJSJ? Criteria
IGNIS #

IGNIS Item

WMJSJ? Alignment

10

My school teaches students that their faith
calls for a commitment to work for justice in
the world.

The First Apostolic
Principles

27

My school's main educational objective is to
form persons for others.

The First Apostolic
Principles

56

There is an effective procedure for regularly
reviewing my school's mission statement.

The First Apostolic
Principles

49

My school challenges students to grow
morally.

The Spiritual Dimension
of Jesuit Education.

18

My school stresses the Catholic nature of its
mission.

Serving the Mission of
the Church

38

My school encourages students to participate
in their church's projects and activities.

Serving the Mission of
the Church

2

Adults in my school model a community of
faith and justice.

Religious Education and
Formation

4

My school helps students to discern what
God is calling them to do with their lives.

Religious Education and
Formation

8

My school provides opportunities for
students to practice and grow in their faith.

Religious Education and
Formation

11

Spiritual formation is not an integral part of
the students’ education.

Religious Education and
Formation
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26

My school teaches students that forgiveness
is possible through the grace of God.

Religious Education and
Formation

30

My school encourages cooperative and
collaborative learning.

Religious Education and
Formation

37

An atmosphere of intense academic
competition is not characteristic of my
school.

Religious Education and
Formation

16

Students are learning to understand the
causes of poverty.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

33

My school provides students with
opportunities for direct contact with the poor.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

34

Students are learning to have a special
concern for the poor (including those unable
to live a life of full human dignity).

Teaching and Acting
Justly

40

Students are learning to analyze society's
problems critically, with an emphasis on the
promotion of justice.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

41

Students are learning how they can imitate
Christ's life of service for others.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

51

The way in which the school is managed
does not reflect a clear sense of justice.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

7

Students are learning that patriotism includes
questioning their country's actions and
policies.

The Global Dimension
of the Educational
Mission

21

Students' faith in God challenges them to
understand their culture and the culture of
others.

The Global Dimension
of the Educational
Mission

28

My school's atmosphere is one in which
everyone can live and work together in
understanding, love, and respect.

The Global Dimension
of the Educational
Mission

45

Students honestly confront issues of social
injustice, racism, sexism, and religious
intolerance.

The Global Dimension
of the Educational
Mission

5

Students are encouraged to achieve the
fullest possible development of their talents.

Educational Excellence

44
46

Students evaluate the influence of mass
media.
My school challenges students to develop
their intellectual skills to be life-long
learners.

Educational Excellence
Educational Excellence
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52

My school regularly evaluates its programs.

Educational Excellence

58

Staff development programs are integral to
the learning environment of my school.

Educational Excellence

25

Teachers genuinely care about students.

Cooperation in Mission

43

My school provides opportunities for
students to be engaged in an exchange of
ideas and experiences with other schools.

Cooperation in Mission

47

Students experience close cooperation
between their teachers and their parents /
guardians.

Cooperation in Mission

61

People have appropriate roles in decision
making at my school.

Cooperation in Mission

69

My school has a systematic program of
formation for its trustees on what it means to
be a board of a Jesuit school.

Cooperation in Mission

70

I experience strong collaboration between
the Society of Jesus and my school.

Cooperation in Mission

9

My school offers programs of spiritual
formation for the entire school community.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

14

Students are developing a personal prayer
life.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

17

Students are developing a philosophy of life
which includes regular reflection.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

35

My school's retreat program encourages
students to know and love Christ better.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

62

My school encourages the development of
Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

65

I am encouraged to make use of
opportunities for individual spiritual
direction at my school.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

63

My school provides ample opportunities for
faculty and staff to make the Spiritual
Exercises.

The Spiritual Exercises
and Jesuit Pedagogy.

64

I am encouraged to make the Spiritual
Exercises.

The Spiritual Exercises
and Jesuit Pedagogy.

66

I apply the principles of Ignatian pedagogy
to my work at my school.

The Spiritual Exercises
and Jesuit Pedagogy.

75

Of the 43 aforementioned items, the researcher extracted the key component(s) of
Ignatian identity from 29 of the items. This resulted in 31 items, as two items (#2 and #8)
were double-barrel items, and each resulted in two distinct items. The 31 items are listed
in the table below:
Table 2
First Round of Adapting IGNIS Items
IGNIS #

IGNIS Item

Adapted Item(s)

2

Adults in my school model a
community of faith and justice.

Being a community of faith.
AND Commitment to
justice.

4

My school helps students to discern
what God is calling them to do with
their lives.

Discernment of God's call in
one's life.

8

My school provides opportunities for
students to practice and grow in their
faith.

Active practice of one's
faith. AND Continuous
growth in one's faith.

9

My school offers programs of spiritual
formation for the entire school
community.

Pursuit of spiritual
formation.

10

My school teaches students that their
faith calls for a commitment to work
for justice in the world.

Connecting one's faith to the
call to work for justice.

14

Students are developing a personal
prayer life.

The development of a
personal prayer life.

16

Students are learning to understand the
causes of poverty.

Understanding the causes of
poverty.

17

Students are developing a philosophy
of life which includes regular
reflection.

A lifestyle of regular
reflection.

18

My school stresses the Catholic nature
of its mission.

Appreciation of our school's
Catholic nature.

25

Teachers genuinely care about students.

Genuine care for each
individual student.
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26

My school teaches students that
forgiveness is possible through the
grace of God.

A message of forgiveness
through God's love.

27

My school's main educational objective
is to form persons for others.

Forming "Men and Women
For Others" as our main
educational objective.

30

My school encourages cooperative and
collaborative learning.

A sense of authentic
collaboration.

My school provides students with
opportunities for direct contact with the
poor.
Students are learning to have a special
concern for the poor (including those
unable to live a life of full human
dignity).

A commitment to solidarity
with the marginalized of our
society.

35

My school's retreat program encourages
students to know and love Christ better.

Growth in one's personal
relationship with Christ.

38

My school encourages students to
Participation in the Church's
participate in their church's projects and
activities.
activities.

33

34

40

41

43

45

Students are learning to analyze
society's problems critically, with an
emphasis on the promotion of justice.
Students are learning how they can
imitate Christ's life of service for
others.
My school provides opportunities for
students to be engaged in an exchange
of ideas and experiences with other
schools.
Students honestly confront issues of
social injustice, racism, sexism, and
religious intolerance.

A special concern for those
who are denied basic human
dignity in our society.

Critical social analysis with
an emphasis on social
justice.
The imitation of Christ's life
of service for others.
Engagement with other
Jesuit ministries.
Honestly confronting issues
of social injustice.

47

Students experience close cooperation
between their teachers and their parents
/ guardians.

Close cooperation among
members of the school
community.

49

My school challenges students to grow
morally.

Moral growth.

52

My school regularly evaluates its
programs.

Continuous improvement of
school programs to meet the
school's mission.
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62

My school encourages the development
of Ignatian leadership.

Growth in Ignatian
leadership.

63

My school provides ample
opportunities for faculty and staff to
make the Spiritual Exercises.

The components of the
Spiritual Exercises.

65

I am encouraged to make use of
opportunities for individual spiritual
direction at my school.

Opportunities for individual
spiritual direction.

66

I apply the principles of Ignatian
pedagogy to my work at my school.

The underlying principles of
Ignatian pedagogy.

70

I experience strong collaboration
between the Society of Jesus and my
school.

Collaboration between the
school and the Society of
Jesus.

Therefore, 14 of the 43 items from the IGNIS, which have pre-existing
documented alignment to one of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit
Nature of Contemporary Schools in WMJSJ?, were not selected for the instrument for
this study. These 14 items and the rationales for why each items was not selected are
listed in the following table:
Table 3
First Round of Discarding IGNIS Items and Rationale
IGNIS #

IGNIS Item

Rationale

5

Students are encouraged to achieve
the fullest possible development of
their talents.

This study is less concerned
with student achievement.

7

Students are learning that patriotism
includes questioning their country's
actions and policies.

Statement could be perceived
as politically charged and may
impact adults' participation in
the survey.

11

Spiritual formation is not an integral
part of the students' education.

Redundant with item #9.

21

Students' faith in God challenges
them to understand their culture and
the culture of others.

This study is less concerned
with culture.
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28

37
44
46

My school's atmosphere is one in
which everyone can live and work
together in understanding, love, and
respect.
An atmosphere of intense academic
competition is not characteristic of
my school.
Students evaluate the influence of
mass media.
My school challenges students to
develop their intellectual skills to be
life-long learners.

Contains one double barrel and
one triple barrel; too much
here.
This study is less concerned
with academic study.
This study is less concerned
with mass media.
This study is less concerned
with the learning process.

51

The way in which the school is
managed does not reflect a clear sense
of justice.

This study is less concerned
with school structure.

56

There is an effective procedure for
regularly reviewing my school's
mission statement.

This study is less concerned
with school structure.

58
61
64

69

Staff development programs are
integral to the learning environment
of my school.
People have appropriate roles in
decision making at my school.
I am encouraged to make the Spiritual
Exercises.
My school has a systematic program
of formation for its trustees on what it
means to be a board of a Jesuit
school.

This study is less concerned
with the learning process.
This study is less concerned
with school structure.
Redundant with #63.
This study is less concerned
with school structure.

At this point in the content validity process, the researcher had 29 survey items, each with
existing alignment to the conceptual framework. Collaborating with the JSN, the
researcher was given access to previous drafts of the IGNIS before the instrument was
narrowed to its 70 items. The penultimate draft of the IGNIS contained 88 items; 18
items underwent the initial content validity process with the JSN, but did not make the
final version of the IGNIS. The researcher revisited these 18 items, and found nine
additional items to include in the adapted instrument for this study. Of the nine items,
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seven items were explicitly aligned to the WMJSJ? framework. These seven items with
explicit alignment are listed below:
Table 4
Additional 9 IGNIS Items with Documented Alignment to WMJSJ? Criteria
# of 18

Item

WMJSJ? Alignment

1

Students do not see their school as a
community that cares for all of its members.

Cooperation in Mission

6

My school teaches students the effects of their
own prejudices on others.

The Spiritual Dimension
of Jesuit Education

8

Students are learning to develop all of their
God-given talents.

Educational Excellence

9

Students are not learning to be leaders in
service.

Educational Excellence

15

My school is teaching students to be of service
to their churches.

Serving the Mission of
the Church

Teachers at my school do not teach students
about justice issues in their classes.
Students are learning that success is not
defined by the accumulation of material
goods.

Teaching and Acting
Justly

16
17

Teaching and Acting
Justly

These items were then adapted in a similar manner as those, which were adapted from the
70 items on the final version of the IGNIS; namely, the main concept of Ignatian identity
was extracted, double barrels were separated, and negations were rewritten in the
affirmative. The resulting adapted items are listed in the table below:
Table 5
Second Round of Adapting IGNIS Items
# of 18

Item

Adapted Item
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1

Students do not see their school as a
community that cares for all of its
members.

Being a community which
cares for each individual.

6

My school teaches students the effects of
their own prejudices on others.

Developing an understanding
of the effects of one's
prejudices.

8

Students are learning to develop all of
their God-given talents.

On-going development of
one's God-given talents.

9

Students are not learning to be leaders in
service.

The development of leadership
through service.

15

My school is teaching students to be of
service to their churches.

The call to be of service to the
Church.

16

Teachers at my school do not teach
students about justice issues in their
classes.

The integration of social
justice education into the
school's programs.

17

Students are learning that success is not
defined by the accumulation of material
goods.

An active to resist
materialism.

At this point in the content validity process, the researcher had accumulated 38
adapted items for the survey instrument. The researcher then added 12 items, which
underwent the original content validity process with the JSN, but which did not have
documented explicit alignment to the WMJSJ? framework. In other words, the content
validity for these items rests more explicitly in the other two documents used for the
IGNIS alignment: Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education and
Ignatian Pedagogy: A Practical Approach. These eight items and their adaptations are
listed below; the first six of these are from the original 70 IGNIS items, and the last two
are from the additional 18 IGNIS item (from the penultimate draft of 88 items), which did
not make the final version of 70 items. Separating out “double-barrels,” these eight items
resulted in 11 adapted items; they are listed in the table below:
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Table 6
Adapted IGNIS Items Without Initial Documented Alignment to WMJSJ? Criteria
IGNIS #

IGNIS Item

Adapted Item

32

Students are learning about the
principles of Ignatian Spirituality.

Appreciation for the principles
of Ignatian Spirituality.

36

My school is committed to the
religious development of all students.

The importance of religious
development.

39

Students come to appreciate that God
is present and working in all creation.

An appreciation that God is
actively working in all of
creation.

48

50

67
4 (of 18)

12 (of 18)

Teachers assist students in developing The development of a sense of
a sense of self-worth.
self-worth.
The curriculum in my school is
Living out the school's
structured so that each course
mission. AND Connecting
contributes to the overall goals of the school programs to the school's
school.
mission.
My school stresses the integration of
The integration of Ignatian
Ignatian pedagogy in all of its
pedagogy into school
activities.
programs.
Students are learning to resist the
secularism prevalent in their culture.

An active commitment to resist
secularism.

My school stresses the importance of
participation in student activities
outside the classroom (retreats,
community service, clubs, sports,
etc.).

The importance of Campus
Ministry activities. AND The
importance of Christian
Service activities. AND The
importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the
classroom.

At this point in the content validity process, the researcher had 50 adapted items,
and decided to conduct a pilot study. The results of the pilot study are described in the
following section. After the pilot study, the researcher continued to refine the content
validity process. First, the researcher had a conversation with Dr. Karen Huchting, an
educational researcher, associate professor, and associate director of the Doctorate in
Educational Leadership for Social Justice program at Loyola Marymount University in
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Los Angeles, CA. Dr. Huchting offered two key tasks for the content validity process:
first was a reminder to examine the 11 adapted items without pre-existing explicit
alignment to WMJSJ? and to denote that alignment where and how appropriate; secondly,
Dr. Huchting observed that of the 39 items with existing alignment to WMJSJ?, there was
significant disparity among the number of items which aligned to the various
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools (K.
Huchting, personal communication, April 5, 2017). The distribution of the number of
items, which aligned to each of the Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit
Nature of Contemporary Schools during the time of her observation, is listed in the table
below:
Table 7
Initial Distribution of Adapted Items to Aligned WMJSJ?
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of
Contemporary Schools

# of aligned
items

The First Apostolic Principles

3

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit Education.

2

Serving the Mission of the Church

3

Religious Education and Formation

5

Teaching and Acting Justly

9

The Global Dimension of the Educational Mission

2

Educational Excellence

2

Cooperation in Mission

5

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

6

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit Pedagogy.

2
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Dr. Huchting noted the importance of creating a more even distribution, and advocated
that for statistical purposes, each of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the
Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools should align to at least four items (K. Huchting,
personal communication, April 5, 2017).
The researcher reviewed the 11 items without pre-existing explicit alignment to
WMJSJ? and explored the potential for an explicit alignment to one of the ten for each
item. The researcher then traveled to Washington, DC in order to meet with Dr. William
Hobbs, the Director of Research and Leadership Development at the JSN from 2010 to
2017, and to explore possible alignments. That discussion led to the item alignments as
displayed in the following table:
Table 8
WMJSJ? Criteria Alignment to Adapted IGNIS Items Without Previous Alignment
IGNIS #

Adapted Item

Assigned WMJSJ? Criteria
Alignment

32

Appreciation for the principles of
Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy.

The importance of religious
development.
An appreciation that God is
actively working in all of
creation.
The development of a sense of
self-worth.

Religious Education and
Formation.
The First Apostolic Principles.

50

Living out the school's mission.
AND Connecting school
programs to the school's mission.

Educational Excellence.

67

The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy.

1 (of 18)

Being a community which cares
for each individual.

Removing this item; redundant
with #2.

36
39
48

None; Removing item.
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12 (of 18)

The importance of Campus
Ministry activities. AND The
importance of Christian Service
activities. AND The importance
of opportunities for holistic
growth outside of the classroom.

The importance of Campus
Ministry activities. -- Religious
Education and Formation; The
importance of Christian Service
activities. -- Teaching and Acting
Justly; The importance of
opportunities for holistic growth
outside of the classroom. -Educational Excellence.

During this step, two items were removed (#48 from the IGNIS and #1 of 18 of the
additional items, which were not included in the IGNIS), bringing the total number of
items down to 48. During the content validity process, there was some discussion
regarding the separation of “faith” and “justice” from item #2, as in an Ignatian
worldview, the two concepts are so intimately intertwined that they should not be
separated (W. Hobbs, personal communication, April 10, 2017). In light of this, and the
fact that item #10 speaks specifically to the integration of faith and justice, both adapted
items from item #2 were removed. This brought the number of items down to 46. Items
#66 and #67 from the IGNIS were similar enough to each other that item #66 was
removed; item #4 of the additional 18 items was removed as several other items speak to
the development of faith (which in and of itself is resistance to secularism) (W. Hobbs,
personal communication, April 10, 2017). Finally, after further review, item #50 of the
IGNIS was adapted simply to, “Connecting school programs to the school’s mission,”
instead of the two separate items mentioned above. These changes brought the number
of items for the adapted instrument to 42.
The researcher reviewed each line from the ten Distinguishing Criteria for
Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools and cross-referenced with the 42
items of the adapted instrument in order to understand which key concepts of Jesuit
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education may be missing; this was also a topic of conversation in the meeting with Dr.
Hobbs. As a result of the review process by the researcher and the consultation with and
insights of Dr. Hobbs, the following items were added; they are listed with their agreed
upon alignment to one of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature
of Contemporary Schools:
Table 9
Items Added to Adapted Instrument (Not in IGNIS) and WMJSJ? Criteria Alignment
Added Item

Assigned WMJSJ? Criteria
Alignment

Being a loving community.

Cooperation in Mission.

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

Educational Excellence

Understanding the gifts of all cultures.
The importance of interreligious dialogue
The call to live out the Gospel message.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The centrality of the Eucharist.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission
The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education
Serving the Mission of the Church
Religious Education and
Formation
Religious Education and
Formation
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

Understanding Christian response to
contemporary culture.

Educational Excellence

The involvement of families in the faith life
of the school.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

Building the Kingdom of God

The First Apostolic Principles

At this point, there were 53 items for the adapted instrument. The researcher conducted
another analysis of the items’ alignments to each of the Distinguishing Criteria for
Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools, as shown in the following table:
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Table 10
Second Distribution of Adapted Items to Aligned WMJSJ?
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of
Contemporary Schools

# of aligned items

The First Apostolic Principles

4

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit Education.

5

Serving the Mission of the Church

4

Religious Education and Formation

8

Teaching and Acting Justly

8

The Global Dimension of the Educational Mission

3

Educational Excellence

7

Cooperation in Mission

5

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

6

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit Pedagogy.

3

Several edits were made to both language and alignment as a result of the
reflection of the researcher and the consultation with Dr. Hobbs. Those changes are
listed in the two respective tables below:
Table 11
Linguistic Revisions to Adapted Items
IGNIS #

Adapted Item

Revised Item

43

Engagement with other Jesuit
ministries.

Engagement with other
Ignatian ministries.

18

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

Appreciation of our school's
Catholic mission.

14

The development of a personal prayer
life.

On-going development of a
personal prayer life.

65

Opportunities for individual spiritual
direction.

Opportunities for individual
spiritual conversation.
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27

Forming "Men and Women For
Others" as our main educational
objective.

Forming "Persons For Others"
as our main educational
objective.

49

Moral growth.

On-going moral growth.

17 (of 18)

An active commitment to resist
materialism.

Understanding the impact of
consumerism in a global
society.

Table 12
WMJSJ? Criteria Alignment Revisions to Adapted Items
IGNIS #
25
4
26
30
35
17 (of 18)

Adapted Item

Revised WMJSJ? Alignment

Genuine care for each individual
student.
Discernment of God's call in one's
life.
A message of forgiveness through
God's love.

The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy.
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education.
The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy.

A sense of authentic collaboration.

Cooperation in Mission.

Growth in one's personal relationship
with Christ.
Understanding the impact of
consumerism in a global society.

The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education.
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

Finally, three items were removed from the 53 items so that the adapted
instrument would consist of 50 items. Items #16, #50, and #63 were deemed similar
enough to items #40, #52, and #32 respectively, and therefore items #16, #50, and #63
were removed. These changes yielded a final distribution of items with regards to the ten
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary Schools as listed
in the table below:
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Table 13
Final Distribution of Adapted Items to Aligned WMJSJ?
Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of
Contemporary Schools

# of aligned
items

The First Apostolic Principles

4

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit Education.

6

Serving the Mission of the Church

4

Religious Education and Formation

6

Teaching and Acting Justly

6

The Global Dimension of the Educational Mission

4

Educational Excellence

6

Cooperation in Mission

5

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

5

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit Pedagogy.

4

Therefore, each of the ten Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature
of Contemporary Schools is represented by four to six items on the adapted survey. The
content validity process built upon the strong foundational alignment work of the original
instrument. The IGNIS was constructed as a reflective tool for institutional selfevaluation; some changes were made so that the instrument could be used for this
academic study. These changes were the results of the contemplation of the researcher,
the collaboration with the JSN, and the consultation of experts in the fields of Ignatian
identity and survey research respectively.
Pilot Study
The actual study explored the perceptions of school leaders and educators of
Ignatian identity at Cristo Rey schools, which are endorsed or sponsored solely by the
Society of Jesus and which have been in existence for at least eight years. For the pilot
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study, it was important to survey school leaders and educators, who work within Jesuit
education, and therefore were familiar with the concept of Ignatian identity within the
context of a high school. However, for the pilot study, it was not necessary that all
participants worked in a Cristo Rey school, as the survey instrument is simply gauging
the perception of Ignatian identity.
The researcher reached out to friends and colleagues who were working in Jesuit
high schools at the time, including those at the researcher’s current workplace, which also
happens to be a Cristo Rey school. The researcher had been (and as of this writing,
continues to be) working in Jesuit education for over a decade, and was well connected to
colleagues at other Jesuit schools. Three main invitations were sent via group emails: to
school leaders and educators at the current workplace of the researcher; to the national
JSN listserv of Deans of Students; to the national JSN listserv of Campus Ministers; and
to personal friends in the field. (The researcher has access to these listservs, as he was
serving as a Dean of Students at the time of the pilot study, and he has served in a
previous role in Campus Ministry at another JSN school.) After sending these email
invitations, 35 individuals completed the adapted instrument for this pilot study.
After reviewing the results of the pilot study, it was important to note the amount
of time each respondent spent completing the survey. This was helpful information as
the researcher continued to design the study; in order to maximize participation at the six
schools in the actual study, it was important to limit the amount of time required to a
reasonable level. The following figured displays the amounts of time, which respondents
used to complete the survey in the pilot study. One respondent took over six hours to
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complete the survey, and was therefore considered an outlier; that data point is not
included in the following:

Figure 2. The frequency of number of minutes, which respondents took to complete the
adapted instrument during CRIGNIS Pilot Study.
The pilot study produced a completion rate of 78%; 45 surveys were started, and
35 surveys were completed. The above bar graph shows that the most common interval
for completion time was 15 to 19 minutes. The timing for each respondent was rounded
to the nearest minute for this graph. Furthermore, when rounding the duration of each
respondent to the nearest minute, the overall mean of the group is 19 minutes, the median
is 15 minutes, and the mode is 15 minutes. Again, this is when excluding the outlier
respondent who took over six hours. This was helpful information, as the researcher was
then able to communicate to the six schools in the actual study that, “The survey typically
takes folks about 15-20 minutes.”
The following tables display the demographics of the respondents in the pilot
study, with regards to “Gender Identity,” “Race Identity,” and “Ethnicity Identity.”
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Table 14
Gender Identity for Respondents of CRIGNIS Pilot
Identity
Female
Male
Other
Total

Number
13
21
0
34

Percent
38%
62%
0%
100%

Table 15
Race Identity for Respondents of CRIGNIS Pilot
Identity

Number

Percent

0
1
2
1
40
0
44

0%
2.3%
4.5%
2.3%
90.9%
0%
100%

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Other
Total
Table 16
Ethnicity Identity for Respondents of CRIGNIS Pilot
Identity
Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin
Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin
Total

Number
4
40
44

Percent
9.1%
90.9%
100%

From the pilot study’s demographic data, it was clear that the majority of
respondents self-identified as male (62%), and a vast majority self-identified as white
(91%). In light of the pilot study, the researcher hypothesized that perhaps race,
ethnicity, and demographics of personnel and students all may play roles in the actual
study. This helped to inform the design of one interview question, specifically about
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student demographics and Ignatian identity; it also helped to inform the lens of the
multiple-case study design, with regards to the “literal replication” schools (those with
predominantly “Hispanic / Latino of any race” and “Catholic” student populations) and
the “theoretical replication” schools (those where a majority of students self-identified as
“Black / African American” and “Non-Catholic Christian) in the actual study (Yin,
2014). The researcher did not make the demographics questions “forced responses” for
the pilot study, and thus, the number of responses for each given demographics questions
oscillates between 33 and 38. After the pilot study and further reading, the researcher
decided to continue to not make demographics items “forced responses” in the actual
study, in case respondents did not feel comfortable responding to a particular
demographics item (Fink, 2013; Fowler, 2014). Furthermore, after conducting the pilot
study, and after consulting with members of the gender non-conforming community, the
researcher was informed that the label of “Other” as a “Gender Identity” may be
considered offensive by some; thus “Other” was replaced with “Gender Nonconforming" for the “Gender Identity” demographics question.
Other data from the demographics questions in the pilot study revealed a fairly
even distribution among longevity of respondents at their current schools and within
Jesuit education.
Table 17
Number of Years Working in Current Schools for Respondents of CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Number of Years at Current
School
Less than two years
2 - 5 years
6 - 10 years

Number of Responses
9
8
8

Percentage of Respondents
24%
22%
22%
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11 - 15 years
More than 15 years
Total

4
8
37

11%
22%
100%

Table 18
Number of Years Working in Jesuit Education for Respondents of CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Number of Years
Less than two years
2 - 5 years
6 - 10 years
11 - 15 years
More than 15 years
Total

Number of Responses
3
9
9
7
10
38

Percentage of Respondents
8%
24%
24%
18%
26%
100%

This data helped to inform the researcher’s decision to include a third interviewee at each
of the six schools in the study. The researcher hypothesized that it would be important to
gain perspective from an individual “who works directly with students, and who has a
strong pulse on school and student culture” in addition to the principal and the person
“most directly responsible for Ignatian mission and identity” at the school, particularly if
the latter two individuals had less experience at the current school.
Additional demographics from the pilot study included: levels of education of
respondents; age of respondents; and the role of respondents within their current schools.
For this pilot study, the level of education for respondents is skewed toward the
possession of a Master’s degree, which 58% of respondents hold; 26% of respondents
indicated a Bachelor’s degree as their level of education, while 11% noted that they hold
a doctoral degree. The age of respondents is distributed fairly evenly. For the pilot
study, 34% of respondents indicated an age ranging from 25 - 34; 21% selected the age
range of 35 – 44, and 29% responded with an age range of 45 – 54. Therefore 84% of all
respondents fell between 25 – 54 years of age, and only 16% fell outside of that range.
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Finally, for demographical data, 54% of respondents indicated their current role in their
schools as being an “Administrator”; 35% listed themselves as “Faculty Members,” and
the remaining 11% identified themselves as “Student Support Personnel.”
The adapted survey instrument for the pilot study contained 50 main items
regarding Ignatian identity. In an attempt to be “user-friendly,” the researcher divided
the survey into five “pages” when being viewed electronically, and each “page”
contained 10 main items. For each main item, the respondent indicated the extent to
which “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture
Facilitate This,” and “ Our Students Experience This.” The options for each of these four
categories were: “Almost Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,” and “Almost Always.” For this
pilot study, several tables and a brief analysis are below for only one of the five “pages”
of the online survey as an example; all five pages, and therefore all 50 items, were
analyzed in the actual study and included in this dissertation reporting.
The following tables display the data from the main items on the first “page” of
the survey for the respondents in this pilot study. The tables list the items, which align to
Ignatian identity as expressed in the three documents upon which the IGNIS was
originally based: Go Forth and Teach: The Characteristics of Jesuit Education, Ignatian
Pedagogy: A Practical Approach, and What Makes a Jesuit High School Jesuit? (JSEA,
2005). The researcher did not make the main items “forced responses,” and therefore not
all of the 45 respondents, who began the survey, answered all of the items; most items
show 34 – 35 respondents. After the pilot study, the researcher decided to continue to not
make main items “forced responses” in the actual study, in case respondents did not feel
comfortable responding to a particular main item (Fink, 2013; Fowler, 2014).
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Table 19
Respondents’ Perception Data for “Our Institution Promotes This” from First Page
Items of CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Item
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10

Item
Being a
community of
faith.
Commitment to
justice.
Discernment of
God's call in one's
life.
Active practice of
one's faith.
Continuous growth
in one's faith.
Pursuit of spiritual
formation.
Connecting one's
faith to the call to
work for justice.
Practicing a
personal prayer
life.
Understanding the
causes of poverty.
A lifestyle of
regular reflection.

Almost
Never

Sometimes

Often

Almost
Always

Total
Responses

Mean

0

4

9

21

34

3.5

1

1

14

18

34

3.44

2

8

18

7

35

2.86

0

11

12

12

35

3.03

1

6

16

12

35

3.11

2

8

15

10

35

2.94

1

6

14

14

35

3.17

3

4

14

14

35

3.11

0

14

12

9

35

2.86

0

5

15

14

34

3.26

Table 20
Respondents’ Perception Data for “Our Adults Model This” from First Page Items of
CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Item
#
1
2
3

Item
Being a
community of
faith.
Commitment to
justice.
Discernment of

Almost
Never

Sometimes

Often

Almost
Always

Total
Responses

Mean

1

9

17

7

34

2.88

1
0

7
17

18
13

8
4

34
34

2.97
2.62
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

God's call in one's
life.
Active practice of
one's faith.
Continuous
growth in one's
faith.
Pursuit of
spiritual
formation.
Connecting one's
faith to the call to
work for justice.
Practicing a
personal prayer
life.
Understanding
the causes of
poverty.
A lifestyle of
regular reflection.

1

14

17

2

34

2.59

1

17

14

2

34

2.5

4

13

15

2

34

2.44

0

15

14

5

34

2.71

3

11

14

6

34

2.68

2

14

14

4

34

2.59

1

12

14

7

34

2.79

Table 21
Respondents’ Perception Data for “Our School Culture Facilitates This” from First
Page Items of CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Item
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Item
Being a
community of
faith.
Commitment to
justice.
Discernment of
God's call in one's
life.
Active practice of
one's faith.
Continuous
growth in one's
faith.
Pursuit of
spiritual
formation.
Connecting one's

Almost
Never

Sometimes

Often

Almost
Always

Total
Responses

Mean

0

4

15

15

34

3.32

0

4

15

14

33

3.3

2

11

18

3

34

2.65

0

11

14

9

34

2.94

0

9

18

7

34

2.94

3

10

14

7

34

2.74

1

7

16

10

34

3.03
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faith to the call to
work for justice.
Practicing a
personal prayer
life.
Understanding
the causes of
poverty.
A lifestyle of
regular reflection.

8
9
10

2

6

18

8

34

2.94

3

13

13

5

34

2.59

1

6

15

12

34

3.12

Table 22
Respondents’ Perception Data for “Our Students Experience This” from First Page
Items of CRIGNIS Pilot Study
Item
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item
Being a
community of
faith.
Commitment to
justice.
Discernment of
God's call in one's
life.
Active practice of
one's faith.
Continuous
growth in one's
faith.
Pursuit of
spiritual
formation.
Connecting one's
faith to the call to
work for justice.
Practicing a
personal prayer
life.
Understanding
the causes of
poverty.
A lifestyle of
regular reflection.

Almost
Never

Sometimes

Often

Almost
Always

Total
Responses

Mean

0

7

18

9

34

3.06

0

5

18

11

34

3.18

5

15

13

1

34

2.29

1

11

19

3

34

2.71

1

10

19

4

34

2.76

6

8

17

3

34

2.5

1

13

14

6

34

2.74

2

10

17

5

34

2.74

2

16

12

4

34

2.53

0

11

13

10

34

2.97
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Some patterns emerged from this example of the main items on the first “page”
across the four sub-item categories. In general, the highest means for each main item on
the first “page” fell under the sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes This,”
followed by the sub-item category “Our School Culture Facilitates This.” The “Our
Adults Model This” sub-item category generated the lowest mean for each main item of
all the sub-item categories except for two main items: “Discernment of God’s Call in
One’s Life” and “Understanding the Causes of Poverty.” These two main items
generated their respective lowest means in the sub-item category “Our Students
Experience This.” These resulted indicated that in general, respondents perceived their
school’s Ignatian identity strong in the “Our Institution Promotes This” and “Our School
Culture Facilitates This” sub-item categories. Their responses indicated that they
perceived their respective school’s Ignatian identity lowest in the “Our Adults Model
This” sub-item category with regards to nearly all items.
For this pilot study, this finding was consistent with much of the literature, which
points to adult faith formation as a main focus in both Jesuit and Cristo Rey schools
(CRN, 2010; Jesuit Conference, 2011; JSN, 2015). Furthermore, another interesting
pattern, which emerged in this example, was a correlation between the “Our Adults
Model This” and the “Our Students Experience This” categories. This observation
prompted further exploration and analysis into whether the pilot study affirmed existing
literature, which argues that the most influential factor in student faith formation is the
example set by the adults in the building (Miller, 2006; CRN, 2010; Heft, 2011).
For the sub-item categories “Our Institution Promotes This” and “Our School
Culture Facilitates This,” the two main items generating the highest means were “Being a
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community of faith” and “Commitment to justice.” “Discernment of God’s call in one’s
life” and “Understanding the causes of poverty” were the two main items, which
generated the lowest means in the sub-item categories “Our Institution Promotes This”
and “Our School Culture Facilitates This.” Using these data as examples only, the
researcher observed that, using this survey instrument, the main items which generated
the highest means in the pilot study, could be considered perceived “strengths” of
Ignatian identity, while the main items which generated the lowest means in the pilot
study, could be considered perceived “challenges” to Ignatian identity (given the proper
sample size and methodology). After the pilot study and further reading, the researcher
did ultimately decide to use the median (not the mean) as the main measure of central
tendency in the actual study. The rationale for this decision is explained in the “Data
Analysis Plan” section of this chapter.
Data Collection
This study explored the perceptions of school leaders and educators regarding
Ignatian Identity at six Jesuit, Cristo Rey high schools in the United States. Each Cristo
Rey high school in the U.S. must be sponsored or endorsed by a religious organization;
some of the schools are co-sponsored or co-endorsed by multiple religious organizations.
This study focused on the six Cristo Rey schools, which are sponsored solely by the
Society of Jesus, and which have been operating for at least eight years. These six
schools are located in five U.S. cities: Baltimore, Chicago, Denver, Houston, and
Minneapolis. (Two of the schools are located in Chicago.)
The researcher has adapted the IGNIS designed by the JSN (formerly the
JSEA). The adapted survey will be administered online through Qualtrics to the school
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leaders and educators (as defined by each individual school) at each of the six schools in
the study. (The researcher worked with each school’s principal or designee to distribute
the online survey link to all school leaders and educators at each respective school.)
Separate interviews will be conducted with the principal of the school (or equivalent title
as defined by each school), the individual “most directly responsible for the Ignatian
mission and identity at the school,” and a third individual, who “works directly with
students, and who has a strong pulse on school and student culture.” (The job title for the
position “most directly responsible for the Ignatian mission and identity” tends to vary
greatly among Jesuit schools.) The researcher designed a consistent set of interview
questions for each interview in this study.
Initially, the researcher had hoped to spend two days at each site, collecting the
quantitative data on the first day, analyzing it, and then using it for prompting questions
during the interviews on the second day. This original plan proved to not be feasible due
to time constraints; once all six invited schools agreed to participate in the study, this
original plan would have meant 12 days for the researcher to be conducting site visits
away from his school of work. Then the researcher altered the research plan to visit each
school in-person during the 2017-2018 academic year. The first site visit took place in
October of 2017, and the sixth site visit took place in February of 2018. Each visit
consisted of a full day at the school, the in-person interviews, and some time to meet and
speak informally with adults (and occasionally students). The researcher contacted the
principal (or equivalent title) of each school prior to each visit in order to coordinate the
opportunities for the school leaders and educators to complete the survey. For three of
the schools in the study, the principal directed the research to the person “most directly
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responsible for the school’s Ignatian mission and identity,” and that person became the
point person for the site visit. The researcher provided either a breakfast or lunch spread
at each school; this helped to gather school leaders and educators informally at a
designated spot on campus. The researcher spent time at each site, thanking school
leaders and educators for completing the survey (if they had already), or asking them
kindly to follow-up with the survey completion within two weeks after the site visit. The
researcher was able to follow-up with interviewees via phone calls and emails as needed
for any clarifications after the site visits.
Data Analysis Plan
The quantitative survey data was analyzed in several ways for this study. First,
descriptive statistics were used to analyze responses from the demographic items.
Descriptive statistics were also used to analyze the quantitative data for all survey
respondents first. The data was then disaggregated for “School Leaders” and
“Educators” respectively; it was also disaggregated by “Gender Identity,” Race and
Ethnic Identity,” and “Vocation Status.” Finally, survey data was disaggregated for each
of the six schools to form the bases for the multiple-case studies. As the study is a
multiple-case design, data analyses were expanded to explore patterns, groupings, and
comparisons among the six schools. Tables and figures were created to display
quantitative data at all points of the multi-layered analyses.
Although multiple descriptive statistics were used to analyze the quantitative
survey data, primary reliance was placed on the median as the measure of central
tendency, as the “typical performance” or the “normal response” (Fink, 2013). The
median was chosen over the mean for multiple reasons and after much reading and
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contemplation. The four-point Likert scale of ordinal response options for each survey
main item was: “Almost Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,” “Almost Always.” The median
allowed for the central tendency, or “normal response,” to align to one of those
characterizations for each item (except for a few instances where the calculated median
fell as a midpoint of the representative integers); this should offer a clearer articulation of
central tendency, particularly when presenting the findings back to each school, as the
researcher plans to do (Fink, 2013). (For example, the researcher can point to a given
main item of Ignatian identity which produced a median of 3 (“Often”) in the sub-item
category “Our Students Experience This,” and claim that the respondents at the school
perceived that “Students Experience This” main item “Often.”)
The mean and mode were utilized for data analyses in some instances throughout
the study as well; overall, the mean is viewed as producing unclear conclusions relative
to the Likert-scale ordinal responses (Weinberg & Abramowitz, 2008). (For example, if
reporting back to a school, the researcher was less comfortable with describing the
perception of a main item of Ignatian identity as a 2.88 versus a 2.76, etc.) The Pearson
Product Moment Correlation Coefficients are also utilized in some portions of the data
presentation. Consistent interview questions were drafted in consultation with the
researcher’s advisor. Qualitative data from the interviews were transcribed, coded, and
collated; the qualitative data is presented in Chapter IV.
Ethical Considerations
As this study explored schools, which are both Jesuit and Cristo Rey, the
researcher solicited explicit support from both the JSN and the CRN. The researcher
personally traveled to Chicago to meet with the leadership of the CRN, and to
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Washington, D.C. to meet with the leadership of the JSN prior to the design of this
study. Correspondence with members of these two groups continued throughout the
entirety of the study. Furthermore, a member of the JSN leadership was serving as a
reader on the dissertation committee for this study (at the time of the study’s design).
During the study’s design, the researcher also met with the former president of the JSEA,
who was responsible for leading the development of the IGNIS, which was adapted for
this study. Insights from these meetings and on-going collaboration with these and other
Ignatian leaders helped to guide the researcher in upholding the integrity of previous and
current work in the field of this topic.
There were six target schools for this study. The researcher contacted the
principal (or equivalent title) of each school in order to invite the school for participation
in the study. Permission was granted by each school’s principal (or designee); multiple
principals also contacted their school’s President for further approval. The researcher
worked with the principal (or designee) at each school to identify the target audience –
school leaders and educators – and to organize opportunities for these constituents to
participate in the survey. The survey contained a “consent to participation,” and the
introduction of the survey notes that responses will be anonymous and confidential, as
results will only be reported in aggregated groups. There was no foreseeable risk
involved for those participating in the survey, and any respondent had the option to exit
the survey at any point.
The researcher conducted on-site interviews with the principal (or equivalent
title), the person “most directly responsible for the Ignatian mission and identity of the
school” (as identified by the school’s leadership), and a third individual “who works
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directly with students, and who has a strong pulse on school and student culture”
(selected by the principal or designee working with the researcher on the site visit).
These interviews were recorded, and included a prompt for verbal consent to the
interview and its recording. Anonymity and confidentiality were maintained with the
results of the interviews; however, given the small number of schools in the study, it is
possible for a school and / or interviewee to be identifiable by the information reported,
even though the school name or individual’s name is not specifically mentioned. Still,
there was minimal foreseeable risk involved for those participating in the interviews
throughout the study. Finally, all research plans were reviewed and approved by the
University of San Francisco’s Institutional Review Board for adherence to ethical
practices.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Restatement of the Problem
The number of Catholic schools and the number of students served by Catholic
schools have both decreased significantly over the last fifty years in the United States
(Walch, 2003; Miller, 2006; Heft, 2011). This has been particularly true for urban
Catholic schools serving low-income and immigrant families (Brinig and Garnett, 2014;
United States Department of Education, 2008; NCEA, 2014). The idea of Cristo Rey
schools was conceived in order to address this problem; the educational model includes a
CWSP, through which students work five days a month in order to finance a portion of
tuition costs (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016b). In order to revive Catholic
education in urban America, Cristo Rey school, must first and foremost live and animate
their Catholic identity.
Cristo Rey schools differ from the traditional parochial schools of yesteryear in
several ways. First with the CWSP, students are only in school four days a week, and
therefore their academic schedule during those four days is longer and more rigid; for
many Cristo Rey schools, much time and energy is dedicated to supporting students who
are below grade level. Partnering with local businesses and corporation adds a unique
dimension to the school structure and culture. As Cristo Rey schools have garnered
national attention for their high college acceptance rates, the schools have attracted both
students and personnel, who maybe more interested in college acceptance and work
experience than Catholic faith formation.
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The CRN clear states that each Cristo Rey school must be “explicitly Catholic”;
in other words, each Cristo Rey school must animate its Catholic nature (CRN, 2012). In
order to narrow the scope, this study specifically explores the spiritual identity of Jesuit
Cristo Rey schools; this charism of the Jesuits, Ignatian identity, is named after the
founder of the Jesuits, Saint Ignatius. There are some unique emphases to Ignatian
identity, as compared to the charisms of other Catholic orders, yet all elements of
Ignatian identity are rooted in Catholic faith and tradition. Therefore, if a Jesuit Cristo
Rey school is strong in its Ignatian identity, it is also inherently strong in its Catholic
identity.
Overview
The purpose of this study was to explore and compare the perceptions of school
leaders and educators regarding the Ignatian identity at six Jesuit Cristo Rey schools.
The study aimed to understand those opportunities and challenges regarding Ignatian
identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and to examine what schools have been doing in
order to capitalize on the opportunities and combat the challenges. Furthermore, this
study aimed to explore the intersection of Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity for
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
As a mixed-methods multi-case study, data was collected through both surveys
and interviews. Surveys were distributed to the full-time school leaders and educators at
each of the six school sites, as identified by each school’s leadership. The survey
instrument, as described in Chapter III, contained 50 items regarding Ignatian identity of
a school as based on the document, What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit?. Interviews were
conducted with three individuals at each school site: the principal, the person “most
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directly responsible for the Ignatian mission and identity of the school” (as identified by
the school’s leadership), and a third individual “who works directly with students, and
who has a strong pulse on school and student culture” (as identified by the school’s
leadership).
At three of the six schools, the principal took the lead on coordinating the site
visit and selecting the interviewees; at the other three schools, the person most directly
responsible for Ignatian mission and identity took the lead on coordinating the visit and
interviewees. At two of the schools, there were four interviews conducted. In one case,
this was because the principal was on family / medical leave; so two associate principals
were interviewed in the absence of the principal. In the other case, the principal asked
that two individuals, both Jesuits, be interviewed for their responsibilities regarding
Ignatian mission and identity.
Both the surveys and the interviews aimed at exploring five research questions:
1) What are the perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at their
respective Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What are the perceptions of school leaders of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

What are the perceptions of educators of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

How do these perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools compare?

2) What are the opportunities for Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What about being a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school strengthens Ignatian identity?
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3) What are the challenges to Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What, if any, tensions exist for schools, which are both Jesuit and Cristo Rey?

4) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to capitalize on the opportunities for
Ignatian identity?
5) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to combat the challenges to Ignatian
identity?
The quantitative survey data drove the exploration of the first multi-part research
question; this data gave breadth to the perception of Ignatian identity at each school
individually and across all six schools in the study. The survey data also contributed to
the exploration of the second and third questions; certain items were categorized as
opportunities or challenges based on the survey results. The qualitative data from the
interviews helped to provide greater depth to the second and third research questions,
while offering the entirety of insights for the exploration of the fourth and fifth research
questions.
This chapter first presents the process behind determining which surveys were
retained and which were discarded. Then, the chapter presents the demographics of the
survey respondents for the study. The bulk of this chapter presents the results of the
study in light of the five research questions. Perception data is presented for all six
schools combined, in order to offer an overarching perspective; then, the data from each
individual school is presented, while maintaining its anonymity. (The schools are labeled
School A, School B, School C, School D, School E, and School F.) Descriptive statistics
drove the presentation of the quantitative survey data. Primary reliance was placed on
the median as the “normal response.” Qualitative data from the interviews at each school
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added substantive narratives for each of the multiple-case studies. Commonalities and
comparisons among the schools in the study were also drawn and are presented
throughout the chapter. The “Corporate Work-Study Program” and “student
demographics” surfaced as comprehensive concepts in the study, and therefore are given
additional sections of discussion in the following chapter. Finally, data, which emerged
from the study, and which is not directly in response to one of the research questions, is
presented at the end of this chapter in the “Additional Findings” section.
Surveys Retained and Surveys Discarded
The survey was designed on Qualtrics by the researcher, and was distributed
electronically via email by the coordinator of each site visit (i.e., either the principal or
the individual responsible for Ignatian identity). At each of the six schools, the survey
was emailed out to the full staff email listserv. The number of recipients on each listserv
is not exactly known; however, the below table offers information on the number of fulltime employees (FTE’s) at each school, which offers a rationale estimate. For some
schools, the number of staff listed on the school’s website is greater than the number of
FTE’s reported to the CRN; this is because schools list full-time volunteers on the
website, but they are not considered FTE’s in the school’s budget. Some schools report
higher FTE’s than the number of staff on their website; this is because the FTE is
comprised on multiple part-time staff (which equates to FTE’s) and / or because the
school’s website may not be fully updated.
Table 23
Number of Survey Recipients
School
A

Number of staff listed on school website
67

FTE*
73.5

110
B
C
D
E
F
Total

58
67
53
59
87**
391

55.5
79.5
53.0
48.8
91
401.3

*FTE refers to the official amount of full-time employees each school has reported to the
CRN for its Annual Data Report (CRN, 2017). Note that multiple part-time employees
would be included in this count.
**School F lists their bus/van drivers and custodians on their staff webpage; these
individuals were removed from the count here, as they are part-time and would not be on
the full staff email listserv.
It can be assumed that approximately 400 individuals received the link to the
online survey. Of these, 208 individuals started the survey, and 148 individuals
completed the survey. Survey completion, for this study, is defined as completing at least
95% of the survey; therefore, a respondent would need to complete 190 of the 200
responses in order to be considered valid. (There are 50 items, and each item asks for a
four-step response.) Of the 60 incomplete surveys, a few patterns surfaced: 20
individuals completed the demographics portion of the survey, but never started the
portion of the survey containing the items on Ignatian identity; 23 individuals completed
less than 50% of the Ignatian identity items, suggesting survey fatigue; 13 individuals
completed more than half of but not more than 80% of the Ignatian identity items, also
suggesting survey fatigue; four individuals completed between 80% and 95% of the
survey without any clear pattern to the items which were skipped.
Among the “completed surveys,” i.e. those with less than 5% of the items
omitted, there were 41 surveys with at least one item left blank. There were some
patterns among the items, which were omitted in these 41 surveys. Several respondents
in this group skipped all four responses to one particular item of Ignatian identity across
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the categories asked. (For each item, the survey asks for a frequency on how often, “Our
institution promotes this,” “Our adults model this,” “Our school culture facilitates this,”
and “Our students experience this.”) For example, one individual skipped all four
responses to “The centrality of the Eucharist”; another skipped eight responses – the four
on “The imitation of Christ’s life of service for others” and the four on “The importance
of opportunities for holistic growth outside of the classroom.” There were 15 “completed
surveys” with similar patterns of skipped items across the categories, suggesting that
either the respondent did not feel comfortable with or was unsure of responding to a
given Ignatian identity item. There were 26 “completed surveys” with no perceived
pattern to the skipped items, suggesting the respondent may have simply missed them
inadvertently. Finally, there were 108 surveys on which respondents completed every
Ignatian identity item.
For response rates, the official FTE count from each school is used, as these are
the official data on record with the CRN. The response rates for each school and in total
are listed below.
Table 24
Survey Response Rates
School
A
B
C
D
E
F
Total

Number of completed surveys
19
14
36
33
19
27
148

Response Rate
25.8%
25.2%
45.3%
62.3%
38.9%
29.7%
36.9%
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For Schools A, B, and E, the principal was the coordinator of the visit and distributed the
survey to all staff on behalf of the researcher; for Schools C, D, F, the individual most
responsible for the Ignatian identity of the school, filled this coordinating role.
Duration
Data on how long the survey took for respondents is difficult to capture. There
were seven completed surveys, during which individuals began the survey on one date
and submitted the survey one or more days later. There were several other respondents,
for whom it appeared as though they began the survey at one point in the workday, and
had to revisit the survey later in the workday. There were, in fact, 25 individuals who
took over 80 minutes to complete the survey; over 80 minutes is very inconsistent with
the results from the pilot study. If these 25 surveys are removed as outliers, who perhaps
left their computers on and surveys open for hours if not days, then the remaining 123
respondents took less than one hour each. Furthermore, the mean time for completion of
these 123 participants is 18.48 minutes, which is consistent with the 19-minute mean
from the pilot study.
Demographics
Of the 148 completed surveys, 53.4% (n=79) of respondents self-identified as
female, while 46.6% (n=69) of respondents self-identified as male; no respondents chose
the “gender non-conforming” option. The self-identified gender of respondents of this
survey can be compared to the gender composition documented by the CRN for all of its
schools nationwide, which is reported as 60% female and 40% male (CRN, 2017). The
tables below display the racial and ethnic identity of respondents for this survey.
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Table 25
Race Identity for Respondents

Identity
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Other
Total

Number of
Respondents

Percentage

0
1
8
0
110
25
144

0.0%
0.7%
5.4%
0.0%
74.3%
16.9%
97.3%

Furthermore, 2.7% of respondents (n=4) chose multiple racial identities.
Table 26
Ethnicity Identity for Respondents

Identity
Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin
Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin
Total

Number of
Respondents
34
114
148

Percentage
23.0%
77.0%
100%

From these tables, it is clear that the racial and ethnic identities of respondents, is skewed
toward “White” and “Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin.” The percentage of
respondents identifying as “White” is higher in this study than the composition across
Cristo Rey schools nationwide, which is reported as 57%; the percentage of respondents
identifying as “Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin” is consistent with all Cristo Rey
schools, which report 21% nationwide (CRN, 2017).
In light of this study, the researcher included a demographics question on
“Vocational Status,” with the options of “Religious” or “Lay.” Two individuals from the
retained respondents omitted this item, while 83.8% (n=124) of respondents chose “Lay”
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and 14.9% (n=22) chose “Religious.” The CRN refers to this as “Ecclesial Status” and
reports that only 3% of all faculty and staff at Cristo Rey schools nationwide are
“Religious” (CRN, 2017). Therefore, the participants in the survey represent a much
higher proportion of “Religious” that the national CRN statistic.
Further demographics questions asked respondent for: “Age,” “Education Level,”
and “Current Role in Your School.” The following tables present the data from these
questions.
Table 27
Age of Respondents
Age Range
24 or Under
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65 - 74
75 or Over
Total

Number of Respondents
14
61
30
23
12
8
0
148

Percentage
9.5%
41.2%
20.3%
15.5%
8.1%
5.4%
0.0%
100%

The age demographics of respondents are skewed toward younger years, as just over half
(50.7%; n=75) of all participants in the survey are under the age of 35. The CRN does
not report age demographics of employees.
Table 28
Education Level of Respondents
Education Level
High School Graduate
Some College
2-year Degree
Bachelor’s Degree
Master’s Degree

Number of Respondents
1
1
0
46
90

Percentage
0.7%
0.7%
0.0%
31.1%
60.8%
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Professional Degree
Doctorate
Total

4
6
148

2.7%
4.1%
100%

The educational levels of respondents are skewed toward the higher end of the spectrum,
as over two-thirds (67.6%; n=100) of respondents identified as having earned a Master’s
degree or higher.
Table 29
Roles of Respondents in Their Respective Schools
Role in School
Administrator
Administrative Support
Personnel
Faculty Member
Student Support Personnel
Total

Number of Respondents
25

Percentage
16.9%

19
89
15
148

12.8%
60.1%
10.1%
100.0%

This study explores the perception of both school leaders and educators of the Ignatian
identity of their respective Jesuit Cristo Rey Schools. In order to present the perception
of school leaders, the data from the 25 respondents, who self-identified as
“Administrators” will be used; in order to present the perception of educators in this
study, the data from respondents who self-identified with the there other categories
(“Administrative Support Personnel,” “Faculty Member,” and “ Student Support
Personnel”) will be used.
Questions around professional experience in the field are important to this study.
As the study explores Ignatian identity within Jesuit Cristo Rey schools, the researcher is
interested in understanding each respondent’s duration of professional experience at the
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current school, within Cristo Rey schools nationwide, and within the context of Jesuit
education. The following table displays this data.
Table 30
Professional Experience of Respondents
At Current School
Number of Years
Less Than 2 Years
2 – 5 Years
6 – 10 Years
11 – 15 Years
More Than 15 Years
Total

42
54
33
15
4
148

Within Cristo Rey
Schools
40
54
33
15
6
148

In Jesuit
Education
35
54
36
13
10
148

Therefore, the experience of the participants in the survey is skewed toward the
less experienced end of the spectrum. This is the case for all three categories of
experience listed above: 64.9% (n=96) of respondents reported five or fewer years of
experience in their respective school; 63.5% (n=94) of respondents reported five or fewer
years of experience in Cristo Rey schools in general; and 60.1% (n=89) of respondents
reported five or fewer years of experience in the wider enterprise of Jesuit education. In
general, relatively few survey participants reported high experience in the field: only
12.8% (n=19) respondents reported having more than ten years experience at their current
school; only 15.5% (n=23) of respondents reported having more than ten years working
at Cristo Rey schools in general; and only 14.2% (n=21) of respondents reported more
than ten years of experience working in Jesuit education as a whole. This is important to
note, as the study is exploring Ignatian identity within each given school, and respondents
would be relying on working knowledge of institutional identity, the identity of Cristo
Rey schools, and the identity of Jesuit education when offering responses.
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The Perceptions of School Leaders and Educators
The survey data drives the exploration of the perception of school leaders and
educators on Ignatian identity for this study. The survey contained 50 items about
Ignatian identity, and for each item, participants were asked to what extent: “Our
Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates
This,” and “Our Students Experience This.” Thus, with four responses for each of the 50
items, each survey offers 200 total responses. In order to avoid confusion, for this study,
the 50 items on Ignatian identity will be called the “main items” (n=50); the 200 total
responses generated by offering four sub-questions to each “main item,” will be called
“sub-items” (n=200). For each survey item, respondents were given the options: “Almost
Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,” and “Almost Always.” Quantitatively, these options
were assigned the following numeric values: Almost Never = 1; Sometimes = 2; Often =
3; Almost Always = 4. All of the main items were phrased in the affirmative, meaning
that if a particular component of Ignatian identity were perceived to be frequently
present, the corresponding numerical response would be high.
The 148 retained surveys had completion rates over 95% each. These 148
surveys include both “educators” and “school leaders”; the two groups will be
disaggregated below in order to respond most directly to the multiple parts of the first
research question. With 148 surveys each with 200 sub-items, there was the potential for
29,600 individual responses; 29,476 (99.6%) were completed. Of the 29,476 total subitem responses, 31.6% (n=9,325) were “Almost Always” responses and 37.6%
(n=11,079) were “Often” responses; therefore, overall, 69.2% of all sub-item responses
on the perception of Ignatian identity across the six schools were either “Often” or
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“Almost Always.” There were a relatively low number of “Almost Never” responses
across the total sub-item responses (4.3%; n=1259); however, 26.5% (n=7813) of all subitem responses were marked “Sometimes.” The following figure offers a visual
representation of this data:

Figure 3. The frequency of responses from all completed surveys across all survey subitems.
For further quantitative exploration, the median is used as the primary means for
measuring central tendency in this study. Of the 200 total sub-items, 76.5% (n=153)
produced a median of 3 (“Often”), and 10% (n=20) produced a median of 4 (“Almost
Always”). Therefore, a total of 86.5% of all sub-item responses across the six schools in
the study indicate a central tendency of “Often” or “Almost Always,” suggesting that
Ignatian identity is fairly strong across the targeted population. Only 13.5% (n=27) of
the sub-items generated a median of 2 (“Sometimes”), and no sub-items generated a
median of 1 (“Almost Never”). The modes produced similar results: 54% (n=108) of all
sub-items generated a mode of 3 (“Often”), and 23.5% (n=47) generated a mode of 4
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(“Almost Always”); 22% (n=44) of the sub-items generated a mode of 2 (“Sometimes”),
and no sub-item produced a mode of 1 (“Almost Never”).
Most of the 50 Ignatian identity main items generated the same median across the
four sub-item categories for each: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model
This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience This.” Of
the 50 main items, 60% (n=30) produced a median of 3 (“Often”) for all four of the subitem categories. These main items are listed here, along with their corresponding What
Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? Criteria:
Table 31
Survey Main Items with Medians of 3 for All Sub-Item Categories
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

1

On-going development of one's
God-given talents.

Educational Excellence

4

Understanding of the effects of
one's prejudices.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

Religious Education and Formation

6

The pursuit of spiritual
formation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

8

The development of leadership
through service.

Educational Excellence

9

On-going development of a
personal prayer life.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

13

A message of forgiveness
through God's love.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

15

A sense of authentic
collaboration.

Cooperation in Mission

16

Appreciation for the principles
of Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy
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19

Growth in one's personal
relationship with Christ.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

20

The importance of religious
development.

Religious Education and Formation

21
22
23

Participation in the Church's
activities.
An appreciation that God is
actively working in all of
creation.
Critical social analysis with an
emphasis on social justice.

Serving the Mission of the Church
The First Apostolic Principles
Teaching and Acting Justly

24

The imitation of Christ's life of
service for others.

Teaching and Acting Justly

26

Honestly confronting issues of
social injustice.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

29

On-going moral growth.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

32
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45

Continuous improvement of
school programs to meet the
school's mission.
Opportunities for individual
spiritual conversation.
A commitment to live out the
Gospel message.

Educational Excellence
Spiritual Formation and Outreach
Serving the Mission of the Church

The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.
Collaboration between the
school and the Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice
education into the school's
programs.
An understanding of Christian
response to contemporary
culture.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

An appreciation of liturgy.

Religious Education and Formation

The importance of Christian
Service activities.
The importance of opportunities
for holistic growth outside of the
classroom.

Cooperation in Mission
Teaching and Acting Justly
Educational Excellence

Teaching and Acting Justly
Educational Excellence
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49

An appreciation of the gifts of all
cultures.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

50

The call to be of service to the
Church.

Serving the Mission of the Church

The remaining 40% (n=20) of main items generated at least one sub-item median
other than 3 (“Often”). Ten of the main items (20%) produced at least one median of 4
(“Almost Always”); two of the main items produced medians of 4 across the four subitem categories. They are listed here, and can be considered to have the most favorable
perception from the survey participants:
Table 32
Survey Main Items with Medians of 4 for All Sub-Item Categories
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

12

Genuine care about each
individual student.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

48

Being a loving community.

Cooperation in Mission

These two main items were affirmed as being perceived highly favorable through the
qualitative interviews. All interviewees, (n=20) spoke of these concepts of community
and relationships in some form when asked about the strengths of Ignatian identity at
their respective schools, and for many, it was the first strength mentioned. Interviewees
cited the following among their descriptive responses as strengths to their school: “Cura
Personalis” (Latin phrase used in Jesuit schools, meaning “care for the whole person”);
strong loving and caring relationships within the school (among adults, among students,
and between adults and students); high levels of support for students; a “warm and
welcoming” atmosphere; a “culture of hugs, high-fives, and smiles”; and the school
community being a “family.”
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Two of the main items produced a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for three of
the sub-item categories (“Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” and
“Our School Culture Facilitates This”); for each of these two main items, “Our Students
Experience This” was the lone sub-item category, which produced a median of 3
(“Often”). Therefore, these two main items, listed below, were also perceived very
favorably by school leaders and educators across the six schools.
Table 33
Survey Main Items with Medians of 4 for Three Sub-Item Categories
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

14

Forming "Persons For Others" as
our main educational objective.

The First Apostolic Principles

17

A commitment to solidarity with
the marginalized of our society.

Teaching and Acting Justly

These concepts emerged across the interviews in this study as well. All interviewees
(n=20) referenced at least some component of student formation as “Persons for Others”
among the strengths of their respective schools, including both faith formation and
forming commitments to service and justice among students; several interviewees
explicitly used the phrase “forming Men and Women for Others.” Most interviewees
noted that, by serving entirely low-income student populations, Cristo Rey schools are
inherently committed to those marginalized by our society, and that this reality is a
defining strength of Ignatian identity for all Cristo Rey schools. Many interviewees also
spoke about experiences and encounters students have through Christian Service
Programs, Social Justice Clubs, school-wide advocacy events, and justice-oriented
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curriculum, which help form their commitment to solidarity with the marginalized of our
society.
Six main items generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the “Our
Institution Promotes This” category, while producing a median of 3 (“Often”) for the
remaining three sub-item categories (“Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture
Facilitates This,” “Our Students Experience This”). These six main items are listed here:
Table 34
Survey Main Items with Median of 4 for One Sub-Item Category
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

3

Active practice of one's faith.

Religious Education and Formation

7

Connecting one's faith to the call
to work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

11
18
27
43

Appreciation of our school's
Catholic nature.
A special concern for those who
are denied basic human dignity
in our society.
Close cooperation among
members of the school
community.
The importance of Campus
Ministry activities.

Serving the Mission of the Church
Teaching and Acting Justly
Cooperation in Mission
Religious Education and Formation

There does not appear to be any pattern from the main items with medians of 4 (“Almost
Always”) with regards to the corresponding What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? Criteria.
Five Ignatian identity main items produced a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) across
all four sub-item categories (“Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,”
and “Our School Culture Facilitates This”), suggesting that these components are not
perceived to be prevalent by the school leaders and educators among the schools in this
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study. These main items are listed here, along with their corresponding What Makes a
Jesuit School Jesuit? Criteria:
Table 35
Survey Main Items with Median of 2 for All Sub-Item Categories
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

25

Engagement with other Ignatian
ministries.

Cooperation in Mission

28

The importance of inter-religious
dialogue.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
An understanding of the impact
of consumerism in a global
society.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

The centrality of the Eucharist.

Religious Education and Formation

31
41
46

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

The survey data shows “Engagement with other Ignatian ministries” is perceived as less
prevalent; however, interviewees did mention collaborative efforts with other Ignatian
ministries, which have been helpful for their schools. For example, interviewees at one
school spoke of a “Service Day” during which multiple Jesuit schools in their city come
together for a day of service to the community; interviewees at multiple schools spoke of
engaging the local Jesuit communities of their respective cities for adult spiritual
direction and retreat opportunities. Furthermore, two of the schools in this study are
located in the same city, and it was clear from the researcher’s visit, that the two schools
do have regular points of contact. No interviewee spoke directly of “environmental
stewardship” or the “impact of consumerism on a global society”; there were a few
mentioned concerns of students being exposed to consumerism at their CWSP job or
within their neighborhoods, however.
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Interviewees from multiple schools in the study did note the challenges with an
emphasis surrounding Mass and the Eucharist, particularly with non-Catholic students.
For two schools in the study, the vast majority of students are not Catholic (CRN, 2017).
Interviewees at these two respective schools spoke to the difficulties of creating a
“reverent culture of liturgy and prayer with a non-Catholic student population,” and that
it is a real “challenge to teach Catholic identity with a predominantly non-Catholic
student population.” Even for students who identify as religious, an interviewee at one
school noted that students are “less Churched, and come in with a limited background of
faith experience and knowledge.” Interviewees at two different schools in the study,
where the majority of students are Catholic, also spoke to this struggle of engaging nonCatholic students in Mass or with Catholic identity. One interviewee at a school where
almost all students identity as Catholic still listed “student engagement and participation
in Mass” as a top challenge for the school’s Ignatian identity.
One main item produced a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for three sub-item
categories (“Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our
Students Experience This”), while producing a lone median of 3 (“Often”) for “Our
Institution Promotes This.” It is listed here:
Table 36
Survey Main Items with Median of 2 for Three Sub-Item Categories
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

30

The involvement of students'
families in the faith life of the
school.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education
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Some qualitative interview data supports this main item as an identified challenge.
Interviewees at two schools where the majority of students are not Catholic respectively
spoke to the “challenge of bringing parents into the school’s religious life” and the
“disconnect between the school’s faith life and the students’ home faith lives (for nonCatholic students),” as well as to the “challenge to involve parents and families in the
faith life of the school” and the “disconnect with the local parish and the immediate
neighborhood.” One interviewee explicitly mentioned the need for parent formation as a
priority for the school. An interviewee at a school where the majority of students are
Catholic also wondered “how to get families all on the same page with Ignatian identity
when they might choose the school for different reasons (college-prep, CWSP).” An
interviewee at one school where most students are Catholic did report that families do
come to school Masses.
Finally, there were four main items, which generated a median of 2
(“Sometimes”) for one sub-item category (“Our Students Experience This”), while
producing a median value of 3 (“Often”) for the remaining three sub-item categories
(“Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” and “Our School Culture
Facilitates This”). These four main items are listed here:
Table 37
Survey Main Items with Median of 2 for One Sub-Item Category
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

2

Discernment of God's call in
one's life.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach
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34

A growing desire to help build
the Kingdom of God.

The First Apostolic Principles

47

Prioritizing human relationships
in a technological society.

Educational Excellence

No convincing pattern emerges from the What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit?
Criteria among the main items, which produced a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for one or
more of the sub-item categories. It may be worth noting that two of the main items,
which produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all four sub-item categories, are
aligned to the same What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? Criterion: The Global Dimension
of the Educational Mission. One of the main items, which produced medians of 2
(“Sometimes”) across all four sub-item categories; one main item, which produced
medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across three sub-item categories; and one of the main items,
which produced a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for one sub-item category, are each aligned
to the same What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit? Criterion: The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education.
It is important to note that there appears to be a “trickle down effect” with how
the school leaders and educators perceive Ignatian identity within their respective schools
across the four sub-item categories (“Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model
This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience This”). As
noted, 60% (n=30) of the 50 main items generated a 3 (“Often”) across all four sub-item
categories; two main items (4%; n=2) produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) across
the four sub-item categories; and 10% (n=5) of the main items produced a median of 2
(“Sometimes”) across all four sub-item categories. Therefore, 74% (n=37) of the main
items produced uniform medians across the sub-item categories respectively. The
remaining 13 main items (26%) each display one varying median across the four sub-
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categories; for each one of these cases, the varying median is either for “Our Institution
Promotes This” or “Our Students Experience This.” In each case, for which “Our
Institution Promotes This” is the varying median, it is always a higher median than the
remaining three sub-item categories; it is either a 4 (“Almost Always”) and the remaining
medians are all 3 (“Often”), or it is a 3 (“Often”) and the remaining medians are all 2
(“Sometimes”). In each case, for which “Our Students Experience This” is the varying
median, it is always a lower median than the remaining three sub-item categories; it is
either a 2 (“Sometimes”) and the remaining medians are all 3 (“Often”), or it is a 3
(“Often”) and the remaining medians are all 4 (“Almost Always”).
This “trickle down” phenomenon is further evident when the mean is introduced
into the data analysis. When taking the mean of all responses for each of the 200 subitems, the mean for “Our Institution Promotes This” is the highest value of the four subitem means for 94% (n=47) of the Ignatian identity main items; at no point does “Our
Institution Promotes This” produce the lowest value among the means for any given main
item. Likewise, the mean for “Our Students Experience This” is the lowest value of the
four sub-item means for 86% (n=43) of the main items (including two instances in which
it is tied with another mean); at no point does “Our Students Experience This” generate
the highest mean among the sub-item categories for any given main item. This data
suggests that the school leaders and educators, in general, perceive Ignatian identity to be
stronger in how it is “promoted by the institution” than how it may be “experienced by
the students.” This phenomenon is explored further in the “Additional Findings” section
with regards to the correlations among the data from the four sub-item categories.
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Comparisons Between School Leaders and Educators
The multiple parts of the first research question call for the disaggregation of this
data based on the respondents’ roles in their respective schools; those who self-identified
as “Administrative Support Personnel,” “Faculty Member,” or “Student Support
Personnel” (n=123) are considered “Educators,” and those who self-identified as
“Administrators” (n=25) are considered “School Leaders” in this study. The following
figure present this disaggregated data across all itemized responses:

Figure 4. The frequency of responses from all completed surveys across all survey subitems, disaggregated by respondents’ role in the school (School Leaders vs. Educators).
In general, for the participants in this study, school leaders tended to report a less
favorable perception of Ignatian identity than educators across the six schools as a whole.
Educators were slightly more likely to select “Almost Always” for sub-items then school
leaders (32.90% versus 25.42%), and school leaders were more slightly more likely to
select “Sometimes” (29.23% versus 25.95%) and “Almost Never” (5.12% versus 4.10%)
than the educators. School leaders were, however, more likely than educators to select
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“Often” (40.23% versus 37.05%) for sub-items. Overall, it is worth noting that, on the
four-point Likert scale, educators were more likely to select the two more favorably
perceived frequencies of Ignatian identity among the sub-items (“Almost Always” and
“Often) than school leaders (69.95% to 65.66%), and the school leaders were more likely
to select the two less favorably perceived frequencies of Ignatian identity among the subitems (34.35% versus 30.05%). The following table displays this data:
Table 38
Total Sub-Item Responses, School Leaders v. Educators
School Leaders
Response Type
“Almost Always”
“Often”
“Sometimes”
“Almost Never”
Totals

Total Responses
1265
2002
1455
255
4977

Percentage
25.42%
40.23%
29.23%
5.12%
100%

Educators
Total Responses
Percentage
8060
32.90%
9077
37.05%
6358
25.95%
1004
4.10%
24499
100%

The medians and modes of these data sets further display the comparison between the
responses from school leaders and educators.
Table 39
Total Sub-Item Medians, School Leaders v. Educators

Median
4 (“Almost Always”)
3 (“Often”)
2.5
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

School Leaders
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
16
8.0%
145
72.5%
2
1.0%
37
18.5%
0
0%
200
100%

Educators
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
21
10.5%
154
77.0%
2
1.0%
23
11.5%
0
0%
200
100%
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Among the sub-items, responses from educators were more likely to generate a median
corresponding to a more favorable perception (“Almost Always” or “Often”) than school
leaders (87.5% versus 80.5%), and responses from school leaders were more likely to
generate a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) than educators (18.5% versus 11.5%).
Table 40
Total Sub-Item Modes, School Leaders v. Educators

Mode
4 (“Almost Always”)
4 and 3
4, 3, and 2
3 (“Often”)
3 and 2
2 (“Sometimes)
2 and 1
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

School Leaders
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
27
13.5%
2
1.0%
3
1.5%
113
56.5%
10
5.0%
44
22.0%
1
0.5%
0
0%
200
100%

Educators
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
57
28.5%
2
1.0%
0
0%
97
48.5%
5
2.5%
39
19.5%
0
0%
0
0%
200
100%

Response data from school leaders was more likely to produce a mode of 3 (“Often”) or 2
(“Sometimes”) (or 3 and 2) than the response data from educators (56.5% versus 48.5%
for mode of 3; 22.0% versus 19.5% for mode of 2; and 5.0% versus 2.5% for medians of
3 and 2); however, survey data from educators indicated that they were more than twice
as likely to produce a mode of 4 (“Almost Always”) for sub-items (28.5% versus 13.5%).
Finally, when the mean is calculated from the corresponding numerical values for
each the 200 sub-items, the mean of the responses from educators is higher than the mean
of the responses from school leaders for 159 (79.5%) of the items. The mean of the
responses from school leaders is higher than the mean of the responses from educators for
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37 items (18.5%), and the means from the two groups are the same value (when rounded
to the hundredths place) for two items (1.0%). Furthermore, the mean of all sub-item
responses from school leaders is 2.86, while the average of all responses from educators
is 2.99; by these measures, on average, educators perceive Ignatian identity 4.55% higher
than school leaders across the study.
The differences between the responses from school leaders and educators can be
explored further by examining the individual Ignatian identity main items and sub-items.
The responses from school leaders and educators generated the same medians for 172 of
the 200 sub-items (86.0%). For the 28 sub-items (spread among 19 main items) where
the medians of school leaders and educators differ, the median for the educators is higher
than the median for school leaders 23 times (82.1%); the median for school leaders is
higher for the remaining five sub-items (17.9%). The main items where school leaders
and educators differ are listed in two separate tables; the table below lists the main items,
for which responses from educators produced at least one sub-item median higher than
the responses from school leaders.
Table 41
Main Items Producing Higher Median(s) from Educators
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

2

Discernment of God's call in
one's life.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

4

Understanding of the effects of
one's prejudices.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

7

Connecting one's faith to the call
to work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

16

Appreciation for the principles
of Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy
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17
18
27
30

A commitment to solidarity with
the marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who
are denied basic human dignity
in our society.
Close cooperation among
members of the school
community.
The involvement of students'
families in the faith life of the
school.

Teaching and Acting Justly
Teaching and Acting Justly
Cooperation in Mission
The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

35

Opportunities for individual
spiritual conversation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

37

The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

38

Collaboration between the
school and the Society of Jesus.

Cooperation in Mission

43

The importance of Campus
Ministry activities.

Religious Education and Formation

44

The importance of Christian
Service activities.

Teaching and Acting Justly

46

The Centrality of the Eucharist.

Religious Education and Formation.

47

Prioritizing human relationships
in a technological society.

Educational Excellence

50

The call to be of service to the
Church.

Serving the Mission of the Church

Two of these main items produced higher medians from educators for three of the
sub-item categories: “Discernment of God’s call in one’s life” produced higher medians
for “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students
Experience This”; “The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into school programs” produced
higher medians for “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates
This,” and “Our Students Experience This.” Two of these main items produced higher
medians from educators in two sub-item categories: “The involvement of students'
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families in the faith life of the school” produced higher medians for “Our Institution
Promotes This” and “Our School Culture Facilitates This”; “Opportunities for individual
spiritual conversation” produced higher medians for “Our Institution Promotes This” and
“Our Adults Model This.” The remaining 12 main items produced a higher median from
educators for only one sub-item category. Six main items produced a higher median
from educators in the “Our Institution Promotes This” category; they numbered: 7, 18,
19, 43, 44, and 46. Main items numbered 17 and 47 produced a higher median from
educators in the “Our School Culture Facilitates This” category. Five main items
produced a higher median from educators in the “Our Students Experience This”
category; they are numbered: 4, 16, 33, 38, and 50.
The four items listed below produced a higher median from school leaders in at
least one sub-item category:
Table 42
Main Items Producing Higher Median(s) from School Leaders
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

16

Appreciation for the principles
of Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

34
40
46

A growing desire to help build
the Kingdom of God.
An understanding of Christian
response to contemporary
culture.
The centrality of the Eucharist.

The First Apostolic Principles
Educational Excellence
Religious Education and Formation

“The centrality of the Eucharist” produced a higher median from school leaders
for two sub-item categories: “Our Adults Model This” and “Our School Culture
Facilitates This.” (This main item produced a higher median for the “Our Institution
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Promotes This” category from educators.) Two of these main items produced higher
medians from school leaders for the “Our Students Experience This” category: “A
growing desire to help build the Kingdom of God” and “An understanding of Christian
response to a contemporary culture.” “Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality” produced a higher median from schools leaders for “Our Institution
Promotes This.” (It produced a higher median for “Our Students Experience This” from
educators.)
Comparisons Among the Six Schools
As a multi-case study, this study also calls for the disaggregation of data by each
of the six schools. Upon doing so, several observations surfaced. The data here is
presented with the school leaders and educators combined for each school. There were
too few school leaders (“Administrators”) from each school, who completed the survey,
to produce meaningful data for an analysis of the sub-group; thus, each school is
presented with all survey participants grouped together. The following tables present the
total sub-item responses, medians, and modes respectively by percentage for each of the
six schools in the study:
Table 43
Percentages of Total Sub-Item Responses by School
Response
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Totals

A
31.9%
43.4%
22.3%
2.4%
100%

B
21.6%
35.4%
37.5%
5.5%
100%

C
44.4%
34.7%
18.9%
2.0%
100%

D

E

28.1%
40.4%
25.4%
6.1%
100%

35.4%
41.9%
20.2%
2.5%
100%

F
21.2%
32.0%
39.7%
7.0%
99.9%
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Table 44
Percentages of Sub-Item Medians by School
Median
4 (“Almost Always”)
3.5
3 (“Often”)
2.5
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

A
21.5%
0%
67.0%
0%
11.5%
0%
100%

B
4.0%
3.5%
48.5%
7.5%
36.5%
0%
100%

C
33.0%
4.0%
54.5%
0%
8.5%
0%
100%

D

E

9.5%
0%
73.5%
1.0%
16.0%
0%
100%

20.0%
0%
69.5%
1.0%
9.5%
0%
100%

D

E

16.5%
2.0%
57.5%
4.0%
19.0%
0%
0.5%
99.5%

28.5%
7.0%
47.5%
2.0%
12.5%
0.5%
0.5%
98.5%

F
4.0%
0%
51.5%
1.0%
43.5%
0%
100%

Table 45
Percentages of Sub-Item Modes by School
Mode

A

4 (“Almost Always”)
4 and 3
3 (“Often”)
3 and 2
2 (“Sometimes)
2 and 1
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

28.5%
5.5%
51.0%
4.5%
10.0%
0%
0%
99.5%

B
13.5%
4.0%
28.5%
7.5%
42.5%
1.0%
0%
97.0%

C
49.5%
3.5%
29.5%
1.0%
15.5%
0%
0%
99.0%

F
8.5%
3.5%
26.0%
2.0%
58.0%
1.0%
1.0%
100%

These descriptive statistics in this study suggest that “Often” can be considered as
the “normal” response. When all 148 surveys are considered, 76.5% of the medians of
the 200 sub-items, surfaced as 3 (“Often”). When the data is disaggregated by school,
each school generates 200 sub-item medians for a total of 1200 sub-item medians among
the six schools; 60.75% (n=729) of those medians surface as 3 (“Often”). Thus, “Often”
can be considered the “median of all medians” in this study. In order to streamline
comparative data among the six schools, “Often” will be considered the “normal”
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response. Main items, which generate one or more sub-item medians above the “normal”
response, will be considered as having a “higher” perception from the respondents at that
school; main items, which generate one or more sub-item medians below the “normal”
response, will be considered as having a “lower” perception from the respondents at that
school. (The same main item only produced both a higher sub-item median and a lower
sub-item median in only one instance in all 1200 sub-items across the six schools.) The
range for all medians analyzed in this study is 2 to 4; no sub-item generated a median
lower than two for any individual school or for all six schools combined.
The data from each school is presented in this chapter, given these operational
definitions for “higher” and “lower” perception. Before exploring each individual
school, some general themes can be stated. Based on the tables above, in general,
respondents from Schools A, C, E reported a higher perception on Ignatian identity at
their respective schools; the overwhelming majority of their medians and modes were
between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”). (Ranges listed here are all inclusive.)
For School A, 88.5% of all medians (n=177) and 85.0% of all modes (n=170) fell
between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”); for School C, 91.5% of all medians
(n=183) and 82.5% of all modes (n=165) fell between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost
Always”); and for School E, 89.5% of all medians (n=179) and 83.0% of all modes
(n=166) fell between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”).
Conversely, for Schools B, D, and F, the overwhelming majority of medians and
modes were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”). For School B, 92.5% of medians
(n=185) were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”), and 80.5% of all modes (n=161)
were 3 (“Often”) or lower. (School B produced two modes of 2 (“Sometimes”) and 1
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(“Almost Never”).) For School D, 90.5% of all medians (n=181) were between 2
(“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”), and 81.0% of all modes (n=162) were 3 (“Often”) or
lower. (School C produced one modes of 1 (“Almost Never”).) Finally, for School F,
96.0% of medians (n=192) were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”), and 88.0% of
all modes (n=176) were 3 (“Often”) or lower. (School F produced two modes of 2
(“Sometimes”) and 1 (“Almost Never”) and two modes of 1 (“Almost Never”).)
Qualitative data from interviews offered potential reasons why perception of Ignatian
identity was reported higher by respondents at Schools A, C, and E, and lower at Schools
B, D, and F; this qualitative data is included in each school’s separate section of this
chapter.
Commonalities Among the Six Schools
Several same main items were perceived as either higher or lower consistently for
each of the six schools. Those main items are listed in the following tables:
Table 46
Main Items Consistently High Across All Schools
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

12

Genuine care about each
individual student.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

48

Being a loving community.

Cooperation in Mission

The six schools all produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for all sub-item
categories for the main item “Genuine care about each individual student,” except for
School F, which produced three medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) and one median of 3
(“Often”) in the category of “Our Students Experience This.” The six schools all
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produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for all sub-item categories for the main item
“Being a loving community,” except for two medians of 3.5 and one median of 3
(“Often”) from School B, and one median of 3 (“Often”) from School F. (The two
medians of 3.5 from School B were in the categories of: “Our Institution Promotes This”
and “Our School Culture Facilitates This”; the medians of 3 (“Often”) from School B and
School F were both in the category of “Our Students Experience This.”) This
quantitative survey data is affirmed by the qualitative interview data, as all interviewees
spoke highly of the levels of care and concern for students at their school, and the
intentionality of creating a loving and caring environment.
Table 47
Main Items Consistently Low Across All Schools
Item #
25
41

Item
Engagement with other Ignatian
ministries.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.

WMJSJ? Criteria
Cooperation in Mission
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

The main item “Engagement with other Ignatian ministries” produced medians of 2
(“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories and across all six schools. The same was
true for the main item “An understanding of the impact of consumerism in a global
society,” with the exception of one median of 2.5 from School E in the category of “Our
Adults Model This.”
Furthermore, several main items emerged as producing higher and lower medians
of perception across three or more schools, while the remainder of the schools maintained
the “normal” median response of 3 (“Often) for those main items. Those main items are
explored below:
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Table 48
Main Items Consistently High Across Three or More Schools
Item #
14
17
18

Item
Forming "Persons For Others" as our
main educational objective.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are
denied basic human dignity in our
society.

WMJSJ? Criteria
The First Apostolic Principles
Teaching and Acting Justly
Teaching and Acting Justly

The three main items above all produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for all subitem categories for Schools A, C, and E, with the two exceptions: for the main item “A
special concern for those who are denied basic human dignity in our society,” School C
had a median of 3.5, and School E had a median of 3 (“Often”), both in the category of
“Our Students Experience This.” The remaining schools, Schools B, D, and F generated
medians of 3 (“Often”) for all sub-item categories for these main items, with a few higher
exceptions. For the main item “A commitment to solidarity with the marginalized of our
society,” School D generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) and School B generated a
median of 3.5, both in the category of “Our Institution Promotes This”; for the main item
“Forming ‘Persons for Others’ as our main educational objective,” School B generated a
median of 3.5, also in the category of “Our Institution Promotes This.” Finally, five of
the schools (all except School A) produced a median above the “normal” response for
one sub-item category, “Our Institution Promotes,” for the main item “Active practice of
one’s faith.”
Table 49
Main Items Consistently Low Across Three or More Schools
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Item #
28
30
31
46

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

The importance of inter-religious
dialogue.
The involvement of students'
families in the faith life of the
school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

The centrality of the Eucharist.

Religious Education and Formation

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

Two of these main items each generated consistently low medians across five of
the schools. “The importance of inter-religious dialogue” produced medians of 2
(“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories for Schools B, C, D, E, and F, with the
exception of one median of 2.5 from School B in the “Our Adults Model This” category;
School A generated medians of 3 (“Often”) across all sub-item categories for this main
item. “The involvement of students’ families in the faith life of the school” generated
medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories for Schools A, B, and F. This
main item produced three medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for Schools D and E, while
producing a median of 3 (“Often”) for the category of “Our Institution Promotes This”
for these two schools. Lower perception was not the case for School C for this main
item; it generated three medians of 3 (“Often”) and one median of 4 (“Almost Always”)
in the “Our Institution Promotes This” category.
Two of these main items generated lower medians by respondents at four of the
six schools in the study. The main item “A commitment to environmental stewardship”
produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for all sub-item categories for Schools B, C, D,
and F; it produced a mix of two medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) in the categories of “Our
School Culture Facilitates This” and “Our Students Experience This,” and two medians
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of 3 (“Often) in the categories of “Our Institution Promotes This” and “Our Adults Model
This” at School E. At School A, however, this main item generated medians of 3
(“Often”) across all four sub-item categories. The main item “The centrality of the
Eucharist” generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories for
Schools A, B, D, and F; it produced medians of 3 (“Often”) for all sub-item categories for
Schools C and E. In addition to the aforementioned commonalities, each school
exhibited some unique results, which are reported in the following sections.
School A
In addition to the data already analyzed in previous sections, there are some
unique results, which surfaced for School A in this study. School A produced medians of
4 (“Almost Always”) across all sub-item categories for three main items, which
distinguished it from the other schools in the study for these items; these three main items
are listed in the table below:
Table 50
Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School A
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

23

Critical social analysis with an
emphasis on social justice.

Teaching and Acting Justly

26

Honestly confronting issues of
social injustice.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

49

An appreciation of the gifts of
all cultures.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

The focus on social justice (as referenced in the first two main items above) also surfaced
during the interviews as a priority for the school; one interviewee commented that the
“commitment to social justice” is a defining characteristic, through which Jesuit and
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Cristo Rey identities mutually reinforce one another at the school. Several references to
the diversity of cultures and religions among the student body surfaced during the
interviews; one interviewee spoke of a “more ecclesiastical perspective of faith to be
applicable to non-Catholic students” as a strength of Ignatian identity at the school, and
mentioned that “adapting worship with Gospel music, inclusive language, bilingual at
time” were opportunities to showing the appreciation and inclusivity of all cultures and
religions. Another interviewee commented that there is an “openness for spiritual
formation within students’ own faith for non-Catholic students,” and that there exists
many “opportunities to celebrate cultures and faith traditions, such as a Unity & Diversity
Conference, diverse types of prayer services, and the Examen being led by Muslim
students during Ramadan.” According to one school leader, “Catholic students recognize
that not all students are Catholic, and there is a culture of acceptance, tolerance, and
respect for different groups.”
Other main items, for which respondents at School A perceived higher than the
“normal” response were: “A lifestyle of regular reflection,” “Close cooperation among
members of the school community,” and “Understanding the effects of one’s prejudices.”
The first of these generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for three of the sub-item
categories (all except “Our Students Experience This”); the second generated medians of
4 (“Almost Always”) for the sub-item categories of “Our Institution Promotes This” and
“Our School Culture Facilitates This”; and the third generated medians of 4 (“Almost
Always”) for the sub-item categories of “Our Adults Model This” and “Our School
Culture Facilitates This.”
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Interviewees did speak of reflection integrated across the school, particularly
through “Presentations of Learning” reflection projects in English and religion classes
and reflection opportunities on students’ work experience through the CWSP; however,
one interviewee also did mention finding time for reflection as a challenge at the school.
Qualitative data also affirmed a desire at the school to understand prejudices; one
interviewee spoke of an “intentionality at the school to foster diversity and community
among different races, religions, and ethnicities,” which manifests in the ways students
are placed into “classes, service project groups, Corporate Work-Study teams, and retreat
groups.”
There were four additional main items, which respondents at School A perceived
higher than the “normal” response for one of the sub-item categories. “On-going
development of one’s God-given talents” and “The importance of Christian Service
activities” both produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the sub-item category of
“Our Institution Promotes This.” The main item “Connecting one’s faith to the call to
work for justice” produced a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) in the sub-item category of
“Our Adults Model This,” and “The integration of social justice education into the
school’s programs” produced a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the sub-item category
of “Our School Culture Facilitates This.” Much of this data speaks to the school’s
commitment to service and social justice; one interviewee noted, there is a “school-wide
emphasis on service, in what is talked about and what is acted on.” Another interviewee
connected faith to justice: “Our school prayer life facilitates processing a relationship
with God and springboards to social justice”; this interview also spoke of “building a
community where we are drawing out students’ gifts and talents.”
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There were a few main items, for which Ignatian identity at School A, was
perceived as being uniquely lower. The main item “A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God” produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories;
this may run contrary to the higher perception generated from the items regarding faith,
service, and social justice. For the main items “Discernment of God’s call in one’s life”
and “An appreciation of liturgy,” respondents from School A generated medians of 2
(“Sometimes”) in the sub-item category of “Our Students Experience This,” and for the
main item “Growth in Ignatian Leadership,” respondents at the school generated a
median of 2 (“Sometimes”) in the “Our Adults Model This” sub-item category. Overall,
however, the perception of Ignatian identity at School A can be considered higher than
the “normal” response; the data from School A produced medians of higher perception
for several main items, and medians of lower perception for very few main items.
A number of additional strengths, opportunities, and challenges emerged from the
interviews at School A. With a relatively diverse student population religiously, one
interviewee had commented, “Its difficult to get everyone on the same page sometimes
(with regards to Ignatian identity).” (The CRN reports the religious demographics of the
student population as 69% Catholic, 15% Non-Catholic Christian, 2% Non-Christian, and
14% Unspecified / Not Asked (CRN, 2017); all interviewees at the school noted their
Muslim student population as well). In order to connect the school community in its
Ignatian charism, the school has been implementing a school-wide Ignatian theme each
year for each grade level. This “wrap-around integration of Ignatian themes into classes
and curriculum, class retreat, Chapel Visits, and Examen,” as one interviewee described,
focuses a grade level on a theme such as “’Cura Personalis,’ “Men and Women for
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Others,” or “Finding God in All Things.” All interviewees at the school listed this
thematic, strategic integration as a top strength of its Ignatian identity. As one outcome
of this intentional Ignatian integration, students create “Presentations of Learning”
projects, which one interviewee described as a “year-end reflection project on the
student’s overall growth and appropriation of Jesuit values, based on the year’s (Ignatian)
theme”; this interviewee listed the “Presentations of Learning” as one of the “best
practices” of Ignatian identity currently at the school.
Another key strength, to which all interviewees spoke, was the sense of
community and positive student culture at the school. One interviewee attributed this to
students’ cultural backgrounds, stating that “students’ families have a culture of
community, and this helps us to build a family atmosphere (here at school) where
students get along well.” Another interviewee spoke to “drawing out students’ gifts and
talents through co-curriculars” which leads to a “culture of school pride.” “Kiva” or full
school assemblies are held every Monday and Friday morning to “start and end the week
together with prayer, birthday announcements, and awards,” according to this
interviewee. This interviewee continued to explain that the school’s Ignatian identity is
animated through its “culture of hugs, high fives, smiles, positive reinforcement, and
positive language.”
Multiple interviewees at the school listed “Ignatian vocabulary” as a challenge
for the school community, also mentioning that this was feedback from their most recent
“Sponsorship Review.” One measure, which the school has been taking, has been the
explicit iconography of Jesuit quotes and phrases. This was clearly evident to the
researcher during the site visit. One interviewee noted that the school’s “Ignatian
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iconography” has been a clear strength in building the school’s Ignatian identity and the
familiarity with which members of the school community reference Jesuit terms, phrases,
and vocabulary. This iconography throughout the campus was intentionally and
strategically designed by the individual most directly responsible for Ignatian identity at
the school (a full-time role); each interviewee spoke to the person in this role and the
collaboration among the Ignatian identity role, Jesuits in the building, the Campus
Ministry Department, the Religion Department, and school leadership as strengths at
School A.
Qualitative interview data revealed multiple measures, which the school has been
taking in order to capitalize on the openness of its adults for Ignatian formation. One
school leader from School A reported the school to be taking clear advantage of its
Province New Staff Retreat; according to this interviewee, “8-10 (new staff members
from School A) attended the most recent one (Province New Staff Retreat) and had
transformative experiences.” The Adult Faith Formation Program at School A also
capitalizes on meal times; multiple interviewees mentioned the “Ignatian Immersion
Lunches” (part of a structured Adult Faith Formation on-boarding process for new staff)
as a key strength at the school. These lunches occur six times a year, and focus on topics
such as “Jesuit history, Ignatian language, documents (on Jesuit education), discernment,
and the IPP.” According to one non-Catholic school leader at School A, the “Ignatian
Immersion Lunches are very valuable, and particularly helpful for non-Catholic staff.”
One continued challenge for Adult Faith Formation at School A is that the structured
three-year program for new staff is relatively new; more veteran staff would not have
gone through the program, and “are kind of on their own” according to one interviewee.
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Conversely, this interviewee did mention the veteran staff as a strength of the school’s
Ignatian identity, referencing a “founding group of teachers united in mission who have
stayed 7-10 years.”
One additional challenge, which was identified by multiple interviewees at School
A, was the sense of feeling pulled in multiple directions regarding institutional identity.
One interviewee commented, “There are multiple components to our identity, and we’re
pulled in many directions – Cristo Rey, Jesuit, Private, (a school with a) Corporate WorkStudy Program). We’re not getting to a depth of understanding on Ignatian identity or
complete permeation (of Ignatian identity) school-wide.” This interviewee continued,
“With so many components to Ignatian identity, it’s difficult to try and do all well, with
everything else we are trying to do.” One school leader acknowledged that, “Both the
JSN and CRN offer strong support for our Catholic mission, and it’s great to interact with
other educational leaders at Jesuit Cristo Rey school”; however, this interviewee, also
identified collaborating with both the JSN and the CRN as a challenge to people’s time:
“The number of conferences for both JSN and CRN pull people out of the building more
often.” Furthermore, multiple interviewees at School A spoke to the “disconnect
collaborating with folks from traditional Jesuit schools” as a challenge; these
interviewees noted that it is “more comfortable with Cristo Rey people who are working
with similar issues and students.” School A is not the only school in the study to voice
this disconnect; both qualitative and quantitative data further explores this issue in the
“Additional Findings” section.
Finally, one interviewee identified time and energy as the top challenges to
Ignatian identity at School A. The interviewee commented, that the “’busy-ness’ of the
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adults (causes) difficulty scheduling meaningful Adult Faith Formation programming or
making time the Spiritual Exercises or spiritual conversation,” and that the “intensity of
the work (referencing the school’s academic work) can exhaust the spirit.” According to
this interviewee, School A must continue to explore how to address the following two
questions regarding their Ignatian identity: “How can we have more adults in the building
experience the Spiritual Exercises?” and “How can we (better) balance between the
‘busy-ness’ and intensity of the work with spiritual time?”
School B
Most of the distinguishing quantitative data from School B suggests a lower
perception of Ignatian identity from the school leaders and educators at the school, when
compared to the other schools in the study. In addition to main items, which have already
been profiled for producing medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories
for all or most schools, School B generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all subitem categories for six other main items listed in the table below:
Table 51
Main Items with Distinctively Low Perception from School B
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

22

An appreciation that God is
actively working in all of creation.

The First Apostolic Principles

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

34

A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.

The First Apostolic Principles

40

An understanding of Christian
response to contemporary culture.

Educational Excellence

42

An appreciation of liturgy.

Religious Education and Formation
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47

Prioritizing human relationships in
a technological society.

Educational Excellence

50

The call to be of service to the
Church

Serving the Mission of the Church

(School B does share some of these low results with another school; School A also
produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for all sub-item categories for “A growing desire
to help build the Kingdom of God”; School F also produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”)
for all sub-item categories for “An understanding of Christian response to contemporary
culture” and “The call to be of service to the Church.”) (School B did produce a median
of 2.5 for the sub-item category of “Our Institution Promotes This” for the first main item
above.)
Some of the qualitative data from the interviews at School B spoke directly to
some of the challenges, which surfaced from the quantitative data. One school leader,
who self-identified as non-Catholic, noted that there is a need for “Ignatian leadership
orientation and formation for administrators and adults” in the building. The CRN does
not track religious affiliation for adults at Cristo Rey schools, but one interviewee
mentioned, “Adults come in from diverse backgrounds, so there is a different level of
buy-in on the religiosity of the school from some people.”
Only about 25% of the students at School B identify as Catholic (CRN Annual
Report, 2017). The disconnect between the students’ religious affiliation and the
Catholicity of the school was cited as a contributing factor to several main items being
considered challenges. One interviewee identified “establishing a reverent culture of
liturgy and prayer with a non-Catholic student population” and a “disconnect between
local parish (Catholic Church) and students’ families (non-Catholic)” as two challenges
at the school. Another interviewee, who has been at the school since its inception, spoke
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to the challenge of living a “Christian response to contemporary culture” for student at
the school: “The values of the neighborhood and the inner-city can be counter to the
school’s values, and some students come in with a real resistance to the expectations of a
Jesuit institution. It takes time to build the culture with the students. The culture of the
school is largely influenced by African-American inner-city culture.” Another
interviewee noted, “The culture of consumerism in students’ neighborhoods is a
challenge to our Ignatian values here at school.”
There were seven main items, for which respondents from School B generated a
median below the “normal” response (i.e. either 2 (“Sometimes”) or 2.5) for three of the
four sub-item categories. Those seven items are listed here:
Table 52
Additional Main Items with Distinctively Low Perception from School B
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

2

Discernment of God's call in
one's life.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

11
19
36
37
38

Appreciation of our school's
Catholic nature.
Growth in one's personal
relationship with Christ.
A commitment to live out the
Gospel message.
The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.
Collaboration between the school
and the Society of Jesus.

Serving the Mission of the Church
The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education
Serving the Mission of the Church
The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy
Cooperation in Mission

For the first five main items listed above, respondents at School B generated medians
below the “normal” response (i.e. 2 (“Sometimes”) or 2.5) for the following three sub-
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item categories: “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and
“Our Students Experience This.” For the main item “The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs,” respondents at the school generated lower medians in
the sub-item categories of: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our School Culture
Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience This”; for the main item “Collaboration
between the school and the Society of Jesus,” respondents generated lower medians for
the sub-item categories of: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,”
and “Our Students Experience This.” The results from School B for the main item
“Discernment of God’s call in one’s life” are similar to those of Schools C and E; the
results from School B for the main item “Growth in one’s personal relationship with
Christ” are similar to those of School F.
Several responses emerged from qualitative interview data, which support these
survey results from School B. One interviewee alluded to the “Appreciation of our
school’s Catholic nature,” noting that “parents often choose the school for their children
because of the Corporate Work-Study Program and for academic opportunities, not
typically for our Catholic, Jesuit mission.” Another interviewee commented, “Adults
come to work here with different motivations – closing the achievement gap, getting kids
to college, our Jesuit mission;1 it’s challenging to find folks who can do all those things
well.” This interviewee went on to elaborate on the disconnect: “Only about half of the
teachers are actually implementing the school-wide Examen in their classroom. We have

1

The term “achievement gap” was used by multiple interviewees throughout this study.
A fair exploration of the complex concept lies outside of the scope of this study; the term
has been preserved wherever it appeared in direct quotations, and further mention of the
concept can be found in the “Recommendations for Further Research” section of this
dissertation.
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implemented discernment, the Examen, Ignatian vocabulary, Jesuit history into New
Staff Orientation this year, but the veteran staff did not get these things. IPP is not part of
faculty language; our PD (Professional Development) presentation on it keeps getting
pushed back.”
There are five main items for which School B generated lower perception
medians for two of the sub-item categories. Three of these five main items were
perceived lower than the “normal” response for the sub-item categories “Our Adults
Model This” and “Our School Culture Facilitates This”: “Participation in the Church’s
activities” (similar to results from School F for this main item), “Opportunities for
individual spiritual conversation,” and “The importance of Christian Service activities.”
The main item “On-going development of one’s God-given talents” generated medians of
2 (“Sometimes”) for the sub-item categories “Our School Culture Facilitates This” and
“Our Students Experience This,” and the main item “Continuous growth in one’s faith”
generated medians lower than the “normal” response for the sub-item categories “Our
Adults Model This” and “Our Students Experience This.”
There were five main items, for which respondents at School B perceived Ignatian
identity lower than the “normal” response for one sub-item category. Main items
“Understanding the effects of one’s prejudices” and “The importance of religious
development” generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for the sub-item category “Our
Adults Model This.” Three main items generated medians lower than the “normal”
response for the sub-item category “Our Students Experience This” only: “A message of
forgiveness through God’s love,” “A sense of authentic collaboration,” and “An
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appreciation for the principles of Ignatian Spirituality.” (The latter two of these are
similar to the results produced from School F for these main items.)
There were five main items for which School B generated medians higher than
the “normal” response. They are listed here:
Table 53
Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School B
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

7

Connecting one's faith to the call
to work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

8

The development of leadership
through service.

Educational Excellence

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

23

Critical social analysis with an
emphasis on social justice.

Teaching and Acting Justly

43

The importance of Campus
Ministry activities.

Religious Education and Formation

Respondents at the school reported higher perception for the sub-item category “Our
Institution Promotes This” for the first four main items listed above; “The importance of
Campus Ministry activities” generated a higher than “normal” response in the sub-item
category “Our School Culture Facilitates This.” Some qualitative interview data support
these qualitatively identified strengths. One interviewee spoke of students’ ability to
relate to social injustice as a true strength, noting that students at the school “advocate for
those facing social injustice because they are coming from places where they have faced
similar challenges.” Another school leader described the school’s “educational
experience” as one through which “students’ hearts are transformed toward a desire to
serve others.” Multiple interviewees spoke of student leadership and Campus Ministry as
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strengths; one commented, “students have real leadership, ownership, and voice” at the
school, and in particularly through a “strong Social Justice Club, Peer Ministry Program,
and Retreat leaders program.” Another school leader noted the school’s “comprehensive
formation through Theology classes, Masses, and retreats” as a strength of Ignatian
identity for School B, specifically pointing out that the “tenth-grade Theology class is
focused on the ‘Grad at Grad,’ and retreats are focused on ‘Finding God in All Things.’
Although quantitative survey data produced mostly lower perceptions of Ignatian
identity at School B, further qualitative interview data produced a mix of perceived
strengths and challenges from interviewees. Multiple interviewees first mentioned the
creation of a full-time position focusing on Ignatian identity as a key recent opportunity
upon which the school is capitalizing. According to one interviewee, prior to the start of
this school year, the school “shifted from Theology teachers each taking responsibility of
an area of Ignatian identity to a full-time (position) to build cohesion with the support of
the teachers.” (The exact title of the position is intentionally withheld here, as it can be
considered an identifier and would then jeopardize the ethical considerations of the
study.) One school leader listed the “intentional and reflective programming” from the
individual in this now full-time position among the “best practices” at the school.
The role of adults at the school was discussed in several different ways during the
interviews at School B. First, interviewees spoke positively to the strong roles some
adults play in the formation of students. One school leader identified “interactions with
adults” and “regular exposure to Jesuits and JVs (Jesuit Volunteers)” as strengths, which
lead to positive student formation; another interviewee affirmed that “Jesuits in the
building who connect with students” offer additional opportunities for student formation.
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A third interviewee recalled the school’s recent “Alumni Night,” during which recent
alumni of the school were back on campus and “recounted (specific) adults who impacted
them and positively shaped their formation (as students)”; this interviewee cited the
“approachability of adults” as key characteristic of formative adult-student relationships
at the school. Multiple interviewees spoke of the teachers’ high level of care and
accessibility through daily office hours during an extended lunch period each day and
even extra academic support on Saturdays. One interviewee also mentioned the “high
level of collaboration, dialogue, communication, side conversations, and check-ins
among adults” as a strength of the school’s Ignatian culture.
However, interviewees also spoke to challenges of forming strong Ignatian
relationships in the building, particularly between some adults and students. One school
leader noted that some adults struggle to fully understand the “context of our students”; to
address this, the school leader mentioned that much of the professional development this
year is focusing on reading and learning more about the issues “underserved students”
face outside of school so that our adults can “connect more deeply” with students and
with the work of the school. Multiple interviewees spoke to the recent high turn-over
rates of adults in the building, noting that this “prevents (formative) teacher-student
relationships from forming over time.” Two interviewees expressed concern that a
“number of adults with Ignatian backgrounds are leaving,” as sometimes “adults who are
attracted to the Catholic mission struggle with (school leadership) who are not Catholic
and a with a student population which is (predominantly) non-Catholic.” One of the selfidentified non-Catholic school leaders, who was interviewed, has been “pursuing spiritual
direction with a Jesuit” in order to grow and developed further as a Jesuit school leader.
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A third interviewee diagnosed the challenges to adult culture as having to do with time,
energy, and the pace of work (all of which were mentioned by interviewees at multiple
schools); the interviewee commented, “Adults are pulled in too many directions. Young
teachers in particular come to work so ‘heavy’; energy levels are low.” This interviewee
continued, “Sometimes we go to fast – getting caught up in the day-to-day ‘busyness’ and
missing the meaningful moments.”
Regarding student culture, all interviewees expressed concern on building
community among students within the school. One school leader claimed that “balancing
the school schedule and the student work days (for the Corporate Work-Study Program)”
is a challenge, and that this structure of students working five days a month “makes
things a little more disjointed.” Multiple interviewees mentioned a “need for intentional
community building” and even a “racial divide between African-American students and
Latino students which prevents a deeper sense of community.” Interviewees did note,
that the school has been taking several measures in order to overcome this challenge.
One school leader mentioned that they are “trying to build community through Monday
assemblies, ‘advisory periods,’ clubs, and class meetings.” Another interviewee cited
“intentional days of building community when the full school is together,” such as “fullschool Masses and pep-rallies, and two full-school assemblies a month”; this interviewee
elaborated that the assemblies are also “opportunities to celebrate Ignatian identity with
the ‘Magis’ and ‘Grad at Grad’ awards (which are presented to adults and students
respectively each month).” This interviewee also claimed that there are “opportunities to
build community and engage in conversation with the extended lunch schedule so clubs
can meet (then).”
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As noted, the majority of students at School B are not Catholic; one interviewee
identified a main challenge of the school’s Ignatian identity as “establishing a reverent
culture of liturgy and prayer with a non-Catholic student population.” Interviewees
spoke to opportunities, which the school has been pursuing in order to “bridge the gap
(between the students’ faith lives and the Catholicity of the school).” In an attempt to
better “meet students where they are,” Mass at School B includes a “Gospel choir” and
more “call and response” which the school’s mostly Protestant student population finds
familiar from services in their faith traditions. One interviewee noted the importance of a
“presider who can connect with our students” and capitalizing on opportunities to “teach
the Mass.” Furthermore, the individual most directly responsible for Ignatian identity at
School B, has been actively working on creating opportunities for “inter-faith dialogue
and celebrations” for students.
The school has been capitalizing on other opportunities and initiatives regarding
“faith and justice.” To combat the challenge of “adults not signing up for (overnight)
Kairos retreats due to being away for a couple of days,” the Campus Ministry department
created “Live the Fourth” dinners to engage those adults with the students who were on
the retreat, once they come back to campus. As noted previously, an identified challenge
at the school, according to multiple interviewees is that, “Students don’t come in with
prior knowledge or experience of what a Jesuit school is; it takes time to build the culture
with students.” To combat the hesitancy of incoming and younger students toward the
“faith and justice life of the school,” the Campus Ministry team has been leveraging the
“peer influence of a core group of popular upperclassman,” which helps to “elevate the
program” on campus. In order to help move the school implement more social justice
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education, the “Social Justice Club is working with teachers to incorporate justice issues
into the curriculum of their classes.”
School C
Overall, compared to other schools in the study, School C reported the highest
perception of Ignatian identity from respondents at the school. In addition to those main
items already noted in previous sections (which produced higher medians for three or
more schools), School C was unique in producing at least one sub-item median higher
than the “normal” response for 22 other main items. Nine of these main items produced
higher than “normal” medians for at least three of the sub-item categories. These nine
items are listed in the table below.
Table 54
Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School C
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

3

Active practice of one's faith.

Religious Education and
Formation

7

Connecting one's faith to the call to
work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

8

The development of leadership
through service.

Educational Excellence

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

Serving the Mission of the
Church

15

A sense of authentic collaboration.

Cooperation in Mission

27

Close cooperation among members of
the school community.

Cooperation in Mission

29

On-going moral growth.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

43

The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.

Religious Education and
Formation

160
The importance of Christian Service
activities.

44

Teaching and Acting Justly

Three of the main items listed above generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) across
three of the four sub-item categories. Both the “Active practice of one’s faith” and “The
importance of Christian Service activities” generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”)
for the following three sub-item categories: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our School
Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience This.” The main item “A sense
of authentic collaboration” produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always” for the sub-item
categories “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” and “Our School
Culture Facilitates This.” The remaining six main items from the table above each
generated medians higher than the “normal” response across all sub-item categories for
School C.
In addition to the aforementioned nine main items, which generated medians
higher than the “normal” response for three or four sub-item categories, there were also
thirteen main items, which generated a median higher than the “normal” response for one
or two sub-item categories. Those thirteen main items are listed in the table below.
Table 55
Additional Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School C
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

1

On-going development of one's
God-given talents.

Educational Excellence

2

Discernment of God’s call in one’s
life

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

Religious Education and
Formation
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6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

16

Appreciation for the principles of
Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

19

Growth in one's personal
relationship with Christ.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

20

The importance of religious
development.

Religious Education and
Formation

24

The imitation of Christ's life of
service for others.

Teaching and Acting Justly

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

36

A commitment to live out the
Gospel message.

Serving the Mission of the Church

37
39
45

The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.
The integration of social justice
education into the school's
programs.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the
classroom.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy
Teaching and Acting Justly
Educational Excellence

Six of these items produced medians higher than the “normal” response for the two subitem categories “Our Institution Promotes This” and “ Our School Culture Facilitates
This”; they are numbered 5, 6, 16, 20, 24, and 36. School C was the only school in the
study to produce medians higher than the “normal response for two of these six main
items: “The pursuit of spiritual formation” and “A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.” Its results here for “Continuous growth in one’s faith” mirror the results from
School E for that main item. Respondents from School C also produced medians of 4
(“Almost Always”) for two sub-item categories (“Our Institution Promotes This” and
“Our Adults Model This”) for the main item “On-going development of one’s God-given
talents.” Six additional main items generated medians higher than the “normal” response
for one sub-item category at School C. Items numbered 19, 33, 37, and 39 each produced
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a median higher than the “normal” response for the sub-item category “Our Institution
Promotes This.”
For the main item “Growth in Ignatian leadership,” School C was the only school
in the study to generate a median higher than the “normal” response, and Schools C and
E were the only schools in the study to produce a median higher than the “normal”
response for the main item “The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into school programs.”
School C also produced a median higher than the “normal” response for the main item
“Discernment of God’s call in one’s life” in the sub-item category of “Our Adults Model
This,” and respondents at the school generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the
main item “The importance of opportunities for holistic growth outside of the classroom”
for the sub-item category “Our School Culture Facilitates This.”
Interview data from School C elaborated on many of the perceived strengths of
Ignatian identity at the school. Multiple interviewees acknowledged that students’
upbringings help to facilitate a strong foundation for the school’s Catholic identity. One
interviewee noted, “Students come in well-formed by their families; they come in with
Catholic formation, so the school’s mission is to reinforce that.” Another interviewee
affirmed, “Students typically come in with a strong foundation in the Catholic faith due
to their cultural upbringings.” A third interviewee elaborated, that a strength of the
school is how the school can then “draw from students’ backgrounds and experiences to
move students toward a more mature understanding of faith through religion classes,
Campus Ministry, and service.”
The CRN reports that, at School C, 99% of students self-identify as Catholic and
100% of students self-identify as “Hispanic / Latino of any race” (CRN, 2017).
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According to interviewees, the Latino culture of the student population is a driving force
behind the identity of the school, and offers many opportunities upon which the school
regularly capitalizes. Interviewees mentioned that, “Mexican Catholicism is embedded
into school culture,” that “Latino culture is infused into the school’s spirituality and
artwork (iconography),” that “freshmen religion classes are taught in Spanish (the
language in which most students have learned the faith as children),” and that “cultural
traditions (such as Our Lady of Guadalupe and Mexican Mother’s Day) are celebrated.”
According to interviewees, these measures are all aimed to “meet students where they
are.”
One interviewee also mentioned that, “Community is a strong value in Latino
culture, and it tends to lend itself to building our school community culture.” Another
interviewee noted that, “Many adults (at the school) have connections to the immigrant
experience, and this helps them to connect with students and families”; in other words,
the lived experience of the adults in the building presents strong opportunities to build
mutual relationships with students and families. One interviewee did mention the
challenge that there is still a “language barrier with some staff (who are unable to speak
Spanish with parents and families).”
Two other challenges surfaced through the qualitative data regarding the local
community and culture of the students. One interviewee noted that, “(We’re) no longer a
neighborhood school with (all) students coming from the immediate vicinity. (We must
have a) more intentional effort toward building community”; this interviewee pointed to
“times when the whole school gathers – Mass of the Holy Spirit, (the) Our Lady of
Guadalupe (Mass and celebration), Graduation (held during the day with all students
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present), awards celebrations, sports games, pep rallies, Spirit Days, and Field Day” as
some of the school’s intentional efforts to combat this challenge and to build the school
community. Another interviewee identified “students’ (lack of) participation with their
(local) parishes and the greater Church (outside of the school)” as a challenge, which the
school is unsure of how to address.
Interviewees also spoke to the adults at the school being a real strength in driving
the school’s Ignatian identity. One interviewee noted, “Many adults are coming from
Catholic backgrounds and have an openness to Ignatian Spirituality,” and that the school
“attracts adults who are devoted and grounded in mission and who are learning and
growing in Ignatian identity.” Another interviewee mentioned that the school has “strong
lay adults formed in Ignatian identity, who are strong role models for students,” and that
“adults (at the school) are united in (the school’s) Jesuit mission.” A third interviewee
noted that some adults also “come with a background of ‘post-grad service’ (spending a
year or more as a full-time, mission-oriented volunteer after completing undergraduate
studies), so there is a ‘generosity of spirit,’” while other adults “ are more attracted to
helping low-income students succeed, but buy into the Catholic mission as they learn
more.” Other interviewees spoke to what they perceived as a strong “collaborative adult
environment,” referencing “interdisciplinary teams,” “grade level teams,” and “open-door
policies with administrators.”
All interviewees also spoke of the strength of the Adult Faith Formation
Program. Interviewees accredited the “comprehensive three-year program for new staff”
as what helps Ignatian identity to be a “driving force for adults (at the school).” Multiple
interviewees spoke of the institutional priority of adult formation. One interviewee noted
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that it is “backed by school leadership” and “forms school culture.” Another interviewee
mentioned that the “Adult Faith Formation Program is well funded” with “options and
resources,” and “its own office space”; one interviewee listed having “funding available
for adults’ personal retreats (outside of the school)” as an overall top “best practice” of
the school. (The school does host its own adult retreat for all staff as well.)
Interviewees mentioned that a “formal three-year (Adult Faith Formation)
program is mandatory for all staff,” and there are opportunities for adults to participate in
pinnacle experiences, such as the “Ignatian Pilgrimage (a spiritual trip which visits
geographic locations important in the life of Saint Ignatius), the Ignatian Seminars
(national program of Ignatian leadership coordinated by the JSN), and other Jesuit
Schools Network events.” Interviewees spoke to the strength of the Jesuits on-campus at
the school and of the person (“lay”) in the role most directly responsible for Ignatian
identity at the school. This interviewee elaborated that the program “incorporates
Discernment Discussions from various adults in the building,” and that it creates a
“collaborative culture to learn from one another”; multiple interviewees noted that
various adults, across departments at School C, have hosted adult formation
“Discernment Discussions” in their own homes for colleagues. In general, according to
interviewees at School C, the Adult Faith Formation Program “is not just educating, but
offering experiences of Ignatian Spirituality.”
In addition to identifying the aforementioned opportunities, upon which School C
is already capitalizing for adult formation, interviewees also spoke to opportunities for
further growth in this area for the school. One interviewee mentioned a need to increase
the fluency of “Jesuit speak (Ignatian vocabulary)” with adults in the building and the
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Jesuit iconography around the campus; another interviewee noted that there is a
significant “school-wide opportunity for growth” to “dive more deeply into the IPP” with
adults in the building. Multiple interviewees mentioned that there is a need to “get more
adults involved with the Spiritual Exercises,” and that the school is already exploring
ways to “move in the direction of offering Spiritual Direction on site” in order to meet
this need. Furthermore, two interviewees respectively noted two areas for further
development of adult formation at School C: the need for on-going formation for the
person most directly responsible for Ignatian identity at the school as a lay spiritual
leader, and the challenge of institutionally supporting the “60% of our coaches who come
from outside the school, and are not always well-versed in Ignatian identity and
formation.”
Interviewees at School C also spoke of school programs and components of
school culture, which strengthen Ignatian identity at the school. One school leader
identified the school’s Retreat Program, specifically the Kairos Retreat, as well as
Summer Service Projects and Immersions, as strengths of the school. Another
interviewee accredited the strength of the Retreat Program to “strong Campus Ministers
with intentional planning.” Multiple interviewees spoke of the school’s “Magis Days,”
which are “collaborative efforts with Campus Ministry, Christian Service, and the Dean’s
Office” when the school “explicitly teaches Ignatian identity to students.” One
interviewee defined “Magis Days” as “intentional Jesuit-identity, school-wide, day-long
programs,” while another interviewee called them “’mini-retreats’ – intentional time to
explicitly teach Ignatian identity with a theme for each grade level.” One interviewee
listed “Magis Days” as one of the school’s “best practices” for Ignatian identity.
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Interviewees also mentioned components of school culture as strengths of the
school with regards to its Ignatian identity. One interviewee noted that there is a school
culture of “reflection, character development, and teaching students how to respond to
things (situations in life).” Another interviewee noted that adults “Accompany students
through prayer, retreats, service, reflection,” and that students “are good to one another,
pray for, and celebrate one another.” Finally, a third interviewee pointed to an
“integrated school-wide understanding of mission” as a strength of the school’s Ignatian
identity.
There was only one sub-item category of one main item, for which School C
produced a median of distinctly lower perception than the “normal” response (in addition
to those lower medians shared by multiple schools as noted in previous sections). School
C produced a median of 2 (“Sometime”) in the sub-item category of “Our Students
Experience This” for the main item “Prioritizing human relationships in a technological
society.” Similar to interviewees at other schools in the study, multiple interviewees at
School C indicated that identifying with other Jesuit schools is a challenge at times. They
mentioned that their school “doesn’t always fit in with other (traditional) Jesuit schools”
due to variances in “resources,” “achievement levels,” “sports programs,” “(institutional)
histories and traditions,” and “student demographics.” However, they did also point to
opportunities, which stem from being “connected in spirituality,” such as “participating
in the larger Ignatian Family Teach-In and the (annual) Service Day (with other Jesuit
schools in the same geographical area.” One interviewee noted that whenever the school
is “leading with (our) Ignatian identity, it grounds and focuses the school.”
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Finally, interviewees at School C cited “time” as a thematic challenge for Ignatian
identity at the school. One interviewee noted, “It’s difficult to fulfill all components of
Ignatian identity with our restricted schedule, our need for instructional time, and the
(students’) Corporate Work-Study Program workdays.” Another interviewee identified
“time for spiritual formation during the school day and year” as a main challenge at the
school, explaining that formational events such as “the Freshmen Retreat,” take place “on
the weekend so that it doesn’t take an instructional day.” A third interviewee noted, that
the “academic schedule constricts incorporating new electives,” which could connect
with students’ interests and passions. Despite the constraints of time, multiple
interviewees noted that the school must continue to explore “how to get the Spiritual
Exercises and their components into classes with students” and “how to infuse Ignatian
vocabulary into school culture (for both students and adults) more deeply.”
School D
School D produced relatively few medians outside of the “normal”
responses, other than those already mentioned in previous sections. There were eight
main items, which generated responses with medians below the “normal” responses at
School D. However, each of these eight main items generated medians below the
“normal” response for only one or two sub-item categories; thus they reflect lower
perception of Ignatian identity, but to a lesser degree. All eight items are listed here:
Table 56
Main Items with Distinctively Low Perception from School D
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

2

Discernment of God's call in
one's life.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

169

4

Understanding of the effects of
one's prejudices.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

9

On-going development of a
personal prayer life.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

16

Appreciation for the principles
of Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

35

Opportunities for individual
spiritual conversation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

37

The integration of Ignatian
pedagogy into school programs.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

38

Collaboration between the
school and the Society of Jesus.

Cooperation in Mission

Three of the above main items produced medians lower than the “normal” response for
both sub-item categories “Our Adults Model This” and “Our Students Experience This”:
“Discernment of God’s call in one’s life,” “On-going development of a personal prayer
life” (similar to results from School F), and “Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.” For the remaining five main items, respondents at the school generated a
median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for one sub-item category: “Our Students Experience This.”
The demographics of the student population surfaced as an important topic across
all interviews. According to the CRN, only 8% of students have self-identified as being
Catholic at School D (CRN, 2017). This dynamic generated comprehensive qualitative
data from interviewees on both the challenges inherent in being a Catholic school with a
predominantly non-Catholic student population and the potential opportunities, which the
school has been learning, implementing, and capitalizing on in order to strengthen their
Ignatian identity. The identified challenges centered on the lack of prior Catholic
formation of most students coming into the school. One interviewee commented,
“Traditional elements of Ignatian Spirituality are foreign to students.” Another
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interviewee elaborated, “We’re starting from scratch with teaching Ignatian identity to
incoming students; most students are non-Catholic with no background on Catholicism.
It’s a challenge to teach Catholic identity with a predominantly non-Catholic student
population” and “to have Mass and centrality of the Eucharist with few Catholic students
and few receiving the Eucharist.”
One interviewee did speak to “resources – funding and personnel” as a challenge
to building stronger Ignatian identity, noting that sometimes costs of Immersion
experiences, or the staffing needed to minister to students more personally are not
feasible at the school; this interviewee wondered aloud if high-quality, comprehensive
spiritual formation may in some ways be a “luxury” more easily found at “more affluent
traditional Jesuit high schools.” One interviewee at School D did mention that the school
did send a “strong delegation to the Ignatian Family Teach-In (large formational event for
high school and college students, hosted in Washington, DC annually)”; this interviewee
noted the school’s “connection to the larger ‘Ignatian family’” as a strength of the
school’s Ignatian identity. Similarly, another interviewee pointed to “collaboration with
other (nearby) Jesuit schools for the ‘Service Day’ event” as a strength, both for its
content as a service event, and for its connection with other Jesuit schools. Both of these
interviewees did also note the disconnect between School D and “traditional Jesuit
schools” with regards to both “race (students’ demographics) and achievement gaps.”
Overall, the general perception from the interviewees at School D, is that the
school’s intentional efforts at “discerning ways to meet students where they are” have
been effective in building the school’s Ignatian identity. One interviewee noted the
school’s call to “serve non-Catholic students, but with the same Jesuit values and
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Catholic perspective,” while another interviewee phrased it as “respecting different faith
traditions while incorporating components of Ignatian Spirituality.” The quantitative
survey data produced uniquely higher results for two main items of Ignatian identity, both
regarding the intentional efforts of the school’s faith formation programs. Respondents
from School D generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) across all four sub-item
categories for the main item “The importance of Christian Service activities,” and across
three sub-item categories (all except “Our Students Experience This”) for the main item
“The importance of Campus Ministry activities.”
Interview data supports this higher perception of these two main items. One
interviewee affirmed that, “The Service Program and Immersions focus on forming ‘Men
and Women for Other.’ The Service Program is transformative. The Retreat Program is
a transformative four-year program of spiritual growth (for students).” This interviewee
also listed the Peer Ministers Program as a strength of Ignatian identity at the school.
Another interviewee listed “faith formation” at the school as a strength of its Ignatian
identity, specifically noting the Service Program and the Kairos Retreat; this interviewee
commented, “Alums still wear their Kairos cross in college.” A third interviewee spoke
highly of the Service Program as a strength of the school, stating that it “is tied to the
religion classes and reflection” and “promotes being ‘Men and Women for Others’ and
striving for social justice.” School D also generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for
the sub-item category of “Our Institution Promotes This” for two other main items: “The
development of leadership through service” and “Appreciation of our school’s Catholic
nature.”
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Interviewees offered several insights on the “adaptability” of the school and
programs in order to “meet their (non-Catholic) students where they are.” Multiple
interviewees spoke to the school’s recent decision to “re-arrange the Religion
curriculum” so that it “leads with Scripture freshmen year” in order to “connect with the
lived faith experience of our (predominantly Christian non-Catholic) student population.”
(According to the CRN, 64% of the student population at School D self-identified as
“Non-Catholic Christian,” (CRN, 2017).) (Previously, the freshmen year Religion
curriculum was a course focusing on the foundations of Catholicism.) One interviewee
also mentioned the “opportunity to bring Black Catholic spirituality into curriculum” in
order to meet the school’s African-American Catholic students. Interviewees mentioned
examples of intentionally and specifically “discerning ways to meet students where they
are for worship and prayer services, while still maintaining Mass as a Catholic school.”
One interviewee noted that, “Liturgies are infused with the spirituality of the students –
with Praise Dance and Spoken Word.” Another interviewee mentioned that the school as
been adding more “praise-and-worship-style call-and-response” in their attempt to “adapt
the Mass for our students”; this interviewee also noted that the school has a Gospel choir
which sings Gospel songs as school Masses and that the school’s “Kairos (retreat) is
infused differently to try and connect to students’ lived experience.”
In addition to student demographics, adult formation and adult culture surfaced as
a recurring topic across the interviews. Qualitative data from interviewees was mixed,
speaking to both strengths and challenges with adult formation at School D. Multiple
interviewees noted that, “Adults are in different places,” with “different comfort levels
infusing Ignatian identity.” One interviewee noted that, “Some adults connect with the
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faith aspect; others with the mission of serving low-income students.” Another
interviewee mentioned that sometimes, “Alums from Jesuit schools are attracted to work
here, but they don’t necessarily reflect the demographics of our student population;
therefore, they bring Ignatian identity, but lack the personal connection (to students’ lived
experiences). The diversity of the staff (in general) doesn’t reflect the student population,
which is a challenge in ‘meeting students.’” Multiple interviewees mentioned that there
are opportunities for growth in hiring and continuing to form adults, both for Ignatian
identity and for understanding and connecting with student more deeply, at School D.
Interviewees offered several insights on the school’s Adult Faith Formation
Program, including mixed thoughts on the school’s leadership in this area. One
interviewee perceived that, “Administration sets the tone and embodies and models
Ignatian identity; Adult Faith Formation is an institutional priority.” Yet, another
interviewee voiced the concern that there are some “administrators (at the school) with
limited experience of Ignatian identity,” and there is sometimes a need to “form up”
(referring to the offering formation to administrators higher in the organizational chart).
One interviewee noted that the school’s “approach to Adult Faith Formation is inviting,
non-threatening, and ‘meeting adults where they are,’” and that, “staff are generally open
to Adult Faith Formation, although some take advantage and initiative more than others.”
The school is trying to capitalize on the openness and identified need for adult formation
by exploring ways to formalize the program. Currently, as one interviewee described,
“Sometimes Adult Faith Formation events are ‘one-off events’ instead of an integrated
comprehensive continuum.” The school recently formalized the program for all first-year
staff members, and is “still working on formalizing a comprehensive program (for years
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after that).” One interviewee explained that the task at hand now is “trying to figure out
ways to engage veteran folks (without repeating content), who are ready for more.”
Interviewees spoke to the variety of the “’one-off events’”; they include “six to seven
events a year – Annual Retreat, Book Club, Movie Night, Ignatian Evenings, and an
optional overnight retreat for staff.” Multiple interviewees also spoke to the “monthly
mission meetings,” which are integrated into the school’s professional development
program, and which “help to blend faith and our work (here at the school).” School D
has also been taking advantage of the opportunities to send staff members to the “Ignatian
Workshop in the summer for new folks run by the Province” to add to its formational
programming.
One identified challenged to continuing to build the Adult Faith Formation is that
the “(person most directly responsible for Ignatian identity at the school) also teaches,”
and therefore, there is a “need to get others involved in Adult Faith Formation
leadership.” One measure the school has taken in order to combat this is a “committee or
team approach to planning the Staff Retreat.” Another interviewee noted the challenge
to Ignatian identity with adults in the building as follows: “With staff turn-over, it is hard
to gain traction on (Ignatian) identity; we’re also hiring ‘millenials,’ who are ‘spiritual
but not religious.’” Multiple interviewee mentioned “the ‘busy-ness’ of the work’ as a
challenge to “fitting in” Adult Faith Formation opportunities, and one interviewee
mentioned that this “’busy-ness of our work’” sometimes pushes the faith and religious
stuff to a ‘middle burner.’” Furthermore, one interviewee noted that “formation for
coaches and moderators (who are not working at the school full-time)” is a main area of
growth for the school, which has not yet been explored. The school has recently created
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a formalized “three-year Board Formation curriculum” in response to the school’s
identified need for formation of board members.
Further qualitative data from interviewees at School D centered on the perceived
strong sense of community at the school. Multiple interviewees noted a “culture of
community” and the use of “family language” around the school. Interviewees pointed to
several measures the school has taken in order to intentionally build community. The
school “recently added football, which has enhanced school spirit, pride, and
community.” At the time of the research visit, the school had recently held its annual
“Breakfast with Santa” event for students’ families, which brings the greater school
community to campus, according to one interviewee; the school was also preparing for
their “Black History Month” activities, which was also identified by the interviewee as a
unifying time for the school. (According to the CRN, 96% of the student population selfidentified as “Black / African American.” (CRN, 2017)).
Interviewees mentioned the general spirit of adults in the building as a catalyst,
which helps build a positive community; one interview spoke of the “cura personalis” of
adults, while another interviewee noted that, “People live the Grad at Grad.” (One
interviewee did identify “articulation of the Grad at Grad and using the Ignatian
language” as challenges for the adults at the school though.) One interviewee spoke to
how the school’s “Advisory Program is built into the school day, which builds
community and student-mentor relationships.” Multiple interviewees mentioned “cocurriculars” as a main way through which community is built at the school, while one
interviewee also noted the “limitations on co-curriculars and on opportunities for fullschool events with the different student CWSP work days and the tight (academic)
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schedule.” Finally, multiple interviewees identified “parent formation” and “bringing
parents into the faith life of the school” as challenges for the school to work on
overcoming.
School E
Similar to Schools A and D, School E produced relatively few additional sub-item
medians outside of the “normal” response (other than those already mentioned in
previous sections). Of the additional sub-items, for which School E differed from the
“normal” response, only four of these sub-items produced medians lower than the
“normal” response; the remaining distinguishing sub-items for School E (n=20) all
produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”). The perception of Ignatian identity at School
E, therefore, can be considered higher than most other schools in the study. The 20 subitems, which generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”), spanned 12 main items of
Ignatian identity. Those main items, which produced two or more medians of 4 (“Almost
Always”) (n=6), are listed here:
Table 57
Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School E
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

3

Active practice of one's faith.

Religious Education and Formation

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

Religious Education and Formation

7

Connecting one's faith to the call to
work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

11

Appreciation of our school's
Catholic nature.

Serving the Mission of the Church

27

Close cooperation among members
of the school community.

Cooperation in Mission

177

38

Collaboration between the school
and the Society of Jesus.

Cooperation in Mission

Three of the main items above generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) across the
same three sub-item categories. For the main items “Connecting one’s faith to the call to
work for justice” and “Appreciation of our school’s Catholic nature,” respondents
generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the sub-item categories “Our Institution
Promotes This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience
This”; these results were similar to School C. School E produced medians of 4 (“Almost
Always”) across the same three sub-item categories for the main item “Collaboration
between the school and the Society of Jesus”; School E was the only school in the study
to produce a median higher than the “normal” response for this main item.
The remaining three main items from the table above each generated a median of
4 (“Almost Always”) for two sub-item categories. The main items “Active practice of
one’s faith” and “Continuous growth in one’s faith” produced medians of 4 (“Almost
Always”) for the sub-item categories “Our Institution Promotes This” and “Our School
Culture Facilitates This” (the latter of which mirrors the results from School C for this
main item). The main item “Close cooperation among members of the school
community” generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) for the sub-item categories “Our
Institution Promotes This” and “Our Adults Model This.”
Qualitative data from the interviews supports many of these main items above.
Similar to School C, the vast majority of students at School E identify as Catholic; the
CRN reports it as 93% (CRN, 2017). Like the interviewees at School C, those at School
E also classified the Catholic foundation, with which students come to the school, as a
real strength in building the school’s Ignatian identity. One interviewee noted, “Our
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Latino families are typically Catholic, so there is natural interest (in our school)”; another
interviewee elaborated that the Latino culture enhances the spirituality of the school, that
families at the school are “mostly Catholic, faithful,” and that “families come to school
Masses.” This interviewee continued, “Families come to us seeking a Catholic
education, which allows us to dive more deeply into faith and Catholic identity.” A third
interviewee mentioned noted, “Students are reverent and come in (to the school) well
formed by their families.”
Interviewees alluded to a strong relationship between the school and the Society
of Jesus. One interviewee listed the presence of “(six) Jesuits at the school (currently)”
and the “relationship with the wider Jesuit community” as strengths of Ignatian identity at
the school; these were the first two strengths, which this interviewee mentioned when
asked the question. The interviewee continued, “It is helpful to have Ignatian homilists
for liturgies and as resources for Adult Faith Formation (at the school). Many students
are choosing Jesuit universities, and those universities are continuing to support our
students.” Another interviewee mentioned the “support of the Province in pushing
Ignatian identity (at the school)” as a strength of the school’s Ignatian identity.
Interestingly, although School E was the only school in the study to generate a higher
perception of the main item “Collaboration between the school and the Society of Jesus,”
the school still generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for all sub-item categories for the
main item “Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.” One interviewee did mention
the “opportunity to do much more with other Jesuit apostolates,” particularly given the
school’s location.
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Interviewees from School E spoke of the level of support and cooperation among
the adult community at the school as well. One interviewee noted, “Adults feel trusted
and empowered by the school leadership. It is a safe environment to ask questions and
not know the answers. There is a collaborative, humble mindset.” Multiple interviewees
spoke of the comprehensive cooperation among adults – school leaders, teachers, and
counselors – to work together to support students with “wrap-around services.” Multiple
interviewees listed “staff retention” as a strength in building the Ignatian identity of the
school. One interviewee noted that, “Half of the principal’s direct reports have ten or
more years here. Adults feel an ownership of the school.” Furthermore, interviewees
spoke to how school leaders care for adults in the building. One interviewee stated, “The
goal is teacher support and retention with focus on work-life balance, not pushing people
to burn-out. Instructional coaching includes self-care.” Another interviewee affirmed,
“(We’re) keeping things simple and consistent, and not pulling adults in too many
directions at one time.” The school also reported retaining their “Post-grad Volunteers,”
who “often stay for a second year, or become full-time staff,” according to one
interviewee; multiple interviewees also noted that the School E now has “four alums back
working at the school.”
Six main items generated one median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for one sub-item
category from the quantitative data at School E. These additional six main items are
listed in the table below:
Table 58
Additional Main Items with Distinctively High Perception from School E
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

180

16

Appreciation for the principles of
Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

23

Critical social analysis with an
emphasis on social justice.

Teaching and Acting Justly

29

On-going moral growth.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

32

Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.

Educational Excellence

37

The integration of Ignatian pedagogy
into school programs.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

39

The integration of social justice
education into the school's programs.

Teaching and Acting Justly

The main item “The integration of social justice education into the school’s programs”
generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) in the sub-item category “Our Adults Model
This.” The remaining five main items from the table able each generated a median of 4
(“Almost Always”) in the sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes This.”
Similar to the interviewees from School C, interviewees at School E spoke to
school program and components of school culture, which fosters these strengths of
Ignatian identity at the school. All interviewees at School E spoke to the strength of the
adult culture and the Adult Faith Formation Program. One interviewee mentioned,
“We’re very clear about mission when hiring, so adults come in already ‘bought-in.’
Adults are very focused on mission, and animate it through daily interactions.” Another
interviewee noted, “Many adults come in very well formed from other post-grad
volunteer programs with a ‘volunteer’s mindset’ or a ‘spirit of generosity.’”
Multiple interviewees spoke of adults’ relationships with students as a key
strength through which Ignatian identity is animated. Interviewees mentioned that adults
are “Ignatian in their interactions with students,” and “bought-in on caring for the whole
student pastorally.” One interviewee classified the school’s culture as one which adults
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“value people (students and colleagues), remain student-centered, celebrate, and lead
with compassion and mercy”; another interviewee described the school’s culture as one
of “flexibility, relying on Christ and grace amidst the complexities,” and where
“interactions between people are loving and rooted in being present to others.” One
interviewee mentioned how adults are “available, accessible, and approachable,” and that
many adults “eat (lunch) in the cafeteria with students.” The researcher was able to
observe this during the research visit as well. Another interviewee spoke to the school’s
intentional decisions to not tie adults down to meetings,” so that they can be more
“responsive to students’ needs” throughout the school day.
According to interviewees, the Adult Faith Formation Program is
“comprehensive”, and includes the Staff Retreat, multiple In-Service Days, visits to Jesuit
Churches, reflection discussions, and access to spiritual direction and the 19th Annotation
(Spiritual Exercises). One interviewee explained that the program is “offering
experiences of Ignatian Spirituality, not just giving information.” One school leader
explained, “Adult Faith Formation is a priority here, and there is a desire for it.
Resources are allocated, and there is no school for (in order to accommodate) the Staff
Retreat.” This school leader affirmed, “Adult Faith Formation meets people where they
are, asks people what they need, and collaboratively responds to that.”
Furthermore, one interviewee explained that the instructional training for adults is
also focused on building Ignatian identity across classes and school programs. The
interviewee affirmed, “All teachers incorporate Ignatian structure and repetition into
every class; components of the IPP are present.” (Although multiple interviewees did
mention that “using Ignatian language” and “Ignatian jargon” are still areas of growth for
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many adults at School E.) Multiple interviewees did note that, despite the variety of
options and opportunities for Adult Faith Formation at School E, the program is lacking
“cohesion” or “greater clarity on an over-arching strategy” to “tie it all together.” The
school is exploring opportunities to “differentiate Adult Faith Formation” and structure
“more rhyme and reason” to the order and flow of experiences. One interviewee also
identified “Board Formation” as a key area for growth for Ignatian identity at School E.
Strengths of student culture and programming were also highlighted in the
interview data. One interviewee spoke of the “formation programming” as a strength of
the school’s Ignatian identity, citing that “religion classes, retreats, and ‘Advisory’
reflection groups offer experiences of knowing God,” and that the school focuses on
“social justice education as a combination of head and heart.” This interviewee
continued to explain the school’s approach to “giving students time and space to wrestle
with hard questions, ask questions, be supported, and realize their full potential.”
Multiple interviewees identified the Retreat Program, and specifically the Kairos Retreat,
as strengths to the school’s Ignatian identity. Another interviewee spoke of the strength
of the Christian Service Program as “pastoral, with a reflection component, and an
emphasis on formation.” Interviewees did note challenges with student programming at
the school. One interviewee explained that, “Christian Service is not a requirement at the
school, (because) it is too difficult to fit it in with everything else (CWSP, academics,
etc.),” so not every student is actively experiencing the program.
Other interviewees identified “time,” “scheduling,” and “financial and human
resources” as challenges to student programming, which “sometimes limit our ability to
do things better or more deeply.” One interviewee continued, “Trying to do everything in
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four years – close the achievement gap, CWSP, formation – scheduling. (It’s been a
challenge) finding time for elective courses, student clubs, (etc.).” One area of
programming, in which the school has been focusing efforts to do things “more deeply,”
has been the school’s “Advisory Periods”; according to one interviewee, “Advisory
Period integrate reflection on academics, CWSP, and faith – the three main components
of the school intertwined intentionally.” Furthermore, interviews noted that the school
has been working on building the school’s sense of community through “cultural
celebrations, sporting events, and alumni events,” and infusing joy and having more fun
through “celebrations, (selling) Valentine’s chocolates (activity at the time of the research
visit), School Dances, (etc.).”
In addition to student programs, interviewees spoke of structures and policies,
which animate the school’s Ignatian identity. Multiple interviewees described the
school’s discipline system as “Ignatian”; one interviewee described it as “restorative,
reflective, focusing on mercy over justice, forgiveness, and remediation.” This
interviewee also described the academic revision policies as “Ignatian,” noting that,
“Students can revise assignments multiple times, while still promoting mastery-based
learning for college-readiness.” Another interviewee spoke about the structure of the
school day, and how the “day to day operations are clear routines – simple, organized,
calm – minimizes chaos for students and (adds) predictability for students (Ignatian
repetition).” One interviewee also mentioned the school’s decision this year to invest
more deeply into the “Food Program” for students, observing that the investment has
increased the quality of the student experience and has infused more positive energy into
the culture of the school.
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School E produced medians lower than the “normal” response for sub-item
categories in three main items. For the main item “Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation,” respondents at School E generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for the
sub-item categories “Our School Culture Facilitates This” and “Our Students Experience
This.” Respondents at the school also generated medians lower than the “normal”
response for the main item “Prioritizing human relationships in a technological society”
in the sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes This,” and for the main item “The call
to be of service to the Church” in the sub-item category “Our Students Experience This.”
It is interesting to note that the main item “Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society” produced lower perception data quantitatively at School E, yet so
much of the qualitative date spoke very positively to the quality of human relationships
within the school community.
Interviewees at School E qualitatively identified a few more challenges to
Ignatian identity at the school. Multiple interviewees spoke to the school “not meeting
the diversity needs of the city.” (According to the CRN, 93% of students at School E
self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race (CRN, 2017).) These interviewees noted
that the school is “not addressing the African-American community enough,” and that
there is a “need (for the school) to strategize for diversity.” One interviewee did note that
the school is trying to combat this challenge, and is “looking at intentional ways to serve
African-American and Vietnamese families (in the city).” Multiple interviewees also
mentioned the need to do more for the school’s current families, specifically faith
programming. One interviewee explained the challenges: “Families are working or have
other life concerns. The language barriers divide programs into two groups of parents.”
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Another interviewee spoke to the opportunities: “There are important opportunities in
connecting with students’ families, bringing them to campus or visiting their homes.
Upholding families’ dignity helps students realize their own dignity.” One interviewee
did mention that the school is capitalizing on “opportunities to use text messaging to
build connection with families (and to invite them) for school events.”
Finally, multiple interviewees at School E each spoke in similar ways to the
school’s desire and commitment to constantly strive to live their Ignatian identity more
deeply. One interviewee mentioned the school’s desires to “build a culture striving for
the Magis – to dive more deeply, refine, be more present,” “to be more Ignatian by
slowing things down and being present to the Spirit,” and to “build an authentic spiritual
community and be calm and present to God showing up.” Another interviewee expressed
that the school is “striving to be on an equal level with ‘traditional’ Jesuit schools and not
trying to be the ‘younger sibling’ to other Jesuit schools. A third interviewee noted the
goal is to “create ‘Kairos’ all year round (referring to day-to-day school culture).” The
interviewees at School E were consistent in expressing the school’s lofty goals and their
commitment to continue to explore ways to build their Ignatian identity more deeply.
School F
In general, responding school leaders and educators from School F perceived its
Ignatian identity lower than most other schools in the study for many main items and subitems; its lower perception is comparable only to School B. In addition to the main items
already identified as producing lower medians than the “normal” response across
multiple schools (in previous sections), School F produced medians lower than the
“normal” response for at least one sub-items category in 30 other main items as well. For
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several of these main items (n=7), School F were the only school in the study to produce
a sub-item median lower than “normal” response. Main items, for which School F
produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across three or four sub-item categories, are listed
here:
Table 59
Main Items with Distinctively Low Perception from School F
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

2

Discernment of God's call in one's
life.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

8

The development of leadership
through service.

Educational Excellence

24

The imitation of Christ's life of
service for others.

Teaching and Acting Justly

35

Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

37

The integration of Ignatian pedagogy
into school programs.

The Spiritual Exercises and Jesuit
Pedagogy

40

An understanding of Christian
response to contemporary culture.

Educational Excellence

44

The importance of Christian Service
activities.

Teaching and Acting Justly

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

Educational Excellence

50

The call to be of service to the
Church.

Serving the Mission of the Church

Respondents at School F generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for all sub-item
categories for the items numbered 35, 40, 47, and 48; for the latter three of these main
items, the results generated from School F mirrored those generated from School B. For
four of the main items listed in the table above, respondents at School F generated
medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for three sub-item categories: “Our Adults Model This,”
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“Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “”Our Students Experience This”; those four
main items are numbered 2, 24, 37, and 44. Furthermore, for the main item “The
imitation of Christ’s life of service for others,” School F was the only school in the study
to produce any medians lower than the “normal” response; for the main item
“Discernment of God’s call in one’s life,” the results from School F resembled those
from School B. The main item “The development of leadership through service”
produced medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) in the sub-item categories “Our Institution
Promotes This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience
This”; School F was the only school in the study to produce medians lower than the
“normal” response for this main item.
There were 13 additional main items, which produced medians lower than the
“normal” response for two sub-item categories. These main items are listed in the table
below:
Table 60
Additional Main Items with Distinctively Low Perception from School F
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

4

Understanding of the effects of
one's prejudices.

The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education

9

On-going development of a
personal prayer life.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

16

Appreciation for the principles of
Ignatian Spirituality.

The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy

19

Growth in one's personal
relationship with Christ.

The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education

20

The importance of religious
development.

Religious Education and
Formation

21

Participation in the Church's
activities.

Serving the Mission of the
Church
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22

An appreciation that God is
actively working in all of creation.

The First Apostolic Principles

26

Honestly confronting issues of
social injustice.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

33

Growth in Ignatian leadership.

Spiritual Formation and
Outreach

36

A commitment to live out the
Gospel message.

Serving the Mission of the
Church

38

Collaboration between the school
and the Society of Jesus.

Cooperation in Mission

42

An appreciation of liturgy.

Religious Education and
Formation

45

The importance of opportunities
for holistic growth outside of the
classroom.

Educational Excellence

For nine of these main items listed above, respondents at School F generated medians
lower than the “normal” response in the sub-item categories “Our Adults Model This”
and “Our Students Experience This”; the nine main items are numbered 4, 9, 16, 19, 20,
26, 36, 38, and 42. Furthermore, for the main item “Honestly confronting issues of social
justice,” School F was the only school in the study to produce a median lower than the
“normal” response for any sub-item category. Three other main items from the table
above, “Participation in the Church’s activities,” “Growth in Ignatian leadership,” and
“The importance of opportunities for holistic growth outside of the classroom” each
produced medians below the “normal” response for the sub-item categories “Our School
Culture Facilitates This.” The main item “An appreciation that God is actively working
in all of creation” generated a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for the sub-item categories
“Our Adults Model This” and “Our School Culture Facilitates This.”
There were eight main items, for which respondents at School F produced one
median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for one sub-item category each. These eight main items are
listed in the table below:
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Table 61
Main Items with One Distinctively Low Median from School F
Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

1

On-going development of one's
God-given talents.

Educational Excellence

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

Religious Education and Formation

7

Connecting one's faith to the call
to work for justice.

The First Apostolic Principles

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

Spiritual Formation and Outreach

15

A sense of authentic
collaboration.

Cooperation in Mission

23

Critical social analysis with an
emphasis on social justice.

Teaching and Acting Justly

29

On-going moral growth.

The Spiritual Dimension of Jesuit
Education

34

A growing desire to help build
the Kingdom of God.

The First Apostolic Principles

The main item “On-going moral growth” is the only one from the table above, which
produced its lone median of 2 (“Sometimes”) in the sub-item category “Our School
Culture Facilitates This.” The remaining seven main items listed in the table above
produced a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) for the sub-item category “Our Students
Experience This”; they are numbered 1, 5, 7, 10, 15, 23, and 34. For four of the main
items listed in the table above, School F was the only school in the study to produce a
median lower than the “normal” response; these main items are numbered 7, 10, 23, and
29 respectively.
The qualitative interview data offered insights on many of the perceived
challenges, which surfaced from the survey data. Some qualitative data spoke to what
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has been perceived by interviewees as a general lack of prioritization of Catholic or
Ignatian identity at the school. One interviewee identified the challenge of “getting ‘faith
formation’ on the same level institutionally as academics and college-going culture.”
This interviewee elaborated, “Academics and the Corporate Work-Study Program tend to
take priority of time and energy; there seems to be little focus on Catholic identity.”
Another interviewee mentioned that there seemed to be a “lack of intentionality on
marketing Catholicity (of the school) early on.” A third interviewee noted, “Sometimes
the school promotes the Corporate Work-Study Program first to donors and prospective
families. Sometimes students are here for college or the Corporate Work-Study Program,
and not necessarily for Jesuit identity.” This interviewee questioned, “How do we get
families on the same page with Ignatian identity when they choose the school for various
reasons? How do we get staff all on the same page with Ignatian identity when they
come to work here for different reasons?”
However, some qualitative data suggested that a recent shift may be occurring
regarding the institutional prioritization of Ignatian identity this year. One interviewee
perceived that, “Ignatian identity has been a top priority for the Board and President in
our (recent) strategic plan.” Another interviewee noted that, “Our lay President is doing
the 19th Annotation (of the Spiritual Exercises),” and, “There is an emphasis on the ‘Grad
at Grad’ and ‘Men and Women for Others’ – very visible around campus (now).” This
interviewee also noted the “presence of a few Jesuits actively and intentionally working
to help revive Ignatian identity, trying to shift culture and move toward Ignatian identity
with prayer, the Spiritual Exercises, the 19th Annotation, Retreat Program, (etc.).” The
language around “working to help revive Ignatian identity,” suggests that the school is
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aware its Ignatian identity may be perceived lower, and is working to intentionally
strengthen its Ignatian identity. Multiple interviewees also noted the school has been
capitalizing on opportunities to weave “explicit teaching about Jesuits and Jesuit values”
and “intentionality with ‘Grad at Grad’ language” into classes and school programs.
Another common theme among the interview responses was a focus on the adults
in the building. All interviewees at School F spoke to the “cura personalis” from adults
toward students and of the positive quality of adult to student relationships. One
interviewee identified “the ways in which we (adults) interact with students” as a top
strength of the school’s Ignatian identity. This interviewee continued, “(We’re)
constantly striving to be better for students (with) how we work on behavior, grades –
treating students fairly, assuming the best, loving rigorously.” Another interviewee spoke
of the importance of “creating a safe space (for students)” and “building students up.”
This interviewee perceived that, “(Our) students are coming from challenges in life.
(We) need to be intentional about showing students they are loved by God and called to
lead and serve.”
One interviewee mentioned, “Adults are coming from different places – some are
Jesuit educated, but others may not understand our Jesuit identity, and others and not
Catholic.” This interviewee noted, that “adults are all over the map with infusing
Ignatian identity,” identifying the need for a strong “Ignatian on-boarding process and
on-going Adult Faith Formation Program,” which is “beginning to form structure,” but
“wasn’t a priority in early years.” This interviewee also expressed the need to “train
teachers effectively to implement the IPP.” Another interviewee agreed, “Teachers may
find it easier to focus on content and promote college-going culture rather than build
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Ignatian identity into their courses.” One interviewee also noted a particular challenge of
“staff retention,” explaining that the school had “twelve new staff in one (recent) year,
and most without an Ignatian background.”
A third interviewee also spoke to Adult Faith Formation, stating, “Adults are not
prepared for infusing Ignatian identity in general,” and questioned, “How do we bring the
IPP into curriculum, including the Corporate Work-Study Program?” This interviewee
has observed that, “Currently, (we have) sporadic moments of formation without a
sequenced plan; (we’re) stuck at surface-level and missing depth.” This interviewee
alluded to a draft for a structured three-year Adult Faith Formation plan, which was a
response to this identified challenge, and which is currently pending approval from
school leadership. This interviewee cautioned, that even with a new plan for Adult Faith
Formation, “The challenge is to prioritize and find time for small group meetings (and
other components of the program).”
Another interviewee agreed that a challenge for the school is “finding time for
Ignatian identity conversations with so many other things to do.” This interviewee also
noted, that the school has been focusing time during regular professional development
meetings this year, “working on adult formation to better know and work with our
student demographics, and how to ‘meet students where they are’ and be present to them
in all classes.” Although interviewees described the current Adult Faith Formation
opportunities as “sporadic without a sequenced plan,” interviewees did note, that some of
those “sporadic moments” are very helpful. Interviewees spoke of the “two staff retreats
a year, faculty meetings focused on supporting students (on trauma, poverty, Latino
culture), and JSN Conferences” as all strengths toward building the school’s Ignatian
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identity. One interviewee even listed a “past staff retreat about the history of the Jesuits,
Jesuit education, and Ignatian Spirituality” as a “best practice” of the school’s Ignatian
identity, and stated that, “(It) grounded the staff and oriented new staff, revisiting (our)
spiritual roots.” Another interviewee listed “the opportunity for all adults for the 19th
Annotation (optional)” as a ‘best practice’ of the school’s Adult Faith Formation Program
and of the school’s Ignatian identity.
Several other identified challenges emerged from the interview data, which
support the quantitative survey data above. Although the majority of students at School F
(80%) do identify as Catholic (CRN, 2017), one interviewee was quick to identify that a
challenge for the school is how “Catholic identity does not always connect with our
African-American (mostly non-Catholic at the school) students.” Another interviewee
expressed that the school has not yet “tapped into Latino devotion or African-American
non-Catholic culture to enhance the faith life. A third interviewee claimed the school is
“not connecting students’ heritage with faith enough,” noting that the school has tried
several cultural and faith celebrations (Our Lady of Guadalupe, Black History Month)
and having Spanish songs at Mass in order to overcome this challenge, but that these
attempts have been “surface level,” and that Spanish Masses are “excluding AfricanAmerican students.” One interviewee identified the perceived lack of diversity of the
student population as an area for growth in Ignatian identity; this interviewee stated,
“Diversity enhances (our) mission and Catholic identity. (It’s a) missed opportunity
when (my) classroom is (comprised of) only Latino students. There are benefits to
hearing stories from students of different backgrounds (on retreats, etc.).”
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The role of “reflection” received mixed reviews from the qualitative interview
data. One interviewee perceived an institutional challenge with reflection: “We’re still
not utilizing reflection school-wide. We tend to go right from ‘experience’ to ‘action’
(referencing the Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm) with little patience.” However, multiple
interviewees spoke to the strength of “reflection” through school retreats, daily prayer,
and religion classes. Interviewees listed “morning prayer, the Examen, retreats every
year, and Kairos in particular” all as strengths of the school’s Ignatian identity. Multiple
interviewees listed the school’s “strong themes and curriculum of the four-year Retreat
Program (for students)” as a ‘best practice’ of the school’s Ignatian identity. Multiple
interviewees also identified the “Senior Capstone Project” in the “year-long Social
Justice course” as a top strength of the school’s Ignatian identity; they described this
project as a “(comprehensive) reflection on four years of personal growth and future
aspirations as ‘Men and Women for Others.’” One interviewee also spoke positively of
reflection opportunities in the World Religions course.
One interviewee spoke to the challenges with Christian Service at the school; this
interviewee mentioned that there is “no required for Christian Service” at the school
because of challenges with students’ family commitments and the lack of transportation
options. Another interviewee did speak to the school-wide “Building the Kingdom”
event, which is a “full day of service for all students and faculty,” as a strength of the
school’s Ignatian identity. Another interviewee mentioned that the students participate in
“Building the Kingdom” with their “communities – small groups of (approximately)
twelve students, who meet monthly, and stay together for all four years.”
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Multiple interviewees spoke to these “communities” as strengths to building a
sense of community and positive student-mentor relationships. According to
interviewees, the “communities” were formed in direct response to a student survey,
which indicated a number of students at the school did not feel connected to an adult at
the school. With the “communities” structure, “every student has an adult to connect to.”
The school has also be trying to organize the “communities” into “prides”; whereas the
“communities” are comprised of twelve students from one grade level, the “prides”
consist of four “communities” – one from each of the four grade levels in the school.
This structure is one attempt to combat the school’s observation that, “Grade levels form
a strong (sense of) community, but not necessarily across grade levels.” One interviewee
did identify “Wednesday assemblies, (where we) celebrate students’ birthdays, sports,
and theater productions” as events, which bring the larger school community together.
Interviewees expressed additional opportunities for building a stronger sense of
community at the school. One interviewee voiced that, because students at the school are
often facing challenges in life, there is an opportunity to build upon a “spirituality of
struggle, (which) facilitates bonding together.” Another interviewee noted that the school
has yet to fully capitalize on the “opportunity to bring in parents and families more for
morning Masses and Spiritual Exercises.”
Finally, the main item “A growing desire to help build the Kingdom of God”
produce a very unique result for School F; it generated a median of 2 (“Sometimes”) in
the sub-item category “Our Students Experience This,” while also producing a median of
4 (“Almost Always”) in the sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes This.” This is
the only additional or distinctive median produced by quantitative data from School F,
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which was above the “normal” response. Moreover, it is the only instance for any of the
six schools (1200 sub-item data points) where a school generated one median higher than
the “normal” response and one median lower than the “normal” response for two subitem categories within the same main item; it is the only time that sub-item medians for
the same main item have a range greater than one for any school. (There is one other
instance in the study where this phenomenon occurs, but it is not in an individual school’s
data. When the survey data was disaggregated in order to compare educators versus
school leaders, the results of the main item “An appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality” from school leaders displayed the same phenomenon.)
Additional Findings
Perceptions by Demographics
Quantitative data was disaggregated by respondents’ self-identified gender, race
and ethnicity, and “vocation status” (“religious” or “lay”). Of the 148 total completed
surveys in this study, 53.4% (n=79) of respondents self-identified as “female”; the
remaining 46.6% (n=69) self-identified as “male,” as no respondents selected the option
for “gender non-conforming.” When using the mean as the measure of central tendency,
the mean from female respondents is higher than the mean from male respondents for
71.0% (n=142) of the 200 sub-items. The mean from male respondents is higher than the
mean from female respondents for 26.5% (n=51) of the 200 sub-items; for 3.5% (n=7) of
the 200 sub-items, the means from female respondents and male respondents are equal
(when rounded to the hundredths place). Furthermore, the mean of all sub-item
responses from female respondents is 3.00, while the average of all responses from male
respondents is 2.92; by these measures, on average, female respondents perceive Ignatian
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identity 2.74% higher than male respondents. The following tables compare the total
responses, medians, and modes from female and male respondents:
Table 62
Total Sub-Item Responses, Female v. Male Respondents
Female Respondents
Response Type
“Almost Always”
“Often”
“Sometimes”
“Almost Never”
Totals

Total Responses
5281
5861
3933
660
15735

Percentage
33.6%
37.3%
25.0%
4.2%
100.1%

Male Respondents
Total Responses Percentage
4044
29.4%
5218
38.0%
3880
28.2%
599
4.4%
13741
100.0%

Table 63
Total Sub-Item Medians, Female v. Male Respondents

Median
4 (“Almost Always”)
3 (“Often”)
2.5
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

Female Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
23
11.5%
152
76.0%
0
0.0%
25
12.5%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

Male Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
18
9.0%
152
76.0%
1
0.5%
29
14.5%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

Table 64
Total Sub-Item Modes, Female v. Male Respondents

Mode
4 (“Almost Always”)
4 and 3

Female Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
54
27.0%
3
1.5%

Male Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
48
24.0%
3
1.5%
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3 (“Often”)
3 and 2
2 (“Sometimes)
2 and 1
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

96
2
45
0
0
200

48.0%
1.0%
22.5%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

101
5
43
0
0
200

50.5%
2.5%
21.5%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

Female respondents chose “Often” or “Almost Always” for 70.9% of all sub-items, while
male respondents chose “Often” or “Almost Always” for 67.4% of all sub-items; female
respondents generated medians of 3 (“Often”) or 4 (“Almost Always”) for 87.5% of all
sub-item, while male respondents generated medians of 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost
Always”) for 85.0% of all sub-item. The modes generated by female and male
respondents were similar; female respondents generated modes of 3 (“Often”) and 4
(“Almost Always”) for 76.5% of all sub-items, while male respondents generated modes
of 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”) for 76.0% of all sub-items.
Quantitative data was disaggregated by respondents’ race and ethnicity. Each
race and ethnicity could offer important perception data in this study. It would be
important to capture the perceptions of Latino and African-American adults in Cristo Rey
schools, as the vast majority of students in Cristo Rey schools, both in this study and
nationwide, are Latino or African-American; the CRN reports that, for all Cristo Rey
schools nationwide, 61% of all students identify as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and
30% of all students identify as “Black / African American” (CRN, 2017). It would be
important to capture the perceptions of White adults in Cristo Rey schools, as the
majority of staff members at Cristo Rey schools, both in this study and nationwide, is
White; the CRN reports that 57% of all faculty and staff at Cristo Rey schools nationwide
are White (compared to 21% “Hispanic / Latino of any race” and 16% “Black / African
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American”), while only 2% of all students at Cristo Rey schools nationwide identify as
“White” (CRN, 2017). It would be important to capture the perceptions of adults who do
not identify as Latino, African-American, or White; only 6% of all staff and only 7% of
all students at Cristo Rey schools nationwide do not identify as “Hispanic / Latino of any
race,” “Black / African American,” or “White” (CRN, 2017). The following table shows
the racial and ethnic compositions of staff members at the six schools in this study, as
reported by the CRN’s Annual Data Report 2017.
Table 65
Racial and Ethnic Compositions of Staff Members at the Six Schools
Race or Ethnicity
American Indian /
Alaska Native
Asian
Black / African
American
Hispanic / Latino of
any race
Native or Other
Pacific Islander
White
Two or More Races
Other Race / Ethnic
Group
Totals

A

B

C

D

E

F

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

2%

2%

8%

34%

1%

41%

2%

18%

23%

5%

53%

6%

28%

27%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

57%
9%

59%
0%

45%
0%

53%
0%

66%
3%

52%
1%

1%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

99%

100%

100%

100%

101%

100%

In this study, 68.2% (n=101) of survey respondents self-identified as “White” and
“Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin,” while 23.0% (n=34) of respondents selfidentified as “Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin” of any race. Only 5.4% of survey
respondents (n=8) self-identified as “Black or African American”; only 3.4% (n=5) of
survey respondents in the study self-identified with a race and ethnicity other than Latino
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(listed as “Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin” on the survey), African-American
(listed as “Black or African American” on the survey), or White. Given the majority of
respondents in the study self-identifying as “White” and “Not Hispanic or Latino or
Spanish Origin,” and given the small numbers of respondents in the study self-identifying
as most other races and ethnicities, in order to disaggregate the quantitative survey data
by race and ethnicity, two groups were designated. Respondents, who self-identified as
“White” and “Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin,” are referred to as “White
Respondents: in this study, and respondents, who self-identified as a race other than
“White” or as “Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin” are referred to as “Respondents of
Color” in this study. The following tables compare the perception of Ignatian identity
from the survey data for these two groups of respondents:
Table 66
Total Sub-Item Responses, Respondents of Color v. White Respondents
Respondents of Color
Response Type
“Almost Always”
“Often”
“Sometimes”
“Almost Never”
Totals

Total Responses
3493
3032
2410
444
9379

Percentage
37.2%
32.3%
25.7%
4.7%
99.9%

White Respondents
Total Responses Percentage
5832
29.0%
8047
40.0%
5403
26.9%
815
4.1%
20097
100.0%

Table 67
Total Sub-Item Medians, Respondents of Color v. White Respondents

Median
4 (“Almost Always”)
3.5

Respondents of Color
Number of
Percentage
Sub-Items
29
14.5%
0
0.0%

White Respondents
Number of
Percentage
Sub-Items
14
7.0%
1
0.5%
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3 (“Often”)
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

148
23
0
200

74.0%
11.5%
0.0%
100.0%

156
29
0
200

78.0%
14.5%
0.0%
100.0%

Table 68
Total Sub-Item Modes, Respondents of Color v. White Respondents

Mode
4 (“Almost Always”)
4 and 3
4 and 2
3 (“Often”)
3 and 2
2 (“Sometimes)
2 and 1
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

Respondents of Color
Number of
Sub-Items Percentage
86
43.0%
13
6.5%
2
1.0%
45
22.5%
2
1.0%
52
26.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

White Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items Percentage
36
18.0%
3
1.5%
0
0.0%
117
58.5%
2
1.0%
42
21.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

According to the data above, “Respondents of Color” showed a slightly higher
perception of Ignatian identity than “White Respondents” in this study. The two groups
of respondents were similar in their total responses for “Almost Always” and “Often”
combined; “Respondents of Color” selected “Almost Always” or “Often” for 69.5% of
all sub-items, while “White Respondents” selected “Almost Always” or “Often” for
69.0% of all sub-items. However, when isolating “Almost Always,” “Respondents of
Color” chose this higher option for 37.2% of all sub-items, while “White Respondents”
chose it for 29.0% of all sub-items. When comparing the median results, “Respondents
of Color” generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) for 88.5% of subitems, while “White Respondents” generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3
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(“Often”) for 85.0% of sub-items; furthermore, “Respondents of Color” generated a
median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for more than twice the number of sub-items as “White
Respondents.”
“Respondents of Color” also generated more than twice as many modes of 4
““Almost Always” than “White Respondents.” However, “White respondents” produced
modes of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) for 78.0% of sub-items, while
“Respondents of Color” produced modes of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) for
72.0% of all sub-items. “Respondents of Color” generated means higher than the means
of “White Respondents” for 72.5% (n=145) of the 200 sub-items; “White Respondents”
generated means higher than the means of “Respondents of Color” for 23.5% (n=47) of
the 200 sub-items, and the two groups produced the same means (when rounded to the
hundredths place) for 4% (n=8) of the 200 sub-items. The mean for all responses from
“Respondents of Color” was 3.02, while the mean for all responses from “White
Respondents” was 2.94; by this measure, on average, “Respondents of Color” perceived
Ignatian identity 2.7% higher than “White Respondents” in this study.
Finally, given the nature of the study, the researcher was interested in
disaggregating the quantitative data based on the “vocation status” (“religious” or “lay”)
of respondents. Of the 148 total respondents in the study, 14.9% of respondents (n=22)
self-identified as “religious,” and 83.8% of respondents (n=124) self-identified as “lay”;
two respondents omitted this demographic item. The CRN reports that across all Cristo
Rey schools, 97% of all staff members are “lay,” and only 3% of staff members are
“religious.” Therefore, the proportion of “religious” respondents in this study was much
greater than the national average of “religious” staff working across all Cristo Rey
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schools. The disaggregated survey data based on “vocation status” is shown in the
following tables:
Table 69
Total Sub-Item Responses, Lay v. Religious Respondents

Response Type
“Almost Always”
“Often”
“Sometimes”
“Almost Never”
Totals

Lay Respondents
Total Responses Percentage
7109
28.8%
9640
39.0%
6862
27.8%
1081
4.4%
24692
100.0%

Religious Respondents
Total Responses Percentage
1950
44.4%
1336
30.4%
925
21.1%
178
4.1%
4389
100.0%

Table 70
Total Sub-Item Medians, Lay v. Religious Respondents

Median
4 (“Almost Always”)
3.5
3 (“Often”)
2.5
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

Lay Respondents
Number of
Percentage
Sub-Items
16
8.0%
0
0.0%
155
77.5%
2
1.0%
27
13.5%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

Religious Respondents
Number of
Percentage
Sub-Items
56
28.0%
23
11.5%
108
54.0%
3
1.5%
10
5.0%
0
0.0%
200
100.0%

Table 71
Total Sub-Item Modes, Lay v. Religious Respondents

Mode
4 (“Almost Always”)
4 and 3

Lay Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
33
16.5%
0
0.0%

Religious Respondents
Number of
Sub-Items
Percentage
118
59.0%
9
4.5%
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4, 3, and 2
4 and 2
3 (“Often”)
3 and 2
2 (“Sometimes)
1 (“Almost Never”)
Totals

0
0
120
3
44
0
200

0.0%
0.0%
60.0%
1.5%
22.0%
0.0%
100.0%

2
8
38
3
21
1
200

1.0%
4.0%
19.0%
1.5%
10.5%
0.5%
100.0%

Overall, respondents, who self-identified as “religious,” were more likely to select
the highest level (“Almost Always”) of perception for sub-items, and they were more
likely to generate a median or mode of 4 (“Almost Always”). “Religious” respondents
chose “Almost Always” for 44.4% (n=1950) of all sub-item responses, compared to “lay”
respondents, who chose “Almost Always” for 28.8% (n=7109) of all sub-items
responses. The differences are greater for median and mode; “religious” respondents
generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for 28.0% (n=56) of the sub-items and a
mode of 4 (“Almost Always”) for 59.0% (n=118) of the sub-items, while “lay”
respondents generated a median of 4 (“Almost Always”) for only 8.0% (n=16) of all subitems and a mode of 4 (“Almost Always”) for only 16.5% (n=33) of all sub-items.
“Lay” respondents were more likely to choose “Often” and to generate medians
and modes of 3 (“Often”) than “religious” respondents. “Lay” respondents selected
“Often” for 39.0% (n=9640) of all sub-item responses, while generating medians of 3
(“Often”) for 77.5% (n=155) of the sub-items and modes of 3 (“Often”) for 60.0%
(n=120) of the sub-items. “Religious” respondents selected “Often” for 30.4% (n=1336)
of all sub-item responses, while generating medians of 3 (“Often”) for 54.0% (n=108) of
the sub-items and modes of 3 (“Often”) for only 19.0% (n=38) of the sub-items.
However, when all responses of perception at or above the “normal” response are
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considered, “religious” respondents maintain a higher perception of Ignatian identity at
their respective schools than “lay” respondents in this study. “Religious” respondents
selected responses at or above the “normal” response for 74.8% (n=3286) of all sub-item
responses, while generating medians at or above the “normal” response for 93.5%
(n=187) of the sub-items and modes at or above the “normal” response for 76.5%
(n=153) of the sub-items. “Lay” respondents selected responses at or above the “normal”
response for 67.8% (n=16,749) of all sub-item responses, while generating medians at or
above the “normal” response for 85.5% (n=171) of the sub-items and modes at or above
the “normal” response for 82.5% (n=165) of the sub-items. Finally, the mean of all
responses from “religious” respondents was 3.15, while the mean of all responses from
“lay” respondents was 2.92; by this measure, “religious” respondents showed a 7.9%
higher perception of Ignatian identity than “lay” respondents in this study.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Overview
As a mixed-methods, embedded multiple-case study, the quantitative and
qualitative results are presented in the previous chapter, across all schools and for each
individual school, in response to the study’s five research questions. This chapter offers
further discussion on significant themes and tensions, which surfaced throughout the
study. As a defining program of Cristo Rey schools, the CWSP was discussed in all
interviews across the six schools. Interviewees spoke to both the opportunities for
Ignatian identity and the challenges to Ignatian identity through the CWSP. Given its
importance as a program within Cristo Rey schools, and the consistency with which the
program was referenced in the interviews across the schools in the study, the CWSP and
its relationship with the Ignatian identity of each school, warranted its own section of
discussion here. Student demographics, and their relationship with components of
Ignatian identity, surfaced as an important topic through both quantitative and qualitative
data in this study. The discussion on student demographics focuses specifically on racial
and ethnic identities, religious affiliations, and types of previous schools attended.
The intersection of Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity is discussed in this
chapter. In many ways, these two identities coincide; however, some interviewees also
noted tensions between these two identities at their respective schools. At each school in
the study, two of the three interviewees were the principal (or designee) and “the
individual most directly responsible for Ignatian identity.” This chapter offers some
discussion on the roles of those individuals, as well as on the various organizational
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structures each school implores, in order to sustain its Ignatian mission and identity. The
presence of Jesuits at each school is also included in the discussion. Finally, correlational
data is discussed among the four sub-item categories: “Our Institution Promotes This,”
“Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students
Experience This.”
The CWSP and Ignatian Identity
With the founding of the first Cristo Rey school in 1996, the idea of the CWSP
was initially conceived as an innovative funding model to sustain a college-prep school
for low-income families with minimal tuition costs (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN,
2016b). Several interviewees in this study affirmed that this funding model inherently
enhances Ignatian identity, as it allows the schools to “fulfill the mission of the school”
and “serve students at the margins without the threat of tuition costs.” Additional
benefits from the CWSP for students were quickly realized after the first school opened;
students were gaining experience within a professional setting, acquiring skills, and
accessing professional mentorship (Kearney 2008; Sweas 2014). Furthermore, Gamble
(2015) showed the CWSP enhanced the acquisition of grit, socio-emotional intelligence,
and non-cognitive skills for Cristo Rey students. Many of these additional benefits, and
those which surfaced through this study, enhance the Ignatian identity of the school;
some aspects of the CWSP, however, do present some challenges to Ignatian identity.
The CWSP places students out in the “real-world,” which as multiple
interviewees noted, is “where Ignatian Spirituality fits.” Another interviewee elaborated,
“As an urban school with a CWSP, we’re at the intersection of ‘real-world’ – that’s
where (Saint) Ignatius would be.” Several interviewees spoke to the opportunity to
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“frame (the students’ work experience) as service to society by using their gifts and
talents through work,” and to the opportunity to explore the ideas of “vocation and
calling” by having access to the professional world. Strong Ignatian educators would be
needed in the CWSP, in order to help facilitate this formational process for students.
Several interviewees spoke to the overlap between what students are learning through the
work experience and components of Ignatian formation. One interviewee noted that
work “adds to the holistic education, broadens students’ horizons, and reinforces skills
(from school, i.e. Ignatian repetition), confidence, and (high standards of)
professionalism.” Other interviewees mentioned that the CWSP is Ignatian because it
“works toward justice by empowering students toward professional careers,” “prepares
students to be professional leaders and influencers,” “pushes students to be open to
growth and experience new things,” and “ignites students’ imagination on what is
possible (for their futures).”
A number of interviewees in the study expressed concerns with the CWSP
regarding Ignatian identity. Interviewees at one school mentioned that, “Some corporate
sponsors have Jesuit connections, and many in the (students’) workplaces are Catholic,”
(citing that the city, in which the school is located, is a “Catholic city”). However,
several interviewees (n=9) noted the need for intentionality around some placements for
students. Interviewees explained, “(Our) students are working at some workplaces where
Ignatian values may not be reinforced,” or “in corporate settings where systemic injustice
exists at times.” Another interviewee mentioned that, “Students (at this school) are
potentially exposed to a different set of ethics at Corporate Work-Study Program
placements so we are looking at ways to cross-check each company’s mission for
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alignment with the school.” Other interviewees mentioned that “success” takes on a
different meaning at work than it does at school, and that students are not getting the
same “counter-cultural” messaging at work as they do at school. Interviewees at multiple
schools spoke to the need for intentional coaching from school staff as students
experience the CWSP. One interviewee summarized, “(We) need to continuously
process with students when the ‘real-world’ (at workplaces) says something other than
what we say at school”; another interviewee noted that, “The Corporate Work-Study
Program allows for reflective conversations on business ethics.”
The CWSP, therefore, warrants significant time for student reflection. Many
interviewees (n=10) in the study spoke to the importance of incorporating a reflection
component to accompany the students’ work experience, consistent with Ignatian
pedagogy. However, only a couple of schools in the study are actually capitalizing on
this critical opportunity. Interviewees at one school mentioned that all “freshmen have a
Corporate Work-Study reflection journal,” and interviewees at two different schools
mentioned that, “reflection is incorporated into the year-end work-study projects.”
Interviewees at multiple schools in the study mentioned “intentional time for prayer
before work” as a way in which Ignatian identity is brought to the CWSP for students;
interviewees at two schools noted that the “re-employment process (should a student lose
a job) is formative, reflective, and pastoral.” At one of the schools in the study, a
member from the CWSP staff is a member of the school’s Faith Formation Team, in
order to capitalize on a collaborative effort to integrate student formation into the CWSP
experience for students.
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Multiple interviewees mentioned the need for “intentionality in making sure work
environments are supportive and safe for students, and for coworkers to be sensitive to
students’ lived realities”; one interviewee cited an example when a student had overheard
comments at work, which were very offensive to the student, given the student’s
demographics. Several interviewees noted, that “(students’) supervisors at work are not
necessarily formative educators,” and that there is a “need for trauma training and
background checks for students’ supervisors and coworkers at work.” In order to combat
these challenges, multiple schools expressed the need for “strong collaboration between
school Corporate Work-Study Program staff and work supervisors (at the students’
workplaces) for student support.” Two schools spoke to the importance of “having
strong Ignatian educators in the Corporate Work-Study Program, who are working to
reinforce the school’s mission (and Ignatian identity) with corporate sponsors and
partners.” One school in the study even placed one of its few Jesuits on campus in a fulltime staff position within the Corporate Work-Study Program office. Multiple
interviewees spoke of the benefits of bringing students’ work supervisors to visit the
school “to help build the culture and relationships”; another interviewee mentioned the
need for “(Ignatian) language when working with Corporate Work-Study Program
sponsors,” and yet another interviewee mentioned that, “having work supervisors write
Kairos (retreat) letters to their students” has been an effective opportunity in
strengthening Ignatian identity through the CWSP.
In addition to the experience of the students through the CWSP, multiple
interviewees spoke to the potential of the program to have a formative impact on
students’ supervisors and coworkers at their work placements. One interviewee
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vocalized, “Our students are working at some workplaces where people don’t look like
them (referring to student demographics versus demographics of the adults in the
workplace); multiple interviewees noted that, “(The Corporate Work-Study Program)
helps to bridge the societal gap between our students’ demographics and those in the
corporate world; it’s a formative experience for both students and coworkers.” Yet
another interviewee noted, “Bringing low-income students of color into corporate
American pushes the conversation and the landscape.” Through the CWSP adults at
businesses in and around the school’s city are being exposed to the greater mission of
Cristo Rey schools, and there are “opportunities for our students to bring our formational
spirit to their workplaces and coworkers,” as one interviewee stated.
Student Demographics and Ignatian Identity
The six schools in the study intentionally represented different demographical
dynamics. Two schools were comprised of student populations who almost entirely selfidentified as both Latino and Catholic; at two other schools, a less overwhelming
majority of students self-identified as both Latino and Catholic, and two schools were
comprised of student populations who predominantly self-identified as both AfricanAmerican and non-Catholic. The racial and ethnic compositions and religious affiliations
of students at the six schools in the study, as reported by the CRN, are displayed in the
following tables (CRN, 2017).
Table 72
Racial and Ethnic Compositions of Students at the Six Schools
Race or Ethnicity
American Indian /
Alaska Native
Asian

A

B

C

D

E

F

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

1%
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Black / African
American
Hispanic / Latino of
any race
Native or Other
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
White
Other Race / Ethnic
Group
Totals

13%

70%

0%

96%

1%

13%

85%

20%

100%

4%

93%

83%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%
1%

7%
1%

0%
0%

0%
0%

1%
3%

2%
1%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

101%

99%

100%

100%

99%

100%

A
69%

B
25%

C
99%

D
8%

E
93%

F
80%

15%

61%

1%

64%

5%

15%

2%

0%

0%

17%

2%

0%

14%

14%

0%

11%

0%

5%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 73
Students’ Religious Affiliation
Religion
Catholic
Non-Catholic
Christian
Non-Christian
Unspecified / Not
Asked
Totals

A vast majority of students at Schools C and E self-identified as both “Hispanic /
Latino of any race” and Catholic. At School C, 100% of students self-identified as
“Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 99% of students self-identified as Catholic; at
School E, 93% of students self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 93% of
students self-identified as Catholic (CRN, 2017). School leaders and educators and
Schools C and E showed favorable perceptions of Ignatian identity at their respective
schools. At School C, survey respondents generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or
3 (“Often”) (or 3.5) for 91.5% of all sub-items. At School E, survey respondents
generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) for 89.5% of all sub-items.
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Multiple interviewees at each school supplied qualitative data to support the perceived
connections between student demographics and Ignatian identity. At School C,
interviewees mentioned that, “Students typically come in with a strong foundation in the
Catholic faith due to their cultural upbringing,” and that there are “intentional
connections to students’ culture” with regards to “Mexican Catholicism” and its “faith
celebrations.”
A majority of students at Schools A and F self-identified as both “Hispanic /
Latino of any race” and Catholic; however, their respective rates of self-identification
were not as high as Schools C and E. At School A, 85% of students self-identified as
“Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 69% of students self-identified as Catholic; at
School F, 83% of students self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race,” and 80% of
students self-identified as Catholic (CRN, 2017). Despite fairly similar racial and ethnic
compositions and religious affiliations for their students, Schools A and F produced
noticeably different survey results. School leaders and educators at School A generated
medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) (or 3.5) for 88.5% of all sub-items. At
School F, however, survey respondents generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3
(“Often”) for only 55.5% of all sub-items.
The qualitative interview data supports the difference in the perception of Ignatian
identity at the two schools with regards to each school’s intentionality around students’
cultures and faiths. Qualitative data from interviewees at School A supports the higher
perception of Ignatian identity at their school. Interviewees at School A spoke to the
school’s “opportunities to celebrate cultures and faith tradition,” to the “diversity of
prayer incorporated through (the school’s programs),” and to how they “adapt worship
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with Gospel music, inclusive language, bilingual at times.” One interviewee at School A
noted that, “(the 69% of students) identify as Catholic and that helps build the Catholic
identity, while the diversity enriches our community. The Catholic students recognize
not all are Catholic; (there is) inter-religious dialogue, and Muslim students lead the
Examen during Ramadan.” Qualitative data from interviewees at School F supports the
lower perception of Ignatian identity at their school. One interviewee at School F noted,
“(We) haven’t yet tapped into Latino devotion or African-American non-Catholic culture
to enhance the faith life (of the school)”; another interviewee expressed the perception
that the school is “not connecting students’ heritages with faith enough,” and that
measures which have been taken (Spanish songs at Mass, celebrating Our Lady of
Guadalupe and Black History Month), are “surface level.”
The majority of students at Schools B and D self-identified as “Black / African
American” and “Christian Non-Catholic.” At School B, 70% of students self-identified
as “Black / African American,” and 61% of students self-identified as “Christian NonCatholic”; at School D, 96% of students self-identified as “Black / African American,”
and 64% of students self-identified as “Christian Non-Catholic” (CRN, 2017). Although
the racial and ethnic compositions and religious affiliations of their student populations
are fairly similar, Schools B and D produced noticeably different survey results. School
leaders and educators at School B, who participated in the survey, produced medians of 4
(“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) (or 3.5) for only 56% of all sub-items, while survey
respondents at School D produced medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) or 3 (“Often”) for
83% of all sub-items.
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Interviewees at both School B and D spoke to “meeting students where they are”
and adapting liturgy to resonate with their “Christian non-Catholic” students.
Interviewees at School B offered few examples, however. Interviewees at School D
spoke of a seemingly significant and recent institutional change in curriculum aimed at
“meeting their ‘Christian non-Catholic’ students where they are.” The school used to
require a foundational Catholic theology course for ninth-graders, but recently switched
the ninth-grade religion course to focus on Christian Scriptures and not Catholicism. One
interviewee also mentioned “opportunities for bringing Black Catholic spirituality into
curriculum.” Interviewees at School D noted that, “Liturgies are infused with the
spirituality of the students,” and that, the “Non-Catholic student population has led to a
praise dance team,” “more praise and worship-style call-and-response,” “a Gospel choir,”
and “spoken word.” One interviewee also alluded to the “Kairos Retreat (being) infused
differently, trying to connect to the students’ lived experience.”
In addition to racial and ethnic compositions and religious affiliations, the
researcher also explored the types of schools students had attended directly before
becoming ninth-grade students at the six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in the study. The
researcher wondered whether a higher percentage of incoming students having previously
attended a Catholic school (and therefore, in theory, having acquired a foundation in
Catholic education) would correlate to a higher perception of Ignatian identity for their
current school. The following table displays this information on the types of students’
previous schools.
Table 74
Ninth-grade Students’ Previous School Type
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School Type
District Public School
Catholic School
Charter School
Private Non-Catholic
School
Home Schooled or
Unknown
Totals

A
58%
13%
30%

B
43%
20%
36%

C
63%
26%
11%

D
38%
21%
35%

E
15%
52%
32%

F
27%
56%
16%

0%

2%

1%

6%

1%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

101%

101%

101%

100%

100%

100%

According to the table above, of the six schools in the study, Schools E (52%) and
F (56%) had the highest percentages of ninth-grade students, who had previously
attended a Catholic school directly before enrolling at their respective Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools. As noted, responding school leaders and educators at School E produced higher
perceptions of Ignatian identity for their school, while survey respondents at School F
produced some of the lower perception data in the study. For School C, which produced
some of the higher perception data of the schools in the study, only 26% of their ninthgrade students had come to their school directly from a Catholic school. Schools B
(20%) and D (21%) had similar percentages of ninth-graders, who were coming from
Catholic schools, enroll in their schools respectively; as previously discussed, School B
produced some of the lower perceptions of Ignatian identity in this study, while School D
did not produce the same low results. School A had the lowest percentage of incoming
students, who were coming from Catholic schools (13%); yet School A produced higher
perceptions of Ignatian identity from the school leaders and educators who participated in
this study. Therefore, this study did not show any correlations between the types of
ninth-grade students’ previous schools and the perceptions of Ignatian identity from
school leaders and educators across this study.
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Intersection of Ignatian Identity and Cristo Rey Identity
Both a school’s Ignatian identity (Jesuit identity) and its Cristo Rey identity are
rooted in its Catholic identity. The CRN clearly states as its first “Mission Effectiveness
Standard,” that every Cristo Rey school is “explicitly Catholic in mission”; furthermore,
A Cristo Rey Spirituality elaborates on the expectation for strong Catholic identity at
Cristo Rey schools, drawing upon both Church documents and the lived context of Cristo
Rey schools (Welsh, 2008; CRN, 2010, 2012). Similarly, What Makes a Jesuit School
Jesuit? clearly states that, “Every Jesuit school publicly declares its Catholic identity”;
the many documents on Ignatian Spirituality and Jesuit education referenced in Chapter
II, elaborate deeply on how Ignatian Spirituality fosters Catholic identity in Jesuit schools
(JSEA, 2005; Jesuit Conference, 2011; JSN, 2015;).
The researcher was interested in how the emphases on these two Catholic
identities – Jesuit and Cristo Rey – are being perceived by school leaders and educators at
the schools in the study, and how school leaders and educators see the intersection of the
two identities impacting their respective schools. In addition to the demographics items
and the 50 main items on Ignatian identity, the researcher included a “Bonus Question” at
the end of the survey instrument in this study. The “Bonus Question” asked respondents,
“Which of the following do you feel is a more accurate expression of your school’s
identity?”; the “Bonus Question” offered the following three response options: “My
school is a Cristo Rey school in the Jesuit tradition”; “My school is a Jesuit school in the
Cristo Rey model”; “My school places equal emphasis on our identity as both a Jesuit
school and a Cristo Rey school.” The table below shows the survey results for the
“Bonus Question” from respondents at each of the six schools in the study:
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Table 75
Percentages of “Bonus Question” Responses by School
Response
A
B
C
D
E
F
My school is a
Cristo Rey school
68.4% 57.1% 44.4% 51.5% 21.1%
44.4%
in the Jesuit
tradition.
My school is a
Jesuit school
0.0%
7.1%
8.3% 24.2% 52.6%
18.5%
within the Cristo
Rey model.
My school places
equal emphasis on
our identity as
31.6% 35.7% 47.2% 24.2% 26.3%
33.3%
both a Jesuit
school and a
Cristo Rey school.
Totals
100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 96.2%*
*One survey respondent from School F omitted the “Bonus Question.”

Total
47.3%

18.2%

33.8%

99.3%

Almost half of all respondents in the study (n=70) selected “My school is a Cristo
Rey school in the Jesuit tradition,” while only 18.2% of all respondents (n=27) chose the
response option “My school is a Jesuit school within the Cristo Rey model.”
Approximately one-third of all respondents (33.8%, n=50) chose the third response
option, suggesting that they perceived both Jesuit and Cristo Rey identities to be
emphasized equally at their respective schools. The majority of respondents at Schools A
(68.4%), B (57.1%), and D (51.5%) suggested that those three schools place greater
emphasis on their Cristo Rey identity. No respondents at School A and only 7.1% of
respondents at School B chose the option, which perceived greater emphasis on the
school’s Jesuit (Ignatian) identity. School E was the only school in the study, for which
the majority of respondents suggested that the school places greater emphasis on its
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Ignatian identity. No response option attracted a majority of respondents at either School
C or School F. For School C, 47.2% of respondents chose the response option “My
school places equal emphasis on our identity as both a Jesuit school and a Cristo Rey
school,” and 44.4% of respondents indicated that the school places greater emphasis on
its identity as a Cristo Rey school. School F also showed 44.4% of respondents
indicating that their school places a greater emphasis on its identity as a Cristo Rey
school, while 33.3% of respondents at School F chose the response option “My school
places equal emphasis on our identity as both a Jesuit school and a Cristo Rey school.”
Qualitative interview data revealed more about these perceptions of Ignatian
identity and Cristo Rey identity. Interviewees at several schools noted how the two
identities inherently and mutually reinforce one another; multiple interviewees at
different schools spoke to how, “The greater missions (of Cristo Rey schools and Jesuit
education) are intertwined.” Another interviewee explained, “The Cristo Rey mission of
serving low-income students makes us Ignatian – going to where the need is greatest;
being a school of social justice is both (Cristo Rey and Jesuit)”; several interviewees
(n=10) spoke to their school’s mission to “serve those on the margins” and of
“responding to students’ needs” without the “threat of tuition costs” as both Ignatian and
fundamental to being a Cristo Rey school. Other interviewees identified “high
standards,” “Catholic college-prep,” “commitment and service to the Church,” “striving
for Christian values,” and “offering transformative experiences for students” as key
components of the intersection of being both a Jesuit and Cristo Rey school.
Melton (2016) describes four “central tenets” of Cristo Rey schools’ identity.
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From the inception of CRN, the identity and mission of the schools included four
central tenets, those being that the schools are explicitly Catholic while being
open to students of all faiths; are exclusively for economically disadvantaged
students; have a rigorous college-preparatory curriculum to guide the students to
and through college and beyond; and all the students must work at professional
jobs obtained for them by the school.
These four tenets of Cristo Rey schools’ identity resemble the responses given by
interviewees regarding the intersection of Cristo Rey identity and Jesuit (Ignatian)
identity; namely, “Catholic,” “serving students at the margins,” “high standards (and)
college-prep,” and “without the threat of tuition (from the Corporate Work-Study
Program).” In other words, the “central tenets” of Cristo Rey identity, were in fact,
identified by interviewees as also being central components of their respective schools’
Ignatian identity. One interviewee summed up, “In theory, (being a Jesuit school and
being a Cristo Rey school) should be one and the same.”
Some qualitative data, however, spoke to potential disconnects or friction between
the two identities. Interviewees at multiple schools mentioned a tension between what
they perceived as a “national brand” or a “standardization or centralization” of Cristo Rey
identity versus the “Ignatian flexibility and adaptability” of “meeting people in the gray
areas” of “local context.” One interviewee explained, “Our Cristo Rey identity pushes a
national brand, curriculum, and benchmarks; Catholic schools have (historically) been
about local communities, and Ignatian identity is about local context.” Interviewees at
multiple schools also questioned whether their Cristo Rey identity, does in practice, lead
with its “central tenet” of Catholicity. One interviewee noted, “Sometimes we lead more
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with our Cristo Rey identity and (its “central tenet”) the Corporate Work-Study Program,
which (feels) more like a business than a religious charism.” An interviewee at another
school voiced the perception that, “Cristo Rey (national identity) leads with academics
and college-going goals; Ignatian identity leads with loving students and infusing values.
(Being) Cristo Rey is more of a focus on test scores that charism.” A third interviewee
questioned whether the Cristo Rey emphasis on all students going to college is consistent
with Ignatian identity: “Is pushing college-going for all students Ignatian? Does it draw
on students’ unique gifts and talents?”
Interviewees at multiple schools discussed potential inconsistencies with Cristo
Rey identity and Ignatian identity, regarding their experiences when collaborating with
the greater networks of Cristo Rey schools and Jesuit schools respectively. Multiple
interviewees perceived a “different vibe” at regional and national gatherings of leaders
from the two groups of schools; they mentioned, that when with the Jesuit school leaders,
there is a “softer (more prayerful / spiritual) vibe,” and when with Cristo Rey leaders,
there tends to be a “more intense” atmosphere focused on “goals and data points,”
“accountability,” and “compliance.” One interviewee voiced not feeling supported with
Catholic identity among Cristo Rey leaders, nothing that “academics and the Corporate
Work-Study Program tend to take priority of time and energy (in conversations)” and that
there is not too much focused conversation or support on how to be a better Catholic
school, or how to be more “explicitly Catholic.”
Interviewees at two of the schools in the study mentioned that their respective
schools experience a disconnect with a national Cristo Rey identity, because, as two of
the earlier Cristo Rey schools to be founded, their schools “pre-date” the formalization of
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a national Cristo Rey identity. Therefore, they were founded with their focus being their
Ignatian identity, and in some ways, they still tend to emphasize their Ignatian identity
first. Finally, an interviewee perceived that at one school, their leading identity is more
so defined by the “context of local neighborhood and the cultures of their students and
families… then our Ignatian identity… and then our Cristo Rey identity.” The multiple
layers of identity for Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools warrants greater exploration beyond this
study; there are both “strengths” and “challenges” in living out these multiple layers, and
there are great opportunities for school leaders to influence which identities are
emphasized more than others.
Principals, Mission Identity Officers & Structures, and Jesuit Presence
The critical role of adults in the faith formation of students has been clear from
the literature discussed in Chapter II, and the importance of Adult Faith Formation for all
staff emerged in each of the six cases in this study. The researcher was also specifically
interested in the influential role of the principal in a school’s Ignatian identity. In this
study, the researcher asked each school principal (or equivalent title) about any personal
background in Catholic and / or Jesuit education. Three of the six principals (including
one interim principal at the time) expressed substantial experience as students and
professionals in Jesuit or other Catholic schools; of their schools, two produced
perceptions of strong Ignatian identity, while the other’s perception data was among the
lowest in this study. Three other principals had very limited experience in Catholic
education, and were coming from experiences and careers in public education; of their
schools, one produced higher perceptions of Ignatian identity, while the two others
produced lower perception data. Thus, no direct correlation could be drawn between the
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personal background of the principal and a school’s strength of Ignatian identity through
this study. However, it would be worth further exploration into the role of the principal,
and the role of other schools’ leaders, in determining what common themes may
influence how a school animates its Ignatian identity.
One interviewee at each of the schools in this study was identified as “the
individual most directly responsible for Ignatian identity” at that particular school. This
role takes on different official titles at different Jesuit schools across the country; in
general, within the field of Jesuit education, the term “Mission Identity Officer (MIO)”
has often been used to describe the role. The researcher had access to the MIO at each
school in the study as part of the interview process; however, as the study developed,
researcher became more interested in how this role was titled and structured at each
school. The structures of the MIO role, and any MIO offices or departments, have direct
impacts on what each school may be able to institutionally and programmatically support
with regards to Ignatian identity and formation. In order to explore this further, the
researcher sent follow-up emails after the research visits to each school’s MIO, asking for
clarity on the MIO’s role and responsibilities; the follow-up emails also asked for clarity
on the roles and responsibilities of any Jesuits at the school. The findings are explained
as follows:
The title of the MIO at School A is “Director of Mission and Identity.” This
individual reports directly to the president of the school. The MIO at School A oversees
Campus Ministry; there is also a Campus Minister who implements liturgies, the prayer
life of the school, Sacramental preparation, and school retreats. This MIO shares
oversight of Immersion programs with the Campus Minister, and is the leader of the
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Adult Faith Formation program. There is also a Christian Service Coordinator at the
school, who implements the service programming. At School B, the MIO role is titled as
“Director of Mission and Ministry.” This individual reports directly to the principal. The
MIO at School B leads the implementation of all Campus Ministry, Christian Service,
and Adult Faith Formation programming, and is assisted by a Jesuit Volunteer (who also
assists in another department at the school). The MIO at School C serves as the school’s
“Director of Adult Faith Formation.” The role reports directly to the principal (currently
interim principal). This individual leads all Adult Faith Formation, and oversees the
Campus Ministry (retreats and liturgies) and Christian Service departments (both of
which consist of other personnel, who are implementing programming). This MIO also
oversees the Chaplain, who leads the implements Sacramental preparation programs.
At School D, the MIO position is known as the “Director of Mission and
Identity,” similar to School A; also similar to School A, the position at School D reports
directly to the president of the school. This individual leads and implements Adult Faith
Formation programming and Board Formation, and teaches Theology. This individual
also oversees the Campus Ministry and Christian Service departments (both of which
have other personnel implementing programming) and the Jesuit Volunteers. The person
“most directly responsible for Ignatian mission and identity” at School E replied that the
school does not designate an official MIO; this individual serves as the school’s Pastoral
Director and reports directly to the principal. The Pastoral Director commented that the
Assistant Principal for Student Support currently acts in the role of MIO. Both the
Pastoral Director and the Assistant Principal for Student Support lead and implement all
Adult Faith Formation programming at School E. The Pastoral Director leads and
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implements school retreats, liturgies, the prayer life of the school, and oversees the
Christian Service Director. Finally, the researcher did not receive a response from the
MIO at School F regarding the follow-up email; therefore, knowledge on the structure of
the MIO’s role is limited. The MIO’s official title at School F is “Executive Director of
Mission and Operations,” and this individual reports directly to the president. This MIO
also leads and implements all Adult Faith Formation programming. According to the
school’s website, there is also a Dean of Campus Ministry at the school.
The patterns, which emerged regarding the structure of the MIO role and
responsibilities, were that each MIO has leadership responsibilities for Adult Faith
Formation and typically supervisory responsibilities with ministry programming at the
school. Differences in structure also emerged; notably, three of the six MIOs in this
study directly report to the school’s president, while the other three report directly to the
school’s principal. No clear correlations were found regarding the role of the MIO and
each school’s perceived Ignatian identity. School E was perceived by its school leaders
and educators to have a strong sense of Ignatian identity, yet the Pastoral Director
mentioned that the school does not have an “official” MIO. The MIO at School F is in a
high “Executive Director” role at the school, yet the perceptions of Ignatian identity from
respondents at School F were among the lowest of the schools in the study. However,
there did appear to be a correlation, between the robustness of the MIO’s team and the
strength of a school’s Ignatian identity. The MIO at School C reported a full team of
colleagues in their department, and respondents at School C reported high perceptions of
Ignatian identity at their school; respondents at School B reported low perceptions of
Ignatian identity, and it appeared as though their MIO is doing most of the mission and
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identity work alone. Given the variances among the MIO roles and responsibilities, and
the variances among the offices and departments supporting Ignatian identity at
difference Jesuit schools, these topics should continue to be a national conversation
within Jesuit education; schools must continue to find the balance between the needs of
their respective local context and best practices in the field.
The researcher was also interested in the presence of Jesuits at each school, as
interviewees at multiple schools in the study identified “Jesuit presence” as a strength of
their respective school’s Ignatian identity. The researcher inquired with each MIO about
the number and roles of Jesuits at each school in the study via follow-up emails after the
research visits. The MIO at School A is a Jesuit; he noted that there is one other Jesuit at
the school, working with students in the CWSP. The MIO at School B responded that
there are three Jesuits a the school, and all three are teaching Theology; furthermore, two
of the three assist with Campus Ministry, and the third assists with Christian Service.
The MIO at School C noted that two Jesuits recently left the school, so there is only one
remaining; this remaining Jesuit serves as the school’s Chaplain. The MIO at School C
did mention that there are two other Jesuits, who serve on the school’s Board. At School
D, the MIO replied that he is the only Jesuit working at the school, and that there are
three Jesuits on the school’s Board. The Pastoral Director at School E reported that the
school has four Jesuits, including himself; the three other Jesuits at the school serve as the
Christian Service Director, a Theology teacher, and the Assistant Principal for Student
Support respectively. The researcher did not receive a reply to the follow-up email from
the MIO at School F; from the school’s website, it appears as though there are three
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Jesuits at the school: the MIO himself, the Dean of Academics / Student Support (who
also seems to serve as the school’s Chaplain), and Spanish teacher / CWSP Coordinator.
No direct quantitative correlation surfaced between the number of Jesuits and the
strength of a school’s Ignatian identity from these responses. School C was perceived to
have a strong sense of Ignatian identity from its responding school leaders and educators,
yet they only have one Jesuit at the school. Schools B and F received lower perceptions
of Ignatian identity at their respective schools, yet they each appear to have three Jesuits
on-site full-time. Respondents at School E perceived their school’s Ignatian identity to
be strong, and they have four Jesuits at the school. Although there is no clear correlation
between the number of Jesuits and the perceived strength of Ignatian identity for the
schools in the study, perhaps the impact of key Jesuits in certain roles can be significant
in forming and shaping a school’s Ignatian identity. Among the roles of Jesuit at the
school in this study were administrators, MIOs, chaplains, CWSP coordinators, and
academic teachers (mostly theology). The opportunities for Jesuits, through their various
roles, to impact Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, should be explored further.
Correlational Data and Ignatian Identity
Throughout the design and implementation of this study, the researcher was
interested in the impact of Ignatian identity on student formation at Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools. In order to explore this further, the researcher calculated Pearson Product
Moment Correlation Coefficients for all possible pairings of the four sub-item categories
(“Our School Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates
This,” and “Our Students Experience This”), using the means of all 50 main items. The
following table shows the correlation coefficients across all possible pairings of sub-item
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categories for all survey respondents in the study, and for each individual school as part
of the case studies.
Table 76
Correlation Coefficients across Sub-Item Categories

School C

School B

School A

All Respondents

Correlation
Coefficients
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"

"Our
"Our School
"Our Adults
Institution
Culture
Model This"
Promotes This"
Facilitates This"
0.94
0.94

"Our Students
Experience
This"

0.99

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.99

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.98

0.93

0.96

0.94

0.96

0.96

0.93

0.98

0.96

0.96

0.94

0.96

0.98

0.83

0.93

0.90

0.92

0.91

0.83

0.98

0.93

0.92

0.90

0.91

0.95

0.95

0.98

0.95

0.97

0.93

0.95

0.95

School F

School E

School D
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"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"
"Our Institution
Promotes This"
"Our Adults
Model This"
"Our School
Culture
Facilitates This"
"Our Students
Experience
This"

0.98

0.97

0.95

0.93

0.95

0.91

0.97

0.91

0.95

0.92

0.91

0.95

0.97

0.95

0.91

0.92

0.95

0.90

0.96

0.93

0.93

0.91

0.90

0.95

0.96

0.93

0.93

0.91

0.96

0.93

0.96

0.91

0.93

0.93

0.93
0.96

0.93

0.91

0.93

0.96

0.94
0.94

The correlation coefficients are exceptionally high throughout the table, thus showing
strong correlations among the data from the sub-item categories. With the exception of
the correlation between “Our Institution Promotes This” and “Our Adults Model This”
for School B (r = 0.83), all correlation coefficients are 0.90 or greater for all
combinations across the study.
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The correlational data warrants further research and discussion. The researcher
chose the sub-item categories “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,”
“Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students Experience This” because these
were the common beginning phrases to items in the original IGNIS instrument. It would
be worth deeper exploration into the lens offered by each sub-item categories. Further
research into the sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes This” could help answer
questions such as: “How does the school promote the various components of Ignatian
identity?,” “Is this synonymous with how the school “markets” their Jesuit identity?,”
“What is the measurable impact of school leadership on promoting Ignatian identity?,”
“What role do outward signs of symbols have in building Ignatian identity?,” etc. It is
also important to remember that the schools in this study are still relatively young
institutions. It would be interesting to continue to monitor these schools, in order to
understand how each school’s promotion of Ignatian identity develops or deepens over
time as the school matures.
The sub-item category “Our Adults Model This” is one of particular importance
in this study. Much of the literature cited in this study speaks to the role of the adults in a
school as a very influential factor in student faith formation (Miller, 2006; CRN, 2010;
Heft, 2011). Furthermore, both the CRN and JSN documents regularly reference the
need for strong Adult Faith Formation programs (CRN, 2010; Jesuit Conference, 2011).
The strong correlations (albeit not the highest coefficients in the table above) between
“Our Adults Model This” and “Our Students Experience This” support the existing
literature. Furthermore, it would be interesting to more deeply understand how adults are
modeling Ignatian identity, and how this inspires students to experience it as well.
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Finally, the sub-item “Our School Culture Facilitates This” could warrant its own
study. The concept of school culture is complex, and the existing research on the topic is
expansive. The researcher explored a few frameworks of organizational culture during
this study, in order to articulate what exactly this sub-item may be measuring. Schein
(1992, 2010) identifies “three levels of (organizational) culture”: “artifacts,” which the
author defined as “visible structures and processes” or “observed behavior”; “espoused
beliefs and values,” which the authors noted are “ideals, goals,” “aspirations,” or
“ideologies”; and “basic underlying assumptions,” which the author defined as
“unconscious, taken-for-granted beliefs and values” (Schein, 1992, 2010). The
qualitative data, which surfaced from interviews in this study, spoke to all three of these
levels. Interviewees identified “structures and processes” of Ignatian identity, such as
retreat programs, Adult Faith Formation programs, and even discipline systems; multiple
interviewees also spoke to “visible artifacts” such as Ignatian iconography. Interviewees
frequently commented on Ignatian “ideals, goals, values, (and) aspirations,” and on how
these are promoted or phrased at their respective schools; these would be considered
“espoused beliefs and values.” Of course, interviewees’ “basic underlying assumptions”
surfaced whenever offering their personal thoughts, feelings, and perceptions during this
study. It would be interesting, but outside of the scope of this study, to further
disseminate the qualitative data into these “three levels of culture,” and to explore any
patterns which may emerge for each of the three levels.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Study
This study explored the Ignatian identity of six Jesuit Cristo Rey schools in urban
areas across the United States. Cristo Rey schools have only been in existence for the
past 22 years, with the first Cristo Rey school having been established in the Pilsen
neighborhood of Chicago in 1996 (Kearney, 2008; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016a). At the
start of this study, there were 32 Cristo Rey schools nationwide, and there are plans in
place to continue to found new Cristo Rey schools in the years to come (CRN, 2016a).
Cristo Rey schools are unique in several ways: the schools’ financial model is rooted in a
Corporate Work-Study model, through which students work five days a month to fund a
portion of their tuition costs; Cristo Rey schools only serve students from low-income
families; and Cristo Rey schools are achieving high college acceptance rates for its
graduates (Kearney, 2008; Heft, 2011; Bateman, 2014; Sweas, 2014; CRN, 2016b).
This studied aimed to explore how this relatively new model of urban Catholic
schools is perceived to be living and animating its Catholic identity by school leaders and
educators within the schools; does the new model of Catholic schools come with any new
or additional opportunities for or challenges to Catholic identity? This study specifically
explored Jesuit Cristo Rey schools, those solely sponsored by the Society of Jesus. The
Jesuits have been founding schools since the mid-16th century when the first Jesuit school
opened in Messina, Sicily (ICAJE, 1986, O’Malley, 2000, Padberg, 2000; Society of
Jesus, 2016). As of the start of the study, the Society of Jesus operates over 2300
secondary and pre-secondary schools today globally (Society of Jesus, 2016). The Jesuits
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have operating schools for hundreds of years all over the world in different contexts; this
study hoped to explore how Jesuit charism, or Ignatian identity, was being perceived in
Jesuit Cristo Rey schools in the United States.
The Jesuit Conference published a document in 2006 (reprinted in 2011) entitled
What Makes a Jesuit School Jesuit?: The Relationship between Jesuit Schools and the
Society of Jesus, Distinguishing Criteria for Verifying the Jesuit Nature of Contemporary
Schools. The document outlines ten “distinguishing criteria” for Jesuit schools; these
formed the conceptual framework for the study. The study was a mixed-methods study,
incorporating survey research and interviews. Each survey item was aligned to one of the
ten “distinguishing criteria” from the document above. Perception data from the surveys
and qualitative data from interviews sought to explore the following five research
questions of the study:
1) What are the perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at their
respective Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What are the perceptions of school leaders of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

What are the perceptions of educators of Ignatian identity at their respective
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?

•

How do these perceptions of school leaders and educators of Ignatian identity at
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools compare?

2) What are the opportunities for Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
•

What about being a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school strengthens Ignatian identity?

3) What are the challenges to Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools?
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•

What, if any, tensions exist for schools, which are both Jesuit and Cristo Rey?

4) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to capitalize on the opportunities for
Ignatian identity?
5) What are Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools doing to combat the challenges to Ignatian
identity?
The researcher collaborated with the principal (or designee) of each school in
order to set up a site visit, distribute the online survey link to faculty and staff, and
identify interviewees. The researcher conducted in-person interviews during each site
visit with three individuals: the principal, the individual most directly responsible for
Ignatian mission and identity at the school (as identified by the school), and a third
“individual who works directly with students, and who has a strong pulse on school and
student culture.” (At two of the schools in the study, four in-person interviews were
conducted at the request of the school.)
The survey consisted of 50 items of Ignatian identity, each aligned to a
“distinguishing criterion” of Jesuit schools; the survey asked respondents with what
frequency they perceived each Ignatian identity item at their respective school across the
following four-fold categories: “Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model
This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” “Our Students Experience This”; response
options were on the four-point Likert scale of: “Almost Never,” “Sometimes,” “Often,”
and “Almost Always.” The quantitative data was analyzed using descriptive statistics to
offer an overview of the perception of responding schools leaders and educators on the
Ignatian identity of their respective schools and across the group of schools as a whole;
particular focus was placed on the median as a measure of central tendency. Quantitative
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data led the exploration of the first, second, and third research questions. Qualitative data
from interviews was used to elaborate upon the quantitative data, and to lead the
exploration of the fourth and fifth research questions.
Conclusions
This study was grounded in collaboration and colleagueship. Throughout the
study, leaders from both the CRN and JSN were more than willing to engage in
conversation with the researcher over email, telephone, and in person; they shared
resources from their respective offices, and they offered morale support and
encouragement along the journey. All six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, which were invited
into the study, warmly opened their doors to the researcher; interviewees (n=20) gave of
their time and insights during their busy schedules, and the overall survey response rate
of 36.9% (n=148) was strong, ranging from 25.5% to as high as 62.3% at the individual
schools. From the experience, it was easy for the researcher to conclude that there are
dedicated and collaborative people at the CRN, JSN, and the six schools in this study.
It was important to note the survey data on the demographics of respondents in
this study. This data was not surprising, but it must continue to spark conversation in the
field, particularly given how often student demographics surfaced in this study’s
exploration of Ignatian identity. The majority of survey respondents self-identified as
“White” and “Not Hispanic or Latino or Spanish Origin (68.2%),” yet Cristo Rey schools
serve students who overwhelmingly self-identified as “Hispanic / Latino of any race” and
/ or “Black / African American” (91.0%) (CRN, 2017). As part of their mission, Cristo
Rey schools are committed to changing the landscape of society by preparing students of
color to become career professionals. However, there must also be an intentional effort
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to shift the landscape of the demographics of the adults at Cristo Rey schools. An
extensive body of literature (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Achinstein, Ogawa, Sexton, &
Freitas, 2010; Villegas & Irvine, 2010; Boser, 2011) supports the need for educators of
color, particularly in schools, which serve students of color; some authors (Martin, S. P.,
1999; Aldana, 2015; Ospino & Weitzel-O’Neill, 2016) call for this shift specifically for
Catholic schools, including Cristo Rey schools. Some of the schools in this study have
already begun to hire their own alums or alums from other Cristo Rey schools as fulltime staff after they have completed college; hopefully, this trend continues and deepens
across the CRN schools.
This study explored the perceptions of school leaders and educators, and over
two-thirds of those perceptions were from “White” and “Not Hispanic or Latino or
Spanish Origin” survey respondents; furthermore, the researcher found about two-thirds
of interviewees to have possessed characteristics similar to Kabadi’s (2015) description
of “Insiders.” Thus, a majority of the perception data in this study was reported through
the lens of white school leaders and educators, whose perspective of Ignatian identity has
likely been influenced by their experiences at “traditional” Jesuit high schools and
colleges. Kabadi (2015) claimed that, “Insiders” hold “an intense, almost tribal affiliated
loyalty to protect and preserve its (the Jesuit mission’s / brand’s) integrity at all costs”;
therefore, the perception data in this study may very well have been skewed toward a
more positive depiction of Ignatian identity at the Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools where these
“Insiders” work.
In general, the quantitative data from the main survey items showed a strong
perception of Ignatian identity across the Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in this study. For the
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200 sub-items on Ignatian identity, 86.5% generated a median of 3 (“Often”) or 4
(“Almost Always”); only 13.5% of the sub-items generated a median of 2 (“Sometimes”),
and no sub-item generated a median response of 1 (“Almost Never”). Thus, the schools
in this study have been infusing many components of Ignatian identity at least to the
extent of “Often.” Several main items distinguished themselves as top “strengths” of
Ignatian identity across the schools in this study. The main items “Genuine care about
each individual student” and “Being a loving community” generated medians of 4
(“Almost Always”) across all four sub-item responses: “Our Institution Promotes This,”
“Our Adults Model This,” “Our School Culture Facilitates This,” and “Our Students
Experience This.” At the Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in this study, adults care deeply
about students, and intentionally work to build school communities grounded in authentic
love. These schools are living out the Ignatian call to “cura personalis” and the emphases
placed on intentional relationship-building throughout their respective schools; God’s
love has clearly been at work at these schools.
The main items “Forming ‘Men and Women for Others’ as our main educational
objective” and “A commitment to solidarity with the marginalized of our society”
generated medians of 4 (“Almost Always”) across three of the sub-item categories (all
except “Our Students Experience This”). Qualitative data from interviewees at all six
schools strongly affirmed the schools’ commitments to student formation and social
justice. The mission of Cristo Rey schools to serve low-income students is itself “a
commitment to solidarity with the marginalized of our society” (CRN, 2012); moreover,
the “prime educational objective” of Jesuit education has been synthesized as the
formation of students as “Men and Women for Others” (Arrupe, 1974). The data from
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these two main items supports that the schools in this study are living out both their
Cristo Rey and Jesuit missions: to transform society and to form the hearts and minds of
those who will continue to transform our world. However, it was noteworthy that the
sub-item category “Our Students Experience This” was perceived lower (medians of 3
(“Often”)) than all other sub-item categories. Therefore, the responding adults, many of
whom were “Insiders,” perceived the areas within adult control higher than the area of
student agency; qualitative data spoke more so to the schools being agents of change for
low-income students than to students being agents of change for their communities.
There is notable work to be done in transferring this agency, so that students at Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools are seen as powerful agents of change and not merely as the recipients
of social justice.
Quantitative data also revealed several “challenges” to Ignatian identity. Five
main items each generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) across all sub-item categories:
“Engagement with other Ignatian ministries,” “The importance of inter-religious
dialogue,” “A commitment to environmental stewardship,” “An understanding of the
impact of consumerism in a global society,” and “The centrality of the Eucharist”; the
main item “The involvement of students’ families in the faith life of the school”
generated medians of 2 (“Sometimes”) for three of the four sub-item categories (all
except “Our Institution Promotes This”). The researcher did question whether responses
of “Sometimes” should classify “Engagement with other Ignatian ministries” as a
“challenge” to Ignatian identity; it would be nearly impossible for a school to be
engaging with external groups “Almost Always,” so perhaps occasional collaboration
with other Ignatian ministries should be considered positive, or at least neutral.
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Interviewees across most schools spoke to challenges with engaging their
respective school communities with Mass and the Eucharist, and challenges with
“involving parents and families in the faith life of the school”; however, these did also
seem to be areas of focus for most schools in the study, and intentional efforts are being
made to connect liturgical experiences to students and to engage families. Data from
School C reflected success with engaging parents and families in liturgical and
formational experiences, while qualitative data from other schools showed a sprinkling of
successful moments in these areas. School B reported some success with adapting their
school liturgies in order to engage their majority non-Catholic student population. Interreligious dialogue seemed to be a focus only of School A, the only school in the study,
which reported a significant non-Christian portion of their student population. Although
these examples showed some attempts toward culturally responsible and relevant faith
formation for students, they were few. Thus, this study affirmed existing research, which
has identified the “need for religious education in CRN schools to incorporate students’
lived social and cultural experiences so that students can develop stronger relationships
with God and the community” (Aldana, 2015).
The challenges of “understanding consumerism” and “environmental
stewardship,” seldom emerged as topics of conversation throughout the interviews; their
absence led the researcher to believe that they are not current priorities for the schools.
These challenges struck the researcher as particularly concerning. Many students at
Cristo Rey schools are exposed to wealth and consumerism at their CWSP placements,
and the schools aim to guide students toward professional careers; if the schools are to
fulfill their mission of forming “Men and Women for Others,” it is imperative that
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students understand consumerism and other potential temptations, which may come with
wealth, for when they themselves are career professionals. Furthermore, Jesuit, Cristo
Rey schools should be focused on “environmental stewardship” for both institutional
decision-making and for student formation. The global science community has warned
of serious environmental consequences of human actions and inaction, and the Catholic
and Jesuit identities of the schools has called for deep “Care for God’s Creation”; there
appeared to be a significant missed opportunity if schools are not explicitly addressing
these issues with students.
When analyzing the quantitative data, the researcher noticed that was a “trickle
down effect” on the means of main items across the sub-item categories, when moving
from left to right across the survey. The sub-item category “Our Institution Promotes
This” produced the highest mean of the four sub-item categories for 94% of the main
items. The sub-item category “Our Students Experience This” generated the lowest
means of the four sub-item categories for 86% of the main items. Therefore, the extent to
which students experience components of Ignatian identity was almost always lower than
the extent to which schools promote the components of Ignatian identity. Further
research could help reveal the reasons behind this phenomenon; where exactly does the
break down occur? A school can institutionally promote something, but if that
“something” is not reinforced by the adults and the programs in the building, students
will most likely not experience it; furthermore, adults and school programs can foster
elements of Ignatian identity, but if those elements are not being relevantly connected to
students’ lived social and cultural experience, students most likely won’t develop
ownership of their formation. Leadership teams at the schools in this study could benefit
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from reflecting on the data from this study and their own daily observations in trying to
understand why this “trickle down” pattern surfaced.
Quantitative data was disaggregated in order to compare the perceptions between
school leaders and educators. In general, educators reported slightly higher perceptions
of Ignatian identity at their respective schools than school leaders. For 79.5% (n=159) of
the 200 sub-items, educators’ responses generated a higher mean than school leaders’
responses. Educators chose “Almost Always” or “Often” for 87.5% of their total
individual responses, while schools leaders chose one of these two options for 82.5% of
their total individual responses. On average, the means generated by educators were
4.55% higher than the means generated by school leaders for the Ignatian identity subitems in the study. From interviewing a number of the school leaders in this study, the
researcher perceived the school leaders to be authentically reflective and, at times, critical
of their own leadership in building Ignatian identity; perhaps this translated to the survey
responses for school leaders as well.
Survey data was disaggregated among other demographical sub-groups as well.
Female respondents reported higher means than males for 71.0% (n=142) of the subitems, although the means produced by female respondents were, on average, only 2.74%
higher than those produced by male respondents. Similarly, “Respondents of Color”
generated means higher than those of “White Respondents” for 72.5% (n=145) of the
sub-items, and on average the means generated by “Respondents of Color” were 2.70%
higher than those generated by “White Respondents.” A more noticeable difference
surfaced when comparing the means generated by “Religious Respondents” and “Lay
Respondents.” On average, the means generated by “Religious Respondents” were
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7.90% higher than those generated by “Lay Respondents” when all sub-items were
considered. The researcher wondered if “Religious Respondents” were more akin to
perceiving components of Ignatian identity than their lay colleagues; however, it was
difficult to draw any clear conclusions given the small number of “Religious
Respondents” (n=22) in the study.
The six schools in this study were explored as individual case studies. In general,
respondents from Schools A, C, E reported a higher perception on Ignatian identity at
their respective schools than the other schools in the study; the overwhelming majority of
their medians were between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”). For School C, 91.5%
of all medians (n=183) fell between 3 (“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”), while for
Schools E and A, 89.5% (n=179) and 88.5% (n=177) of all medians fell between 3
(“Often”) and 4 (“Almost Always”) respectively. Conversely, for Schools B, D, and F,
the overwhelming majority of medians were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”).
For School F, 96.0% of medians (n=192) were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3
(“Often”), while for Schools B and D, 92.5% (n=185) and 90.5% (n=181) of all medians
were between 2 (“Sometimes”) and 3 (“Often”) respectively. One can conclude,
therefore, that Schools A, C, and E have been more successful at infusing Ignatian
identity than Schools B, D, and F. However, much more fruitful conclusions from this
study were that a.) each school has its own strengths and challenges regarding Ignatian
identity based on its context and lived reality, and that b.) each school has both something
to offer and something to learn from every other school in the study. The schools in this
study, and other Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, would all mutually benefit from increased
dialogue and collaboration in the spirit of shared ministry. Simply by conducting this
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study, the researcher has gathered countless valuable ideas and best practices, which
could benefit his own Jesuit, Cristo Rey school.
School A generated strong perceptions of its Ignatian identity, intentional
inclusivity, and cultural responsiveness. Interviewees spoke of the diversity of cultures
and religions represented among the student population, and affirmed the school’s “more
ecclesiastical perspective of faith” and its efforts to “adapt worship for non-Catholic
students.” The interviewees spoke of the school’s positive culture of “openness,”
“cooperation,” and “community” with a “family atmosphere” where students are
celebrated; School A “meets students where they are,” and celebrates the dignity and selfworth of its students. In other words, School A has been working to develop a school
culture, which integrates overlapping components of Ignatian identity and culturally
relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Jesuit Conference, 2011). School A has
found success with “grounding” each year with an Ignatian theme, and with students
synthesizing their year in their “Presentations of Learning” reflection projects. Ignatian
identity at School A has also benefitted from the Ignatian Immersion lunches for Adult
Faith Formation, as well as from the intentional commitment to Ignatian vocabulary and
iconography around campus. Interviewees at School A identified “time, energy, and
busy-ness” as top challenges to Ignatian identity, and all school leaders and educators at
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools should heed the warning of one interviewee who cautioned that
at times, “The intensity of the work (at the school) can exhaust the spirit.”
School B reported its struggles of disconnect with Ignatian identity. Both
students and adults have chosen the school for various reasons, other than its Catholic
and Ignatian identities. The school’s Catholic identity does not always connect with the
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mostly non-Catholic backgrounds of the students, and this disconnect extends to some
adults in the building. Ignatian leadership and pedagogy were both identified as areas in
need of development. The school has made some strong intentional efforts to strengthen
its Ignatian identity though, such as the recent creation of a full-time MIO position and
thoughtful adaptations to the liturgical life of the school in attempts to engage nonCatholic students. School B explicitly teaches the “Grad at Grad” through their tenthgrade Theology course, and the school has reported success with building student voice
and ownership through retreats, the Social Justice Club, and the Peer Ministers Program.
Students at School B are passionate about advocating for justice issues, yet an
underlying “racial divide between Latino and Black students” continues to challenge their
own campus community. Existing research has affirmed Catholic schools’ historical
success with building community, and warned against any institutionalized racism within
Catholic schools; the author pointed to the importance of “developing culturally sensitive
pedagogy” and “hiring an ethnically diverse faculty and staff” in order to create a
“welcoming school culture” for all students of diverse backgrounds (Martin, S. P., 1996).
Adults at School B care deeply about their students, but many are still learning about
their students’ lived realities; the principal recently implemented a professional
development program to help adults better understand and serve their African-American
and Latino students with greater cultural responsiveness. Adults at School B also
identified “time, energy, pace of work, and busy-ness” as challenges, which sometimes
prevent them, and the school as a whole, from being able to do everything well.
School C reported strong success building their Ignatian identity upon the
religious and cultural foundations of their almost entirely Latino, Catholic student
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population; the school has been able to “meet students where they are” by integrating
their Latino culture into the school’s faith life. School’s C cultural responsiveness has
been strong, most likely aided by its singular focus on the demographics of its
homogenous student population. Many adults also come to the school with Catholic
backgrounds, and many are “bought-into the school’s mission”; the adult culture was
identified as one of collaboration and a “generosity of spirit.” Furthermore, Adult Faith
Formation has been a well-funded institutional priority, with a variety of opportunities for
all staff and a required three-year comprehensive structure for new staff; interviewees
identified formalized opportunities for part-time coaches and club moderators as a next
step to their adult programming. The school’s “retreat program, summer service projects
and immersions,” and the full-day programs focused on Jesuit identity, known as “Magis
Days” were all identified as “strengths” of School C’s Ignatian identity. Similar to other
schools in the study, interviewees at School C noted “time” as a challenge when trying to
do all things well. The school is looking to connect more components of Ignatian
Spirituality and Ignatian vocabulary into classrooms and school culture moving forward.
School D produced relatively few sub-items outside of the “normal response” of
“Often,” suggesting that it could be considered the closest to “the norm” of the schools in
this study. Similar to School B, interviewees at School D spoke to the challenges of
being a Catholic school where students are not Catholic, but the school also showed
several signs of its cultural responsiveness in order to “meet students where they are.”
School liturgies, the retreat program, and the Theology curriculum all have been adapted
in order to better connect with students’ faith backgrounds; Theology classes also
reflectively reinforce the school’s active Christian Service Program. Adults at the school
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have been “in different places with comfort levels of infusing Ignatian identity,” and
some struggle to connect with the lived experience of the school’s students. Adults have
benefitted from the variety of experiences of opportunities for Adult Faith Formation, but
interviewees did also noted the need to formalize the program’s strategy and structure.
School D has worked intentionally to build a “culture of community” as advocated by
existing research on Catholic schools (Martin, S. P., 1996). Sports, activities, and
community events have brought the student body together and students’ families to
campus; the school is still working on the “challenge” of “bringing parents into the faith
life of the school,” however. “Student-mentor (student-teacher) relationships” are built
through the school’s “Advisory Period,” which has been built into the school day;
interviewees noted “staff turn-over” and the “’busy-ness’ of the work” as “challenges” to
stronger relationships with students, and the “disjointed school schedule (with CWSP
workdays)” as a “challenge” in building community and co-curricular activities.
Interviewees at School E spoke of their predominantly Latino and Catholic
student population regarding their Ignatian identity. Families come to School E seeking a
Catholic education; many students come with a strong Catholic foundation, and Latino
culture enhances the spiritual life of the school (similar to School C). Religion classes,
retreats, “Advisory” reflection groups, social justice education, and Christian Service
were all mentioned as “strengths” of the school’s Ignatian identity. However, the
“challenges” of “time and scheduling” prevent Christian Service from being required of
all students, which may be a significant missed opportunity; active service can be
considered an integral means through which students gain agency of social justice in their
communities, instead of being viewed as passive recipients at Cristo Rey schools.
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Adult culture at School E has been “supportive and collaborative”; there is a clear
focus on “hiring for mission,” and adults come in “well-formed and with a spirit of
generosity.” Adult Faith Formation has been an institutional priority, but could benefit
from a more “cohesive structure.” Adult-student relationships have been a clear
“strength” of School E; adults were characterized as “student-centered,” and “loving and
present.” School E has also been intentional about creating “Ignatian school policies”;
the discipline system at the school was characterized as “restorative, reflective, and
merciful,” while the Academic Revision Policy allows students multiple opportunities to
“re-do assignments until they can show mastery.” Finally, interviewees at School E
noted the strong relationship between the school and the Society of Jesus, and
acknowledged that the current presence of six Jesuits at the school has enhanced the
school’s Ignatian identity in many ways.
Interviewees at School F noted that Catholic identity had not been a priority in the
early years of the school; the school’s Catholicity was not always explicitly promoted to
prospective families and staff, and “academics and CWSP tended to take most of the
school’s time and energy.” However, cultural shifts have been occurring, and a few
Jesuits have been intentionally working at “reviving Ignatian identity” at School F.
“‘Grad at Grad’ and Ignatian phrases are visible around the campus,” and “Jesuit identity
is being explicitly taught in some classes.” Similar to School B, School F’s professional
development program has been focusing on students’ lived realities and cultural
responsiveness, in order to know and serve students better. The school’s Adult Faith
Formation program has been building structure as well. Staff retention, implementing the
IPP, and reflective decision-making were all identified as areas for growth at School F.
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A number of “strengths” were identified with regards to the student experience;
namely, the Examen, daily prayer, school retreats, reflective religion classes, and the
Senior Capstone Project in the yearlong Social Justice course. However, similar to
School E, the “challenges” of “transportation and time” prevent Christian Service from
being a requirement for all students, with the exception of a single school-wide day of
service. (As with School E, the researcher cautions that this may be a significant missed
opportunity; active service can be considered an integral means through which students
become agents of change in their communities, and not just perceived as recipients of
social justice at a Cristo Rey school.) School F has been working intentionally to build
community and adult-student relationships; the school’s “communities” meet twice a
month, and students are celebrated at weekly assemblies. The school is exploring
culturally relevant ways to connect its Catholic identity to its majority Latino and
Catholic student population, its non-Catholic students, and students’ parents and families.
In addition to exploring the “strengths” and “challenges” regarding Ignatian
identity at each school, this study also attempted to more deeply understand the
relationships between Ignatian identity and key components of Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
Student programs for religious formation, the call to “cura personalis” and community,
the on-going formation for adults, the integration of social justice education and Ignatian
pedagogy, and the multiple layers of collaboration in mission, are expectations of all
Jesuit schools (Jesuit Conference, 2011). Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, though, carry with
them unique realities, which distinguish them from “traditional” Jesuit schools. Both the
CWSP and the mission to serve only low-income students (and in reality, predominantly,
students of color) are defining realities for Cristo Rey schools, which surfaced as major
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topics in this study. Adult formation may also require a unique approach in Cristo Rey
schools, given the diverse professional backgrounds of personnel and the more rigid
school schedule. Furthermore, Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools must live in both worlds of the
JSN and the CRN; these networks provide unique influences and expectations to Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools.
This study revealed important challenges and opportunities with the relationship
between Ignatian identity and the CWSP component of Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. The
revenue generated through the CWSP allows any Cristo Rey school to serve exclusively
low-income families; thus, the existence of a CWSP drives a school’s Ignatian
commitment to social justice and to serving those at the margins of society. However,
this study affirmed what multiple authors have identified as inherent complexities
involved in such an approach. Whitman (2008) categorized a Cristo Rey school and its
CWSP as “paternalistic” and “culturally authoritative,” contrary to being a model for
social justice for students; “students are surrounded by white-collar professionals” at their
work placements, and the schools “reinforce middle-class mores.” Kabadi (2015) wrote
of the Jesuit, Cristo Rey “dialectic,” acknowledging several benefits of the CWSP for
students, while also elaborating upon how the model simultaneously suppresses students
and families. The CWSP “exposed (students) to a world of privilege where they may feel
they have to sacrifice their cultural identity to assimilate to the White, wealthy, male
world of economic success”; furthermore, the school’s dependency on wealth through the
CWSP “limits the school community’s ability to voice critiques of structures of wealth
and power in U.S. society” (Kabadi, 2015).
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This study concurred with these complexities for Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools;
interviewees noted ways in which the CWSP both advanced and compromised social
justice for their students. Scanlan (2006) warned of the paradoxes of working for social
justice in Catholic education, citing that such efforts “bring certain dimensions of
marginalization into focus while blurring others.” School leaders at Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools would benefit from the author’s charge to critically “problematize – not
essentialize – their pursuit of social justice” (Scanlan, 2006). Honest and culturally
sensitive dialogue must drive the CWSP of a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school, and students and
their parents must have agency and voice in such conversations. As part of its mission
statement, the CRN coined the phrase, “Transforming urban America one student at a
time” (CRN, 2016a); often, much of the work at Cristo Rey schools has been focused on
transforming students’ lives. Ultimately, a CWSP must support students in transforming
their work placements as well. The CWSP works to “build the bridge between Corporate
America and low-income kids of color,” as one interviewee noted; a depth of mutuality
must be part of this transformative “bridge-building work.”
This study did also affirm the existing literature, which has identified several
“strengths” to students’ experience in the CWSP, such as the exposure to the “real world”
and professional settings, access to mentorship, and the acquisition of professional skills
(JSN, 2010; Kearney 2008; Sweas 2014; Kabadi, 2015). However, this study was
specifically concerned with opportunities to strengthen a school’s Ignatian identity
through the CWSP. Given the aforementioned complexities and paradoxes of social
justice at a Cristo Rey school, the CWSP should be a natural place for Ignatian reflection,
through which students are given time and space to process these complexities. Some
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schools in this study have been integrating “weekly CWSP journals” and “end-of-year
CWSP reflection projects on students’ growth,” and some schools have been intentionally
“grounding the CWSP experience in morning prayer” before sending students off to work
for the day. Yet, there was little evidence that any of these measures touch upon the
difficult conversations around the suppression of students’ cultures or the critique of
societal economic structures.
This study surfaced powerful opportunities for integrating faith formation and the
CWSP experience for students; as several interviewees noted, “collaboration between the
CWSP Team and the Faith Formation Team” should be a priority for any Jesuit, Cristo
Rey school. Through the CWSP experience, students work alongside professional adults
at their work placements. It is critical that these adults are prepared to reinforce, and not
undermine, the Ignatian formational experience, which students should be encountering
at school. CWSP staffs must continue to find ways to collaborate closely with students’
work supervisors, particularly regarding their support of student formation. Some
schools reported success capitalizing on opportunities to bring supervisors to campus, to
engage them in the culture of the school, and to ensure that work supervisors’ are trained
and prepared to serve as mentors for students. This mentorship must include
competencies in both Ignatian identity and cultural sensitivity. A couple of the schools in
this study have built cultures in which work supervisors attend school events and even
“write palanca letters for (students on) Kairos retreats.” Overall, however, little evidence
emerged from this study to show that collaboration between CWSP personnel and work
supervisors has been focused on Ignatian identity or cultural responsiveness.
Furthermore, in order to stay true to Ignatian identity and mission, Jesuit, Cristo Rey
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schools must intentionality ensure that companies, with whom their respective schools
partner for students’ jobs, are not in contrast to the mission or ethical standards of the
school. With the many opportunities for the CWSP to enliven Ignatian identity at Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools, it is critical, as interviewees at multiple schools in this study noted,
that the programs be staffed by strong Ignatian educators.
Student demographics were a significant theme, which emerged throughout this
study. Two of the schools in this study were comprised of almost entirely Latino and
Catholic student population (CRN, 2017). These two schools reported the highest
perceptions of Ignatian identity in the study; interviewees at these schools spoke to the
obvious ways, in which their schools have been able to build upon the already existing
Catholic foundation of their students and families. These schools have successfully
integrated Latino culture and Catholicism for religion classes, Masses, retreats, and
school-wide cultural celebrations. Two other schools in the study were comprised of
mostly “Black / African American” and “Christian non-Catholic” students (CRN, 2017).
One of these schools reported fairly strong perceptions of Ignatian identity; interviewees
at this school spoke to the many ways, in which the school has adapted its spiritual life in
order to “meet students where they are.” The other school in this category reported
generally low perceptions of Ignatian identity; that school has been trying some
adaptations to their school’s spiritual life, but interviewees acknowledged the need to do
much more. Finally, two of the schools in the study were comprised of mostly Latino
and Catholic students, but with some diversity among their student populations. One of
these schools reported a fairly strong perception of its Ignatian identity; interviewees
spoke of how the school has been intentionally creating a “culture of diversity and
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acceptance” and adapting the school’s faith life to be “more inclusive.” The other school
in this category reported low perceptions of Ignatian identity; interviewees noted that the
school is not always “reaching our African-American students,” and that the school
“hasn’t don’t enough to infuse Latino culture” either.
The common themes, which surfaced from this study, for strong Ignatian identity
with regards to student demographics, were intentionality in “meeting students where
they are,” building an inclusive school culture, and capitalizing on the many gifts of
students’ backgrounds, cultures, and religions, regardless of what they may be. In other
words, the schools with greater cultural relevance and responsiveness for students’ faith
lives produced stronger perceptions of Ignatian identity; these schools are discovering the
critical intersections identified by previous research: Gospel values and cultural diversity
(Martin, S. P., 1996); culturally responsive pedagogy and Catholic education (Dallavis,
2014); and “students’ lived social and cultural experiences,” and their “relationships with
God and the community” (Aldana, 2015). For Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, where students
are predominantly Latino and Catholic, there are opportunities for building upon their
Catholic foundation and cultural faith traditions. For schools, where the majority of
students are African-American and “Christian non-Catholic,” there are opportunities for
adapting worship and religion classes to draw upon African-American culture and nondenominational Christian spirituality. No group of students should ever feel excluded at
a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school. School A’s efforts to have Muslim students lead the schoolwide Examen during Ramadan should be noted and used as a catalyst for reflections on
inclusivity for all school leaders and educators at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
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The researcher was interested in exploring the intersection of Ignatian identity and
Cristo Rey identity through this study. Across the schools in this study, 47.3% of
respondents perceived that their respective schools place a greater emphasis on their
identity as a Cristo Rey school; only 18.2% of respondents perceived their respective
schools to place a greater emphasis on their Jesuit identity, and 33.8% of respondents
perceived that their respective schools place equal emphases on both identities. At three
of the schools, a majority of respondents perceived their respective schools to place
greater emphasis on being a Cristo Rey school; a majority of respondents perceived their
school placed greater emphasis on their identity as a Jesuit school for only one school in
the study. In theory, Ignatian identity and Cristo Rey identity are inherently intertwined,
as both are grounded in Catholic identity. Multiple interviewees spoke to these two
identities mutually reinforcing one another and being “one and the same.” However,
some interviewees expressed a perceived disconnect between the two identities at times.
Interviewees noted that at times their schools’ Cristo Rey identity focuses more on
“closing the achievement gap, getting kids to college, and the CWSP” than on their
Catholicity, and that sometimes the national identity of Cristo Rey schools focuses more
on their “brand, standardization, or benchmarks” than on their Catholic spirituality. The
researcher has wondered what drives this disconnect within the network of Cristo Rey
schools; it seems reasonable though, that with common messaging from the CRN, it
should be possible to shift this paradigm.
Interviewees also noted feeling more connected to other Cristo Rey schools with
“similar students and issues,” than they do to other “traditional” Jesuit schools with
“different resources, student demographics,” and different contexts. Feeling connected to
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other Cristo Rey schools, and to their Cristo Rey identity, can be very beneficial for
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools; however, if schools are not feeling the same level of
connectedness to other Jesuit schools, and to their Ignatian identity, then the schools
would be missing a critical opportunity. Striking the balance between the two identities,
with an equal emphasis on each, might be the ideal vision for Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools;
ultimately, the two identities should manifest themselves in more similar than different
ways. School leaders have the opportunity to drive their respective school’s identity in
ways, which maximize the many gifts of both their Ignatian and Cristo Rey identities, and
which hopefully combat the “enlarging divide between the traditional Jesuit school and
the Cristo Rey school” (Kabadi, 2015).
The role of adults at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools surfaced as a frequent topic of
conversation throughout this study in multiple ways. The literature referenced in this
study speaks to the critical role of adults in student faith formation, and to the call for
adult formation to be a major focus of both Jesuit and Cristo Rey schools (Miller, 2006;
CRN, 2010; Heft, 2011; Jesuit Conference, 2011). Adult Faith Formation programs
emerged as critical components of the faith life of the schools in this study. Some
schools reported strong institutional commitments to Adult Faith Formation, and school
leaders have prioritized those respective programs with funding, staffing, time, and space;
much could be learned from those schools. Other schools identified Adult Faith
Formation as an area in need of growth at their respective schools. Within each school’s
Adult Faith Formation program, different “strengths” and “challenges” emerged though
the six case studies; it could prove beneficial if the program coordinators at each school
intentionally collaborate among themselves on best practices. The importance of vibrant
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and well-resourced Adult Faith Formation programs at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools cannot
be overstated.
This study explored the roles of school leaders, MIOs, and Jesuits at Jesuit, Cristo
Rey schools, as well as the schools’ various organizational structures for Ignatian
identity. Multiple school leaders in this study expressed their self-identified needs for
formation as Catholic school leaders and as Ignatian leaders. For some school leaders in
this study, serving as a principal of a Jesuit, Cristo Rey school has been their first
introduction to Jesuit, or even Catholic, education. Formation for Ignatian leadership
could have been helpful for these leaders prior to beginning their roles, and on-going
growth and support must be a part of every school leader’s personal development plan.
The study did not show any direct correlation between the principals’ formational
backgrounds and the strength of their respective schools’ Ignatian identity; however, the
researcher would argue that it is much more difficult to inspire and lead adults and
students in the school’s Catholic identity, when the leader is still learning about and being
formed in the basic principles of Catholic education and of the charism of the school’s
sponsoring religious organization.
The study revealed that schools are in different places regarding the role of the
MIO; as the role continues to develop at Jesuit schools across the United States, schools
should continue to reflect on their own contexts and needs, and explore ways through
which to elevate the MIO’s influence on campus. The desire for greater access to the
Spiritual Exercises for adults emerged throughout this study; yet several MIOs expressed
the need for further formation in order to serve as lay spiritual leaders of their schools,
and in order to guide other adults through the Spiritual Exercises. Time and space must
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be created for on-going formation for MIOs, so that they can perform their roles more
deeply. Each school in the study showed a different approach to its organizational
structure regarding Ignatian identity; offices and departments have been configured and
staffed differently. One outcome seemed clear from this study, however; investing in a
robust team working on Ignatian identity typically led to a stronger sense of Ignatian
identity at the given school. The researcher explored the number and roles of Jesuits at
each school in this study as well. The study revealed that there are few Jesuits at the
schools in this study, and that they have been working in many different roles across the
schools; the common theme from the qualitative data spoke to how Jesuits have been able
to influence both student and adult formation through key roles involving Ignatian
identity at their respective schools. Schools must discern how to best utilize any Jesuits
on staff; leveraging their gifts thoughtfully should enhance a school’s Ignatian identity.
Finally, the study explored correlational data among the four sub-item categories
of the survey: “Our School Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” “Our School
Culture Facilitate This,” and “Our Students Experience This.” The correlations between
all of the different possible pairings were very high (r ≥ 0.83) in each case study. Thus,
the researcher concluded that all of the four sub-item categories play very significant
roles in building and sustaining a strong Ignatian identity. The results and discussions
above have spoken to the importance these four categories: school leaderships must
clearly promote Ignatian identity to all stakeholders, and outward signs, symbols, and
communications of the school must reflect this; the adults in the building must model
lived examples of Ignatian charism and continue to grow in their own faith formation;
strong school programs must facilitate Ignatian formation, and all programs of the school
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must be explicitly infused with components of Ignatian identity; and students must have
opportunities to connect with the Jesuit, Cristo Rey school experience through intentional
cultural relevance and responsiveness. These recommendations, affirmed by the
correlational data, are articulated further in the “Recommendations for Future Practice”
section in this chapter.
Implications
This study has implications on several fronts. Most directly, there are
implications for the Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in this study, for the JSN and Jesuit
Provinces (which oversee Jesuit schools), and for the CRN. There are also implications
for other existing Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools (not in this study), and for those Jesuit, Cristo
Rey schools, which will open in the future. Finally, there are implications for non-Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools (those sponsored or endorsed by other religious organizations), nonCristo Rey, Jesuit schools (“traditional” Jesuit schools), and other non-traditional models
of Jesuit or Catholic education. First, it is important to remember that, in general, this
study showed that perceptions of Ignatian identity were fairly strong across the schools in
the study. When all survey respondents were considered, 86.5% of all Ignatian identity
sub-items produced a central tendency of 3 (“Often”) or 4 (“Almost Always”). The
schools have been holding themselves accountable to their Ignatian identity, and the
study affirmed the good work of the many individuals who are involved in maintaining
the mission and identity of the schools. Where schools reported “challenges,” more often
than not, school leaders and educators were already working intentionally to improve in
the identified areas; school leaders and educators seem to be working hard to strengthen
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Ignatian identity at their respective schools, and they are taking their roles as Ignatian
educators seriously.
Throughout the study, certain components of Ignatian identity surfaced as being
perceived higher or lower than the “normal response” of “Often.” Each of the items
outside of the “normal response,” whether for one school or multiple schools, presents
implications. Main items, which produced higher perceptions, imply that the school(s),
have been living those components of Ignatian identity well; the school(s) should look for
ways to foster or deepen their commitment to those components of Ignatian identity.
Strong perception scores may also imply that a school’s work in that particular area
should be shared with other schools, especially those, where that area of Ignatian identity
may be presenting challenges. Similarly, main items, which produced lower perceptions
of Ignatian identity, would indicate that the school(s) have not been animating their
Ignatian identity well for those particular components. This could imply that there have
been real challenges to those components of Ignatian identity within the context of the
school’s lived reality, or that the school simply has not yet focused on intentionally
addressing those components. In either case, school leaders and educators must explore
and address those areas of Ignatian identity, which have been perceived lower.
Some findings in this study were fairly predictable; yet, even after extensive
experience studying and working in Jesuit education, there were still many moments of
surprise for the researcher. It is likely that an exploration of Ignatian identity at any
Jesuit institution would also produce meaningful, helpful, and even some surprising
results. The findings of this study should be of interest to any Jesuit, Cristo Rey school,
and in particular, to those schools still in their earlier years of developing their identities;
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this study offers insights on what a new school might experience and what other schools
have found effective regarding their Ignatian identity within their context as Cristo Rey
schools. The findings of this study also imply a need to explore Ignatian identity in
different models of Jesuit education, particularly those, which have not yet been studied
extensively. The roles of the CWSP and student demographics emerged as important
opportunities for infusing Ignatian identity in this study, and those two areas are
prominent components of any Cristo Rey school. Other Jesuit educational models may
find that their own unique or defining components present equally vital opportunities for
animating their Ignatian identity.
This study could be replicated for non-Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools as well.
Upholding and strengthening the Catholic identity of Cristo Rey schools (within the
contexts of the particular charism of their sponsoring religious organizations) will remain
paramount as Cristo Rey schools continue to open and grow. This study revealed that the
perceptions of Ignatian identity were fairly strong at some Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools and
less strong at others; the same might be true for non-Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, which are
working to infuse other Catholic charisms. This study surfaced “strengths, opportunities,
and challenges” regarding Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and replicating
this study would likely reveal similar helpful insights for Cristo Rey schools, which are
sponsored by other religious organizations.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study prompted several recommendations for future research. This study
offered a thorough exploration of schools leaders’ and educators’ perceptions regarding
Ignatian identity at their respective schools. As a practitioner in the field, the researcher
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was most interested in understanding the impact of Ignatian identity on students; yet, this
study did not include any opportunities for students to voice their perceptions. One main
recommendation for future research would be to include student voice and student
perceptions of Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. Future studies on Cristo
Rey schools and their Catholic identity should also transcend the six schools in this study.
The six schools in this study offered sound insights from across geographic regions and
student demographics. However, further research could explore the Ignatian identity of
other Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, the spiritual identity of non-Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools,
and the Catholic identity of all Cristo Rey schools as a whole. As noted in Chapter II,
much of the existing research on Cristo Rey schools focuses on student demographics
and cultural dynamics, the CWSP, and college-going school culture; if the first “Mission
Effectiveness Standard” calls all Cristo Rey schools to be “explicitly Catholic,” future
research must continuously strive to understand what that means, and how schools can
best animate their Catholic identity.
The intersections of student demographics and Ignatian identity emerged as a
significant topic throughout this study. The Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in this study have
been integrating students’ cultural and religious backgrounds into the faith life on their
respective campuses to varying degrees. Yet, this study failed to dive more deeply into
the complexities of race and religious affiliation, and how they shape students’
experiences at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. Astorga-Velasquez (2012) noted differences in
perceptions from Latino students and African-American students regarding Catholic
values, academic classes, and the CWSP at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools. Further research
could elaborate more specifically on how students of different races perceive “Catholic
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values” and Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and how various components
of Ignatian identity may or may connect with their lived experience differently. Further
research should also examine the experiences of students of different religious affiliations
at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools more deeply; this further research could extend the existing
research on non-Catholic students at Catholic schools (Donlevy, 2007; Belmonte &
Cranston, 2009; Chambers, 2012) by exploring non-Catholic students’ perceptions of
Ignatian identity at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
Finally, because Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools implore an innovative and relatively
new educational model, it was important to study the intersections of their unique
components and Ignatian identity. This rationale should prompt further research for any
existing or future non-traditional models of Jesuit education, such as NativityMiguel
schools, Fe y Alegria schools, Arrupe College (the recently founded two-year transitional
college affiliated with Loyola University Chicago), Jesuit Refugee Service educational
projects, and vocational training programs run by the Society of Jesus in various parts of
the world. Each of these types of Ignatian educational ministries has unique
characteristics, and therefore, Ignatian identity may be animated in different ways in each
context. An underlying question behind this study and behind this recommendation for
future research would be: How can Jesuit schools and educational ministries better
understand and animate Ignatian identity within the local contexts of time, place, people
(students), and educational model?
Recommendations for Future Practice
Several recommendations surfaced for the six Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools in the
study. Each school could benefit from school-wide reflection on the data from its
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individual case study and on the data from across the schools in the study. Components
of Ignatian identity, which were perceived as “strengths,” should be explored and
potentially deepened; opportunities exist for continuously striving for the “magis” in
these areas. Components of Ignatian identity, which were perceived as “challenges”
should be examined closely; time should be spent for reflection, discernment, and
intentional strategic planning in order to build and strengthen Ignatian identity in these
areas. Other Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools (not in this study), and future Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools, could also learn from the results of this study; they should benefit from
examining how schools have both capitalized on opportunities and combatted
“challenges” regarding their Ignatian identity. New and future schools, in particular, can
use this data in anticipation of what may become issues at their own schools. Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools should feel comfortable learning from and dialoguing with one other
on what has been working, and what has not worked well. Collaboration, reflection,
discernment, and intentional strategic planning are all strong recommendations from this
study for all current and future Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.
Some specific, pragmatic recommendations surfaced through this study for Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools. These recommendations respond to the four sub-item categories of
the study’s survey (“Our Institution Promotes This,” “Our Adults Model This,” “Our
School Culture Facilitates This,” and “ Our Students Experience This”) and to the major
themes of the CWSP and student demographics; the recommendations are listed here:
•

Clarity of Ignatian mission and identity to all stakeholders: This study showed
that Ignatian identity was perceived to be strongest when it was promoted and
messaged consistently to all stakeholders. Students and families should be aware
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of the school’s Ignatian identity before choosing to attend the school, and adults
should be aware of the school’s Ignatian identity before deciding to work at the
school. Ignatian identity should be visible and audible throughout the school, and
through the school’s many external partnerships within the greater community;
institutional priorities and decisions must reflect the school’s Ignatian identity.
•

Hiring and forming school leaders for Ignatian leadership: At Jesuit, Cristo Rey
schools, leaders are called to inspire an Ignatian vision school-wide. School
leaders must feel competent and confident as Ignatian leaders and with Ignatian
Spirituality, pedagogy, and discernment; on-going Ignatian formation should be a
priority for school leaders at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools.

•

Prioritizing Adult Faith Formation and the role of the MIO: Schools must
structure time, space, and resources for Adult Faith Formation; school leaders
should promote it, and the school’s MIO should be a prominent voice in
institutional decision-making. Adult Faith Formation programs should be
strategically designed (with a particular focus on the first few years of an adult’s
tenure at the school and with on-going support for veteran staff members), and
should offer opportunities for adults to be experiencing the Spiritual Exercises.

•

Culturally responsive and relevant student formation: “Meeting students where
they are” is a key component of Ignatian identity. School leaders and educators at
Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools must understand the contexts, cultures, and lived
realities of their students, in order to form strong adult-student relationships. Ongoing professional development should support adults’ competencies in culturally
relevant pedagogy and culturally responsive curriculum. Formational programs,
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religion classes, and the faith life of the school must connect to students’ lived
experiences and integrate students’ cultures; intentional efforts must be made to
design and adapt a school’s faith life in order to reach all students.
•

Focusing on Ignatian identity and Ignatian educators in the CWSP: The “realworld” experience of the CWSP must be rooted in opportunities for dialogue and
reflection, so that students can process issues of wealth, consumerism, inequity,
and injustice, to which they may be exposed at their work placements. Students’
supervisors at work are partners in student formation, and CWSP staffs must
ensure that supervisors are formed for this role through an Ignatian lens.
Likewise, corporate partners are “partners in mission”; CWSP staffs must ensure
that corporate sponsors are knowledgeable of the school’s Ignatian identity, and
that no corporate partner’s mission or ethics are inconsistent with the school’s
Ignatian mission and identity.
Furthermore, there are recommendations from this study for the JSN and Jesuit

Provinces, and for the CRN. Based on the researcher’s personal knowledge of and
experience with Jesuit education and Cristo Rey schools, many of these recommendations
are already being addressed; however, they are noted here in light of the qualitative data
from this study. Interviewees at most schools in the study expressed concerns in feeling
“pulled in multiple directions” with regards to identity and their institutional
commitments to the JSN, their particular Province, and the CRN. Continued on-going
dialogue and collaboration among these groups could be beneficial to the greater mission
of Catholic education, to Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, and to their school leaders in
particular. Collaboration on schedules for national meetings and conferences among the
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groups could help school leaders manage their times out of the building over the course
of the year. There could also be an opportunity to align a thematic annual focus
regarding Catholic identity between the CRN and their schools’ sponsoring religious
organizations.
A few recommendations surfaced through this study specifically for the JSN and
Jesuit Provinces:
•

Assessing Ignatian identity within the CWSP: “Work Experienced” is included as
a characteristic in the “Grad at Grad” document for Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools;
however, in light of this study’s findings, there may be an opportunity for further
development of the “Work Experienced” “Grad at Grad” characteristic. Jesuit,
Cristo Rey schools would benefit from additional support and collaboration on
how to deeply integrate Ignatian identity into the CWSP. Moreover, including the
CWSP as an integral part of the “Sponsorship Review” process, would give
schools external feedback on the Ignatian identity of their respective CWSP.

•

Support with the Spiritual Exercises: The schools in this study would benefit
greatly from any ways, in which the Provinces or JSN could provide training for
MIOs and / or other lay adults at Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools, so that they can lead
colleagues through the Spiritual Exercises. Shifting this level of spiritual
direction to more adults within the schools could be transformational for their
Adult Faith Formation programs and Ignatian identity.

•

Bridging the “disconnect” between “traditional” Jesuit schools and Jesuit, Cristo
Rey schools: Jesuit, Cristo Rey schools could feel more connected to their
colleagues at “traditional” Jesuit schools with increased sensitivity to topics
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discussed at national meetings, conferences, and cohort gatherings. Components
of Ignatian Spirituality unite all Jesuit schools; however, conversations on alumni
donor support, large-scale sports programs, costly international immersion
experiences, parent involvement, and college counseling may perpetuate the
perceived disconnect. Any opportunities to continue to elevate the voices of
Cristo Rey schools within the greater context of Jesuit education could be
beneficial and formational for all involved.
Finally, the study provided a couple of recommendations for the CRN:
•

Hiring and forming Catholic school leaders: Particularly when new schools are
being founded, an emphasis should be placed on hiring school leaders who can
confidently articulate and inspire the school’s Catholic identity. The researcher is
not recommending any strict requirements for the religious affiliation of
candidates for positions of school leadership; however, there must be an openness
to and a comprehensive plan for the formation of incoming school leaders as
“Catholic school leaders” if this spiritual leadership is a new role for them.

•

Increased support and lived example from the CRN on Catholic identity: Cristo
Rey schools and their leaders would benefit from CRN national meetings,
conferences, and webinars focusing on Catholic identity (in addition to those on
CWSP, academics, standardized test scores, or college-readiness). The CRN
could shift the paradigm of national Cristo Rey conversations, perceived to be
driven by “accountability, data points, compliance, and standards,” to those more
so inspired by “prayerfulness, discernment, or the Spirit (referencing Holy
Spirit).” Increased resources, on-going support, leadership, and lived example
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from the CRN could help schools reach their full potential of being “explicitly
Catholic.”
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Item #

Item

WMJSJ? Criteria

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

Educational Excellence

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work for
justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic nature.

12

Genuine care about each individual student.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.

The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
Religious Education and
Formation
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
Religious Education and
Formation
Spiritual Formation and
Outreach
The First Apostolic Principles
Educational Excellence
Spiritual Formation and
Outreach
Spiritual Formation and
Outreach
Serving the Mission of the
Church
The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy
The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy
The First Apostolic Principles

A sense of authentic collaboration.

Cooperation in Mission

Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy
Teaching and Acting Justly
Teaching and Acting Justly
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
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20

The importance of religious development.

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

22
23
24
25
26
27

An appreciation that God is actively working
in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis on
social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission

On-going moral growth.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Teaching and Acting Justly

Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

29

32

Teaching and Acting Justly

Cooperation in Mission

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

31

The First Apostolic Principles

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.

28

30

Religious Education and
Formation
Serving the Mission of the
Church

The involvement of students' families in the
faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school programs
to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the Kingdom
of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.

Cooperation in Mission
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
The Spiritual Dimension of
Jesuit Education
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission
Educational Excellence
Spiritual Formation and
Outreach
The First Apostolic Principles
Spiritual Formation and
Outreach
Serving the Mission of the
Church
The Spiritual Exercises and
Jesuit Pedagogy
Cooperation in Mission
Teaching and Acting Justly
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40
41
42
43
44
45

An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for holistic
growth outside of the classroom.

Educational Excellence
The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission
Religious Education and
Formation
Religious Education and
Formation
Teaching and Acting Justly
Educational Excellence

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

Religious Education and
Formation

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

Educational Excellence

48

Being a loving community.

Cooperation in Mission

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

The Global Dimension of the
Educational Mission
Serving the Mission of the
Church
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Interview Questions
Can you please provide some background on your personal
and professional experiences with Catholic and / or Jesuit
education?
How would you describe what Ignatian identity looks like
in a school setting?
What is your perception of Ignatian identity here at this
school?
What areas of Ignatian identity are particularly strong here,
and to what might you contribute this?
What have been or are the challenges to Ignatian identity
here, and what has been or is being done to work through
those challenges?
How is your identity as a Cristo Rey school and your
identity as a Jesuit school mutually reinforcing?
Are there any ways in which being both a Jesuit school and
a Cristo Rey school creates tension?
Which resonates more deeply -- that your school is a Jesuit
school, which operates in the Cristo Rey model, or that
your school is a Cristo Rey school, which is infused with
the Jesuit charism?
What roles do the demographics and cultures of your
students and families play in your Ignatian identity /
spiritual life of the school?
How does your school intentionally build community when
25% of students are at work on any given day?
How does the Corporate Work-Study Program reinforce or
conflict with your Ignatian identity?
How well prepared is your faculty and staff to infuse
Ignatian identity in the schools various classes and
programs?
What does your school do to continuously better prepare
the adults in your school for infusing Ignatian identity?
Is there anything you would love to do at your school in
order to strengthen your Ignatian identity, but which you
haven't quite figured out yet?
What does your school do well with regards to building
your Ignatian identity, which might be worth sharing with
other Jesuit Cristo Rey schools?

Category
Interviewee Background
and Perspective
Interviewee Background
and Perspective
General Ignatian Identity
at the school
General Ignatian Identity
at the school
General Ignatian Identity
at the school
Intersection of Ignatian
Identity and being a
Cristo Rey School
Intersection of Ignatian
Identity and being a
Cristo Rey School
Intersection of Ignatian
Identity and being a
Cristo Rey School
Potential Considerations:
Opportunities and
Challenges
Potential Considerations:
Opportunities and
Challenges
Potential Considerations:
Opportunities and
Challenges
Potential Considerations:
Opportunities and
Challenges
Potential Considerations:
Opportunities and
Challenges
Best Practices
Best Practices
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APPENDIX C
Survey Data from All Respondents

All Respondents
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.28

3

3.16

3

3.09

3

2.97

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.93

3

2.82

3

2.75

2

2.56

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.52

3

3.14

3

3.30

3

3.10

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

2.97

3

2.92

3

2.94

3

2.72

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.30

3

2.97

3

3.16

3

2.96

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.20

3

2.85

3

2.99

3

2.81

4

3.36

3

3.27

3

3.28

3

3.09

3

3.23

3

3.14

3

3.21

3

3.03

3

2.98

3

2.71

3

2.94

3

2.76

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.26

3

3.02

3

3.07

3

2.89

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.41

3

3.03

3

3.19

3

2.94
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.84

4

3.74

4

3.69

4

3.58

3

3.20

3

3.09

3

3.16

3

2.97

4

3.51

4

3.43

4

3.41

3

3.26

3

3.22

3

3.20

3

3.13

3

2.91

3

3.28

3

2.97

3

3.11

3

2.73

4

3.51

4

3.42

4

3.44

3

3.28

4

3.41

3

3.30

3

3.31

3

3.19

3

3.15

3

2.76

3

2.95

3

2.83

20

The importance of religious development.

3

3.18

3

2.87

3

3.05

3

2.92

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.93

3

2.75

3

2.86

3

2.76

3

3.07

3

2.84

3

2.92

3

2.79

3

3.26

3

3.20

3

3.18

3

3.02

3

3.21

3

3.06

3

3.11

3

2.97

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.43

2

2.36

2

2.34

2

2.14

3

3.06

3

3.05

3

3.02

3

2.93

4

3.33

3

3.22

3

3.24

3

3.14

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.29

2

2.26

2

2.20

2

2.20

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.33

3

3.14

3

3.16

3

3.14

3

2.65

2

2.46

2

2.57

2

2.49

2

2.38

2

2.47

2

2.32

2

2.16

3

3.33

3

3.20

3

3.18

3

3.02

3

2.99

3

2.78

3

2.84

2

2.54

3

2.98

3

2.79

3

2.84

2

2.63

3

2.83

3

2.65

3

2.74

3

2.59

3

3.15

3

2.94

3

2.99

3

2.83

3

2.97

3

2.78

3

2.77

3

2.63

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.11

3

2.86

3

2.93

3

2.64

3

3.23

3

3.15

3

3.15

3

3.06

3

2.82

3

2.72

3

2.73

3

2.60

2

2.10

2

2.28

2

2.11

2

2.07

3

2.93

3

2.80

3

2.84

3

2.66

4

3.41

3

3.22

3

3.31

3

3.23

3

3.28

3

3.04

3

3.15

3

3.07

3

3.00

3

2.99

3

2.89

3

2.84

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

2.55

2

2.45

2

2.51

2

2.26

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

2.67

3

2.75

3

2.65

2

2.49

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.70

4

3.68

4

3.67

4

3.55

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.16

3

3.15

3

3.10

3

2.90

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.87

3

2.77

3

2.82

3

2.61
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APPENDIX D:
Survey Data from School Leaders

All School Leaders
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean
Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.28

3

3.04

3

3.04

3

3.08

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.60

2

2.44

2

2.44

2

2.28

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.50

3

3.13

3

3.33

3

3.25

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

2.60

3

2.56

3

2.71

2

2.60

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.16

3

2.88

3

3.20

3

2.92

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.00

3

2.80

3

2.84

3

2.96

3

3.08

3

3.16

3

3.04

3

3.00

3

2.92

3

2.92

3

2.88

3

2.80

3

2.76

3

2.68

3

2.88

3

2.72

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.12

3

2.76

3

2.96

3

2.76

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.48

3

3.00

3

3.16

3

2.96
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.80

4

3.56

4

3.52

4

3.44

3

3.12

3

3.04

3

3.12

3

3.12

4

3.52

4

3.32

4

3.36

3

3.24

3

3.04

3

2.92

3

2.92

3

2.80

4

3.38

3

2.92

3

2.92

2

2.60

4

3.52

4

3.48

3

3.32

3

3.28

3

3.24

3

3.24

3

3.12

3

3.08

3

3.04

3

2.76

3

2.92

3

2.80

20

The importance of religious development.

3

2.84

3

2.80

3

2.96

3

2.88

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.84

3

2.76

3

2.72

3

2.80

3

2.96

3

2.80

3

2.88

3

2.96

3

3.04

3

3.04

3

3.00

3

3.08

3

2.96

3

2.92

3

2.92

3

2.88

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.16

2

2.24

2

2.08

2

1.96

3

2.96

3

2.88

3

2.96

3

2.84

3

3.28

3

3.08

3

3.16

3

3.00

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.04

2

1.92

2

2.00

2

2.12

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.28

3

3.00

3

3.08

3

3.12

2

2.24

2

2.16

2

2.12

2

2.28

2

2.04

2

2.32

2

2.00

2

2.00

3

3.36

3

3.20

3

3.12

3

3.08

3

2.92

3

2.60

3

2.76

2

2.29

3

3.16

3

2.88

3

3.00

3

2.72

2

2.56

2

2.56

3

2.64

3

2.60

3

3.12

3

3.08

3

3.08

3

2.96

2

2.52

3

2.56

2

2.36

2

2.44

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.12

3

3.16

3

3.12

2

2.52

3

3.08

3

3.12

3

3.12

3

3.04

3

2.60

3

2.68

3

2.76

3

2.56

2

1.75

2

2.00

2

1.83

2

1.79

3

2.84

3

2.68

3

2.68

3

2.64

3

3.32

3

3.16

3

3.16

3

3.16

3

3.00

3

2.96

3

2.84

3

2.92

3

3.08

3

3.08

3

3.04

3

2.92

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

2.50

2.5

2.46

2.5

2.50

2

2.04

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

2.46

3

2.54

2

2.46

2

2.26

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.72

4

3.52

4

3.64

4

3.48

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.00

3

2.88

3

3.00

3

2.96

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.60

3

2.76

3

2.60

2

2.44
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APPENDIX E:
Survey Data from Educators

All Educators
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.28

3

3.18

3

3.10

3

2.94

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.99

3

2.89

3

2.81

3

2.62

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.52

3

3.14

3

3.30

3

3.07

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

3.05

3

2.99

3

2.98

3

2.75

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.33

3

2.99

3

3.15

3

2.97

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.24

3

2.86

3

3.02

3

2.78

4

3.42

3

3.29

3

3.33

3

3.11

3

3.33

3

3.19

3

3.28

3

3.07

3

3.02

3

2.71

3

2.95

3

2.76

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.29

3

3.07

3

3.10

3

2.91

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.39

3

3.04

3

3.20

3

2.93
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.84

4

3.77

4

3.72

4

3.61

3

3.22

3

3.11

3

3.16

3

2.94

4

3.50

4

3.46

4

3.43

3

3.26

3

3.25

3

3.25

3

3.17

3

2.93

3

3.26

3

2.98

3

3.15

3

2.76

4

3.50

4

3.41

4

3.47

3

3.28

4

3.44

3

3.32

3

3.35

3

3.21

3

3.17

3

2.76

3

2.96

3

2.84

20

The importance of religious development.

3

3.25

3

2.89

3

3.07

3

2.93

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.94

3

2.75

3

2.89

3

2.76

3

3.09

3

2.85

3

2.93

3

2.76

3

3.30

3

3.24

3

3.22

3

3.01

3

3.26

3

3.09

3

3.15

3

2.98

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.48

2

2.39

2

2.39

2

2.17

3

3.08

3

3.08

3

3.03

3

2.94

4

3.34

3

3.24

3

3.25

3

3.17

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.34

2

2.33

2

2.24

2

2.21

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.34

3

3.17

3

3.17

3

3.15

3

2.73

2

2.52

3

2.67

2

2.53

2

2.45

2

2.50

2

2.39

2

2.20

3

3.33

3

3.20

3

3.19

3

3.01

3

3.01

3

2.82

3

2.86

3

2.59

3

2.94

3

2.77

3

2.80

2

2.61

3

2.89

3

2.67

3

2.76

3

2.59

3

3.16

3

2.91

3

2.98

3

2.80

3

3.06

3

2.82

3

2.86

3

2.67

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.11

3

2.80

3

2.89

3

2.66

3

3.26

3

3.16

3

3.15

3

3.07

3

2.86

3

2.73

3

2.72

2.5

2.61

2

2.17

2

2.33

2

2.16

2

2.12

3

2.95

3

2.83

3

2.87

3

2.67

4

3.43

3

3.23

3

3.34

3

3.25

4

3.34

3

3.06

3

3.21

3

3.11

3

2.98

3

2.97

3

2.86

3

2.82

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2.5

2.57

2

2.44

2

2.52

2

2.30

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

2.71

3

2.79

3

2.68

2

2.53

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.70

4

3.72

4

3.68

4

3.57

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.20

3

3.20

3

3.11

3

2.89

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.93

3

2.77

3

2.86

3

2.64
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APPENDIX F:
Survey Data from School A

School A
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

4

3.47

3

3.42

3

3.32

3

3.32

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

3.00

3

2.84

3

2.79

2

2.47

3

Active practice of one's faith.

3

3.33

3

3.06

3

2.94

3

2.94

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

3.32

4

3.42

4

3.42

3

3.26

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.32

3

2.89

3

3.11

3

2.94

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.16

3

2.83

3

2.89

3

2.79

3

3.32

4

3.37

3

3.32

3

3.26

3

3.32

3

3.21

3

3.26

3

3.21

3

3.05

3

2.63

3

3.05

3

2.89

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

4

3.53

4

3.53

4

3.47

3

3.32

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

3

3.32

3

3.05

3

3.05

3

2.94
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.95

4

3.89

4

3.79

4

3.84

3

3.05

3

3.11

3

3.11

3

2.89

4

3.58

4

3.58

4

3.44

4

3.39

3

3.21

3

3.21

3

3.21

3

3.16

3

3.42

3

3.16

3

3.26

3

2.89

4

3.68

4

3.68

4

3.68

4

3.58

4

3.63

4

3.68

4

3.68

4

3.58

3

2.84

3

2.58

3

2.74

3

2.74

20

The importance of religious development.

3

3.11

3

2.89

3

3.11

3

2.95

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.74

3

2.63

3

2.79

3

2.63

3

3.11

3

3.11

3

3.16

3

2.95

4

3.42

4

3.53

4

3.53

4

3.42

3

3.26

3

3.33

3

3.37

3

3.32

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.42

2

2.47

2

2.47

2

2.37

4

3.42

4

3.47

4

3.47

4

3.42

4

3.42

3

3.32

4

3.32

3

3.37

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

3

2.68

3

2.89

3

2.74

3

2.78

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.42

3

3.26

3

3.42

3

3.42

2

2.11

2

2.11

2

2.11

2

2.11

3

2.74

3

2.89

3

2.68

3

2.58

3

3.42

3

3.42

3

3.32

3

3.28

3

2.84

2

2.47

3

2.68

3

2.47

2

2.47

2

2.47

2

2.58

2

2.47

3

3.05

3

2.95

3

3.06

3

2.74

3

3.16

3

3.05

3

3.11

3

2.89

3

2.67

3

2.67

3

2.78

3

2.67

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.05

3

2.95

3

3.00

3

2.79

3

3.32

3

3.32

4

3.37

3

3.32

3

2.74

3

2.79

3

2.89

3

2.74

2

2.16

2

2.32

2

2.21

2

2.11

3

2.74

3

2.63

3

2.53

2

2.42

3

3.26

3

3.16

3

3.26

3

3.16

4

3.37

3

3.21

3

3.21

3

3.16

3

2.89

3

3.00

3

2.95

3

2.95

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

1.95

2

2.00

2

2.00

2

1.79

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

2.84

3

3.16

3

2.95

3

2.95

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.79

4

3.84

4

3.79

4

3.74

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

4

3.53

4

3.53

4

3.53

4

3.47

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.74

3

2.68

3

2.63

3

2.53
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APPENDIX G:
Survey Data from School B

School B
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.14

3

3.00

2

2.64

2

2.64

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.93

2.5

2.43

2

2.29

2

2.29

3

Active practice of one's faith.

3.5

3.36

3

2.71

3

2.93

3

2.62

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

2.93

2

2.71

3

2.79

3

2.71

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.00

2

2.29

3

2.71

2.5

2.50

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.21

2

2.07

2.5

2.64

2.5

2.57

4

3.50

3

3.14

3

3.29

3

3.14

4

3.36

3

3.00

3

3.14

3

3.08

3

2.93

3

2.64

3

2.79

3

2.71

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3.5

3.36

3

2.86

3

2.93

3

2.79

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

3

3.07

2

2.29

2.5

2.71

2

2.36
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.64

4

3.57

4

3.50

4

3.50

3

2.79

3

2.71

3

2.71

2

2.50

3.5

3.29

3

3.29

3

3.21

3

3.07

3

3.14

3

3.00

3

3.07

2.5

2.64

3

2.93

3

2.71

3

2.79

2.5

2.50

3.5

3.43

3

3.29

3

3.21

3

3.14

3

3.29

3

3.14

3

3.14

3

3.07

3

2.86

2

2.29

2

2.50

2

2.36

20

The importance of religious development.

3

2.93

2

2.43

3

2.79

3

2.79

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.86

2

2.57

2.5

2.71

3

2.79

2.5

2.71

2

2.21

2

2.43

2

2.36

4

3.50

3

3.29

3

3.29

3

3.14

3

2.93

3

2.71

3

2.71

3

2.71

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.50

2

2.23

2

2.21

2

1.86

3

3.14

3

3.00

3

3.07

3

3.07

3

3.07

3

2.93

3

3.07

3

2.93

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.43

2.5

2.43

2

2.21

2

2.36

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.07

3

2.93

3

3.00

3

3.07

2

2.29

2

2.00

2

2.14

2

1.93

2

2.36

2

2.14

2

2.29

2

2.07

3

3.29

3

3.07

3

3.21

3

3.07

2

2.71

2

2.36

2

2.64

2

2.36

2

2.54

2

2.15

2

2.31

2

2.15

3

2.86

2

2.43

2.5

2.64

3

2.71

3

2.79

2

2.43

2

2.43

2

2.50

2.5

2.57

3

2.43

2

2.29

2.5

2.36

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

2.5

2.71

2

2.43

3

2.64

2

2.43

3

3.21

3

3.36

3

3.14

3

3.14

2

2.36

2

2.14

2

2.14

2

2.07

2

1.86

2

2.00

2

1.86

2

1.79

2

2.50

2

2.36

2

2.43

2

2.29

3

3.29

3

3.21

3.5

3.36

3

3.21

3

2.86

2

2.57

2.5

2.64

3

2.57

3

2.93

3

2.86

3

2.71

3

2.71

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

2.43

2

2.14

2

2.29

2

2.00

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

2

2.14

2

2.14

2

2.14

2

2.00

48

Being a loving community.

3.5

3.43

4

3.64

3.5

3.43

3

3.29

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.07

3

3.14

3

3.07

3

2.79

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

2

2.43

2

2.07

2

2.14

2

2.07
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APPENDIX H:
Survey Data from School C

School C
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean
Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

4

3.53

4

3.44

3

3.44

3

3.25

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

3.25

3.5

3.33

3

3.25

3

3.00

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.72

3

3.39

4

3.64

4

3.50

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

2.94

3

3.06

3

3.00

3

2.86

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

4

3.58

3

3.39

4

3.50

3

3.31

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

4

3.67

3

3.39

4

3.47

3

3.17

4

3.75

4

3.61

4

3.61

4

3.31

4

3.50

4

3.47

4

3.50

3.5

3.36

3

3.22

3

3.00

3

3.11

3

3.00

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.25

3

3.17

3

3.14

3

2.97

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.69

4

3.53

4

3.58

3.5

3.39
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.91

4

3.94

4

3.83

4

3.69

3

3.36

3

3.33

3

3.33

3

3.14

4

3.83

4

3.78

4

3.78

4

3.56

4

3.61

4

3.58

4

3.53

3

3.14

4

3.42

3

3.28

4

3.39

3

2.94

4

3.69

4

3.61

4

3.69

4

3.61

4

3.58

4

3.47

4

3.50

3.5

3.42

3.5

3.44

3

3.08

3

3.28

3

3.03

20

The importance of religious development.

4

3.53

3

3.22

4

3.33

3

3.14

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

3.14

3

2.94

3

3.08

3

2.83

3

3.31

3

3.11

3

3.25

3

2.97

3

3.31

3

3.33

3

3.28

3

3.06

4

3.50

3

3.42

4

3.53

3

3.28

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.58

2

2.61

2

2.67

2

2.28

3

3.17

3

3.19

3

3.14

3

3.03

4

3.67

4

3.64

4

3.64

4

3.58

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.19

2

2.22

2

2.14

2

2.08

29

On-going moral growth.

4

3.67

4

3.50

4

3.51

4

3.47

4

3.28

3

3.03

3

3.22

3

3.14

2

2.39

2

2.53

2

2.47

2

2.25

3

3.25

3

3.11

3

3.08

3

3.08

3.5

3.33

3

3.25

3

3.25

3

3.03

3

3.06

3

2.94

3

3.00

3

2.83

3

3.11

3

3.00

3

3.06

3

2.78

4

3.39

3

3.22

3.5

3.28

3

3.14

4

3.39

3

3.22

3

3.25

3

3.06

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.28

3

3.03

3

3.03

3

2.83

3.5

3.36

3

3.22

3

3.22

3

3.17

3

3.11

3

2.92

3

2.83

3

2.75

2

2.31

2

2.47

2

2.25

2

2.31

3

3.06

3

3.00

3

2.97

3

2.97

4

3.72

4

3.50

4

3.53

4

3.61

4

3.60

3

3.28

4

3.47

4

3.50

3

3.31

3

3.28

4

3.28

3

3.25

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

3

2.80

3

2.69

3

2.80

3

2.74

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

2.86

3

2.78

3

2.78

2

2.56

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.86

4

3.86

4

3.91

4

3.80

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.14

3

3.19

3

3.08

3

2.83

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

3.33

3

3.22

3

3.28

3

3.06
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APPENDIX I:
Survey Data from School D

Main
Item
#

School D
Main Item

"Our Institution
Promotes This"

"Our Adults
Model This"

"Our School Culture
Facilitates This"

"Our Students
Experience This"

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.15

3

2.91

3

3.00

3

2.82

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.79

2

2.64

3

2.64

2

2.48

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.48

3

3.12

3

3.34

3

3.09

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

2.73

3

2.61

3

2.50

2

2.33

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.24

3

2.88

3

3.12

3

2.91

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

2.82

3

2.64

3

2.67

3

2.52

3

3.21

3

3.12

3

3.18

3

3.03

4

3.39

3

3.09

3

3.27

3

3.15

3

2.88

2.5

2.63

3

2.88

2.5

2.63

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.24

3

2.76

3

2.94

3

2.88

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.36

3

2.91

3

3.09

3

2.61
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.76

4

3.52

4

3.59

4

3.39

3

3.27

3

3.12

3

3.21

3

3.00

3

3.15

3

3.15

3

3.12

3

3.06

3

2.97

3

3.03

3

2.84

3

2.82

3

3.13

3

2.76

3

2.88

2

2.55

4

3.42

3

3.27

3

3.33

3

3.12

3

3.30

3

3.12

3

3.13

3

3.09

3

3.15

3

2.85

3

3.00

3

2.97

20

The importance of religious development.

3

3.15

3

2.85

3

2.97

3

2.82

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.76

3

2.79

3

2.73

3

2.73

3

3.03

3

2.82

3

2.85

3

2.82

3

3.09

3

3.09

3

3.03

3

2.91

3

3.21

3

2.94

3

3.06

3

2.91

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.55

2

2.48

2

2.41

2

2.34

3

2.81

3

2.88

3

2.88

3

2.76

3

3.12

3

2.94

3

3.00

3

2.97

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

2.42

2

2.30

2

2.27

2

2.30

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.16

3

3.03

3

3.03

3

3.03

3

2.67

2

2.52

2

2.61

2

2.48

2

2.21

2

2.48

2

2.18

2

2.03

3

3.36

3

3.30

3

3.30

3

3.03

3

2.91

3

2.79

3

2.76

2

2.42

3

3.06

3

2.94

3

2.91

3

2.73

3

2.66

2

2.44

3

2.53

2

2.56

3

3.19

3

2.94

3

3.00

3

2.85

3

2.73

3

2.58

3

2.61

2

2.45

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

2.91

3

2.70

3

2.76

2

2.33

3

3.09

3

3.06

3

3.03

3

2.94

3

2.79

3

2.70

3

2.73

3

2.64

2

2.15

2

2.24

2

2.21

2

2.06

3

2.94

3

2.88

3

2.91

3

2.56

4

3.52

4

3.42

4

3.58

3

3.45

4

3.73

4

3.42

4

3.67

4

3.55

3

3.03

3

3.06

3

2.97

3

2.81

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

2.41

2

2.31

2

2.31

2

1.91

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

3

3.00

3

3.03

3

2.97

3

2.67

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.48

4

3.48

4

3.55

4

3.48

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.09

3

3.00

3

3.03

3

2.82

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.85

3

2.85

3

2.88

3

2.67
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APPENDIX J:
Survey Data from School E

School E
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's Godgiven talents.

3

3.26

3

3.26

3

3.32

3

3.26

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.89

3

2.89

3

2.79

3

2.58

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.63

3

3.42

4

3.47

3

3.37

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

3.00

3

3.26

3

3.21

3

3.05

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

4

3.47

3

3.26

4

3.37

3

3.26

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.22

3

3.16

3

3.26

3

3.16

4

3.42

4

3.58

4

3.42

3

3.26

3

3.26

3

3.37

3

3.32

3

2.95

3

2.89

3

2.74

3

3.00

3

2.79

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal
prayer life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.32

3

3.37

3

3.26

3

3.05

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

4

3.63

4

3.37

4

3.47

3

3.42
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are
denied basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.95

4

3.95

4

3.84

4

3.79

3

3.26

3

3.21

3

3.21

3

3.11

4

3.84

4

3.84

4

3.79

4

3.63

3

3.32

3

3.37

3

3.16

3

3.16

4

3.63

3

3.26

3

3.42

3

3.05

4

3.63

4

3.68

4

3.68

4

3.47

4

3.47

4

3.53

4

3.42

3

3.21

3

3.37

3

2.89

3

3.11

3

3.00

20

The importance of religious development.

3

3.21

3

3.00

3

3.16

3

3.21

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

3.26

3

2.79

3

3.16

3

3.11

3

3.21

3

3.00

3

3.00

3

2.89

4

3.47

3

3.42

3

3.37

3

3.16

3

3.22

3

3.22

3

3.17

3

3.00

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.

322

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Engagement with other Ignatian
ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.
The importance of inter-religious
dialogue.
On-going moral growth.
The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.

2

2.16

2

2.32

2

2.05

2

1.84

3

3.05

3

3.16

3

2.89

3

2.95

4

3.53

4

3.53

3

3.42

3

3.32

2

2.21

2

2.11

2

2.11

2

2.05

4

3.47

3

3.32

3

3.26

3

3.16

3

2.63

2

2.53

2

2.47

2

2.53

3

2.53

3

2.63

2

2.37

2

2.11

4

3.42

3

3.37

3

3.11

3

3.00

3

3.05

3

2.95

3

3.05

3

2.61

3

3.05

3

2.95

3

2.89

3

2.79

3

2.79

3

2.74

2

2.58

2

2.53

3

3.11

3

3.16

3

3.16

3

3.00

4

3.53

3

3.32

3

3.11

3

3.11
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

4

3.63

4

3.53

4

3.47

3

3.21

3

3.42

4

3.44

3

3.32

3

3.32

3

3.16

3

3.21

3

3.11

3

3.00

2

2.11

2.5

2.56

2

2.11

2

2.22

3

3.16

3

3.05

3

3.21

3

2.95

3

3.00

3

2.79

3

2.79

3

2.74

3

2.95

3

3.05

3

2.89

3

2.79

3

2.89

3

3.06

3

2.89

3

2.83

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

3

3.11

3

3.05

3

3.00

3

2.79

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

2.5

2.56

3

2.94

3

2.72

3

2.76

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.84

4

3.84

4

3.68

4

3.58

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.11

3

3.11

3

3.00

3

2.84

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

3

2.95

3

2.89

3

2.89

2

2.63
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APPENDIX K:
Survey Data from School F

School F
"Our Adults
"Our School Culture
Model This"
Facilitates This"
Median Mean Median
Mean

Main
Item
#

Main Item

1

On-going development of one's God-given
talents.

3

3.04

3

2.89

3

2.63

2

2.48

2

Discernment of God's call in one's life.

3

2.63

2

2.48

2

2.41

2

2.26

3

Active practice of one's faith.

4

3.42

3

2.88

3

3.12

3

2.69

4

Understanding of the effects of one's
prejudices.

3

3.07

2

2.63

3

2.93

2

2.41

5

Continuous growth in one's faith.

3

3.04

3

2.74

3

2.89

2

2.59

6

The pursuit of spiritual formation.

3

3.07

3

2.59

3

2.78

3

2.59

3

2.96

3

2.78

3

2.85

2

2.59

2

2.67

3

2.63

2

2.67

2

2.33

3

2.81

2

2.48

3

2.74

2

2.48

7
8
9

Connecting one's faith to the call to work
for justice.
The development of leadership through
service.
On-going development of a personal prayer
life.

"Our Institution
Promotes This"
Median Mean

"Our Students
Experience This"
Median Mean

10

A lifestyle of regular reflection.

3

3.04

3

2.63

3

2.81

2

2.41

11

Appreciation of our school's Catholic
nature.

3

3.15

3

2.67

3

2.93

3

2.70
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Genuine care about each individual
student.
A message of forgiveness through God's
love.
Forming "Persons For Others" as our main
educational objective.
A sense of authentic collaboration.
Appreciation for the principles of Ignatian
Spirituality.
A commitment to solidarity with the
marginalized of our society.
A special concern for those who are denied
basic human dignity in our society.
Growth in one's personal relationship with
Christ.

4

3.78

4

3.56

4

3.52

3

3.37

3

3.19

3

2.85

3

3.07

3

2.93

3

3.33

3

3.00

3

3.11

3

2.85

3

2.96

3

2.85

3

2.89

2

2.52

3

3.11

2

2.59

3

2.85

2

2.44

3

3.19

3

3.04

3

3.00

3

2.78

3

3.15

3

2.96

3

3.04

3

2.78

3

2.96

2

2.52

3

2.74

2

2.59

20

The importance of religious development.

3

2.93

2

2.56

3

2.81

2

2.59

21

Participation in the Church's activities.

3

2.78

3

2.59

2.5

2.62

2

2.56

3

2.85

2

2.56

2

2.59

3

2.56

3

3.00

3

2.74

3

2.81

2

2.67

3

2.92

2

2.62

2

2.58

2

2.46

22
23
24

An appreciation that God is actively
working in all of creation.
Critical social analysis with an emphasis
on social justice.
The imitation of Christ's life of service for
others.
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25
26
27

Engagement with other Ignatian ministries.
Honestly confronting issues of social
injustice.
Close cooperation among members of the
school community.

2

2.22

2

1.89

2

2.00

2

1.89

3

2.93

2

2.70

3

2.78

2

2.56

3

3.07

3

2.85

3

2.89

3

2.59

28

The importance of inter-religious dialogue.

2

1.96

2

1.81

2

1.85

2

1.85

29

On-going moral growth.

3

3.07

3

2.70

2

2.67

3

2.67

2

2.37

2

2.07

2

2.30

2

2.15

2

2.22

2

2.11

2

2.04

2

2.00

3

3.30

3

2.96

3

3.07

3

2.74

3

2.85

3

2.48

2

2.48

2

2.11

4

3.30

3

2.81

3

2.93

2

2.44

2

2.52

2

2.30

2

2.52

2

2.26

3

3.00

2.5

2.58

3

2.69

2

2.38

3

2.70

2

2.30

2

2.35

2

2.07

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

The involvement of students' families in
the faith life of the school.
A commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Continuous improvement of school
programs to meet the school's mission.
Growth in Ignatian leadership.
A growing desire to help build the
Kingdom of God.
Opportunities for individual spiritual
conversation.
A commitment to live out the Gospel
message.
The integration of Ignatian pedagogy into
school programs.
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Collaboration between the school and the
Society of Jesus.
The integration of social justice education
into the school's programs.
An understanding of Christian response to
contemporary culture.
An understanding of the impact of
consumerism in a global society.
An appreciation of liturgy.
The importance of Campus Ministry
activities.
The importance of Christian Service
activities.
The importance of opportunities for
holistic growth outside of the classroom.

3

3.04

2

2.52

3

2.74

2

2.33

3

3.04

3

2.74

3

2.93

3

2.67

2

2.52

2

2.38

2

2.48

2

2.23

2

1.85

2

2.00

2

1.85

2

1.78

3

2.96

2

2.63

3

2.73

2

2.54

3

3.33

3

2.93

3

3.04

3

2.85

3

2.70

2

2.37

2

2.46

2

2.33

3

2.74

3

2.52

2

2.33

2

2.30

46

The centrality of the Eucharist.

2

2.52

2

2.33

2

2.52

2

2.15

47

Prioritizing human relationships in a
technological society.

2

2.22

2

2.26

2

2.07

2

1.93

48

Being a loving community.

4

3.74

4

3.48

4

3.56

3

3.30

49

An appreciation of the gifts of all cultures.

3

3.11

3

3.04

3

2.96

3

2.81

50

The call to be of service to the Church.

2

2.56

2

2.41

2

2.56

2

2.26
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